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CAL Pashto Materials Overview

CAL Pashto Materials Overview
1993

Over the last six years, the Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL) has developed a
set of materials to teach the Pashto language to English speakers: Beginning Pashto and
Intermediate Pashto introduce students to the spoken and written language; the Pashto
Reader provides extensive exposure to authentic Pashto written materials. Pashto
Conversation is a set of taped lessons, correlating with the units of Beginning and
Intermediate Pashto . The Pashto-English Glossary for the CAL Pashto Materials is a
glossary of all the words that appear in the components listed above.

The language taught in the materials is Afghan Pashto, in particular the standard
central dialect spoken in Kabul and used in the official media. The materials have been
proof-read and field-tested by Kandahari Pashtuns; the words and phrases in them are
familiar to speakers of the Kandahari dialect as well. In Pashto Conversation, there are
several exercises contrasting the Ka6uli and Kandahari (and Peshawarl, as well)
dialects, to give students more experience with the major dialects.

Beginning Pashto and Intermediate Pashto constitute a set of materials teaching
oral and written Pashto. Each of the twenty-eight units (fourteen per book) provides
about ten hours of class work, and therefore should be sufficient for four semesters of
academic language training (three hours a week in class, with possibly two hours of lab
or practice), or about ten weeks in an intensive course (six hours a day in class, five days
a week). The materials are designed to bring an English-speaking student to a 2+ or 3 on
the ILR proficiency scale, or an Advanced on the ACTFL proficiency scale; all the
grammatical structures of Pashto are presented, along with about 2,500 words.

The Pashto writing system is taught in the first unit of Beginning Pashto, and is
used in the presentation of material from then on. In the first three units, material is
also in a romanized transcription. After that, the transcription of a word or phrase is
given only when the word or phrase is introduced, cr when pronunciation is the focus.

Beginning and Intermediate Pashto teach the language via dialogues and readings
on various topics (e.g. food, shopping, weather, family, etc.) , with accompanying
presentations on grammar and vocabulary, and exercises for oral practice and
conversation. Each unit contains a Diversion - a proverb, poem or story intended to
amuse the student, and to provide him or her with a glimpse of Pashto folk literature.

The dialogues revolve around the activities of a group of Pashtuns and Americans
at an American university, so that the American student Is provided with language and
vocabulary of immediate usefulness. The readings for the most part describe Pashturi
life and customs in Afghanistan, and are related to the topic in the corresponding
dialogue The dialogues and readings In Intermediate Pashto continue along the same
general format, but the focus of attention shifts to Afghanistan, and to more detailed
study of Pashtun :ulture and Afghan history.

The Workb!oks, which are mostly in English, provide background information on

points in the dialogues and rezdings, discussion of grammar points, and information on
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individual vocabulary items. Each unit in the Workbooks contains a number of exercises
providing additional practice on the points covered in the Textbook. There are listening
exercises in the Beginning Pashto workbook which require the student to listen to a
prompt, then respond in some way.

The Teachers Manuals, in Pashto, are written for the educated native speaker of
Pashto who might not have a background in language teaching or an extensive background
in Pashto grammar. It explains the presentation of grammar points, and gives other
information of use to the teacher. At the end of each unit, the prompts for the listening
exercises in the Workbooks are given for the teachers convenience.

The Text Tapescript and Workbook Tapescript for Beginning Pashto have been
developed for ettidents who do not have regular access to a native speaker of the
language. They provide the means for such students to identify a Pashto speaker, then
make arrangements with him or her to tape the important parts of the Textbook and the
listening exercises In the Workbook. The tapescripts are not necessary in situations
where there is a Pashto-speaking teacher.

Pashto Conversation contains fourteen lessons - each lesson corresponding to
two units of Beginning/Intermediate Pashto which provide additional speaking and
listening practice on the material contained in the units, as well as exposure to different
dialects. The lessons have been recorded - there is a set of cassettes .at the Center for
the Advancement of Language Learning (tel: (703) 312-5040; Fax: (703) 528-4823)
and another at the Center for Applied Linguistics (see numbers below).

The Pashto Reader presents selections of modern written Pashto, with extensive
notes and guides to comprehension. Six different genres are exemplified: essays,
articles, stories, poetry, "public" Pashto (street signs, ads, etc.), and "fractured" Pashto
(published Pashto written by non-native speakers). Pashto Reader: Originals presents
the passages of the Reader in computer scans of their originals, to provide the student
with practice in dealing with Pashto as It actually appears: handwritten, without
conventional spacing between words, etc. Pashto Reader: Passages in Transcription
presents the passages in the roman transcription used to represent pronunciation
throughout the series; It is intended for the linguist interested in the Pashto language
but not necessarily the writing system.

The Glossary for the CAL Pashto Materials contains, in dictionary form, all the
words taught in the materials about 5,000 entries. Each entry includes a word or
phrase's Pashto spelling, a transcription of pronunciation, English equivalents or
explanations, and grammatical information.

All these materials are in the public domain, and copies may be made of them as
needed. Each component is listed in the ERIC system with a separate number, and has
been designed on the assumption that a single hard copy will be bought from ERIC, then
copied and bound. Each component accordingly has a cover page, which should be copied
onto heavy paper (a different color for each component makes It easier to Identify). The

5
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title page and rest of the component can be copied as usual, then bound with the cover
page and a back cover. We have found that comb-binding (available at most copy centers)
is best, because it allows the book to lie flat. To facilitate copy-making, every page of
the materials has been numbered and labelled in English, in headers like the following:

Beginning Pashto lin It 12: 4.4 jj se. 1. Teachers' Manual 82

Some of the components in the ERIC system are now obsolete. Here is a list of
everything that has been deposited in the system, along with identifying number (where
possible). The items marked with asterisks (***) are obsolete.

***Beginning Pashto: Textbook
Beginning Pashto: Textbook Tapescript
***Beginning Pashto: Workbook
Beginning Pashto: Workbook Tapescript
Beginning Pashto: Teachers' Manual
***Beginning Pashto: Glossary

"*Intermediate Pashto: Textbook
**Intermediate Pashto: Glossary
Intermediate Pashto: Teachers' Manual
**intermediate Pashto: Workbook

Pashto Reader
Pashto Reader: Transcriptions
Pashto Reader: Originals

Beginning Pashto: Textbook, Rev. Ed.
Beginning Pashto: Workbook, Rev. Ed.
Intermediate Pashto: Textbook, Rev. Ed.
Intermediate Pashto: Workbook, Rev. Ed.

Pashto Conversation: Tapescript
Pashto Conversation: Manual

Glossary for the CAL Pashto Materials

ED 323 763
ED 323 764
ED 323 765
ED 323 766
ED 323 767
ED 323 768

ED 338 074
ED 338 075
ED 338 076
ED 338 077

ED 353 815
ED 353 814
ED 353 813

(number not
(number not
(number not
(number not

(number not
(number not

assigned yet)
assigned yet)
assigned yet)
assigned yet)

assigned yet)
assigned yet)

(number not assigned yet)

In the revised editions of the textbooks and workbooks for Beginning and
Intermediate Pashto, we have corrected misprints, recast some of the grammar material,
and (we hope) made some of the explanations easier to understand.

If you have any problems or questions about getting the materials, please contact
ERIC /CLL, at the Center for Applied Linguistics in Washington, D.C. (tel: (202) 429-
9292; fax: (202) 659-5641). If you have any questions about the content of the
materials, please contact the authors: Barbara Robson at the Center for Applied
Linguistics, or Habibullah Tegey in the Pashto Service, Voice of America, in Washington
D.C.
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Introduction
This Textbook is one of the three components of Intermediate Pashto . The other

components are a Workbook, a Teachers' Manual, and an Interim Glossary.

All the components of Intermediate Pashto are aveilabla In microfiche or hard
copy through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service.

These materials have been developed by the Center for Applied Linguistics with
funding from Grant No. PO17A 00022 from the international Research and Studies
Program of the U. S. Department of Education. The same office funded CAL to develop
Beginning Pashto, the components of which are available from the ERIC Document
Reproduction Service as well. Intermediate Pashto continues the study of Pashto
where Beginning Pashto left off, and the two together constitute a relatively complete
overview of the spoken and written Pashto language, as well as a fairly extensive
introduction to Pashtun culture The development of a Pashto Reader has also been
funded; the reader will be available through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service in
early 1993.

We wish to thank Mr. Anwar Ayazi for field-testing and commenting on the
materials for us. His careful reading and thoughtful comments have greatly improved the
overa1: quality and teachability of the lessons.

We also wish to thank our secretary, Mrs. Zeba Khadem, for her patience and
cheerfulness, not to mention her willingness to commute into Washington at all hours of
the night and day.

Introduction to the Revised Edition

Since the completion of Intermediate Pashto In 1990, CAL has continued, with
grants from the Department of Education, to complete the Pashto Reader (1992). An
additional component to the materials, Pashto Conversation, has been completed (1993),
along with revisions of the textbooks and workbooks of Beginning and Intermediate
Pashto, and a final Pashto-English Glossary to accompany all the materials. All the
Pashto materials have been deposited in the ERIC system, and are available.

We are again indebted to Mr. Anwar Ayazi for his proofreading and comments on
the revised materials.

lo
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Unit 1 5: Lb

Section 1: Dialogue

g. c5i 4. ez1 j J.:, la* 1 z . (pit; ise. a:, e,z1_, J.:(.a,Lif .1 63 t..........,

j lt_l_.. ....LT-. 4.e. .,J 6 j.e 4.15.5 ,.:_- . *_9:7..Jt_,'. 4.....! 4. .. li J.; L.A.;..i 1 z 4:L1 z :,

."5 s5-5 v., .J:5 .=-1-1-:. ,:-.Le 3 4:I iL4 4j Ji 3 16° -, I
J.,... j.j.sb (4-5 6 zij .L.: .Lt, c5.9 I z j .).i c5,,i j-e. crs. 0..,000

i I 3 L.

c5 zArS JJ.; .4.,.1. 4:..' 4..z1

j_.L; ,..) 1 j_1.1.: e Lt, j I coil; z 4:1 ozli : :1-J

ezli .1 L......., ,:,

0 4I 3 LS p'--ii;" ss.5 cIL t5J-1 et:: 4.7.' (..1;A 4.it "/ al.:- :)',-.,-)

(7 .-72-1. JJ3 Jio _, r" 47: ..,.13-t '1 (y.-t' : 4;

44 ,./"5 41. 17°. ss5 (:)J-IL 47'. ..-,,) .5 (.5-4t I ri .31" 1-11 42."1 i I
. 9 9 =19A J-46 (5-÷ t 1 sS5 CS LL (...7". ° -,71- 4;1 S-SS .C;s.

'LT! c5.., j LI 4.L5 4.1.5 ss..5 1 ,j.l. (15,72 .L...4! 4.:1_,J L z . oil. I tigz. 4.1; ,:, LL

ss.S 1_,.:. ,r4J.e

L5J k..5 .75 -g;-.:' 4-+ EL 1 .9: A-L _,---.." 91 .., - .1_,-;':'

C. lg.:: (5.7.-4 i e I

ciS 0 _,) 1-5-4, 4--:, 4 _ri, 4 s95 J.. 1.... _te. j.,+.7,...7. 41 4:0 cid i : )1,....:j

4-t (-t-:. i 1 3 1--4 (----t ..);
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j :LJ
c55 EJ.)-14 te-:

z)i-5

(15-7--: L7..

ji

4-15 (5-4J., 4 c)_,J1-# ss÷: L_t-c c5i1; JI
ji èL JI "1'31-4° (5-4" 4-1

(.1.5 I L 415 . jjj jjj cr5 L.;

L sst j
AL . I Lt.;

4;7.; 4-till. JI 4;):.; I a 49 (75

Nouns

wedding f7.. irreg. [w-Id61 Az1_,

difference 112 [farql 3
music t12 [s-azi

dancing F3 [nats61 ti
bride F irreg. [nSwei

groom 11 irreg. [sh51 eL

ceremonies ti irreg. [maraséml

table 112 [mez13r.

top 112 [sari

candy F irreg. Ishiring

room F 1 [kótal "5

New Vocabulary

12

side F3 [khw'l

self 112 [clan] U.

musician 11 irreg. [szand6]

platform t12 [takhti

end t12 [P5y1c5tt.

girls F irreg , obl. pl. [njiino]

arrival 112 (r5tági .&;1.)

Jordan almond 112 [mIqul]

series 112 [lad ,71

melody F 1 [naghm614...;.;

number 112 [shmed
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English words
hotel n, P12 [hot611

club n, 112 [klabl

salon n, 112 4:),,J L.

bar t12 [br) j1.;

parti ci oles

haven't gone (n6 yam tlalel

Verbs

assemble der. int. (to1ég-1-_07J.,;;

beautify der. tr. (sing5rawL) -j

enter stress-shift [nanawz]

begin der. tr. [shuro kaw=I

throw, toss smp. tr. [shind.q

take place der. int. fijra" keg-1

play smp. tr. Ighagawq

are placed [ix1 /ixé wil s5-4-e. /L5-4-eI

have put on [aghustgle wil

have beautified Esinggr kki wil

can I wear [aghust61ay sam]

Adverbs. phrases. idioms
basically, in fact [pa haqiqat ke] ss.5 411

oi average [pa aws6t dawall jI 47:

take part in [pa ... ke gadLin kaw.q jj,1.5 s5.5 4.

in groups [gala dala] 4J3 4J0

different kinds of [Owe] Owen WO J.90

for themselves fdzán ta)

that is [y6nel

become eaten [khwacal kégil cj,)

about, around [takhmin)

slowly [wr6wrol

after that [pa dé pasél 4-*

13
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1. Answer the following questions.

Practice

Textbook 4

c

c. LA' 4.i5 4:3 (:)1_).,, I . Y

i 0,3 415.w 4:0 I I.; LS 415 y z s5 jil.. . T

ye. oth 4-IS 65 (.5-5:1_,_,-+ jt a
q.c5z J.J.; 4'.; j j...1-. TJ 1-: s5 .1 c..5."5-1-

.

2. Memorize the following lines from the dialogue:

t5 Jr-5 t_JJ-46 'Lt 1-..#

ss.71 4.; Le 0 ss...A.LI J 4.; Z.:; Ij 4J :

c..5 inS

Practice the exchange with a partner. Then substitute different events, and change the
times accordingly, e.g.

.5.0-5

2. Memorize the following lines from the dialogue:

r"" J'A Sgrn 4. c & &
LZ**" 4-1

:

ss.pi_g-4, 4-4 ss5 ..t.

Practice the question and answer with a partner. Then add different kinds of events, and
possible clothes, e.g. I. S.

415-4-;- ("1-.J.A CF"

14
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Section 2: Perfective Participles

Forms

Pres. Imo Past Perfective Perfective participle

-J-)J [lar6lay] (j)

[joc/jora k6cayl

[joc/joca sSwayl 6)j-
[kenastSlay]

Notes:
1. The perfective participle is formed by adding [-ayl c5- to the past perfective root

(the simple verbs drop the j prefix) of the verb. This participle is a regular Adjective 2,

and has the following endings:
Sg: [-ayl fl PI: [--11 F Sg and Pl: [-el s5--

2. The irregular verbs that can drop the J.- suffix can drop it in the participle as well,

e.g

Present Imp Perfective ParticiDles
[akhist6layl [akhistayl

-Jj.1 Ilwist6lay1 Jz.,J [1wistayl

3. Some verbs have irregular perfective participles. Some form their participles with
the imperfect stem; some do not have alternate participle forms without the 1- suffix;

and the participles of some are different words altogether. Irregular participles are
listed below.

Present Imo, Perfective Participle
--iyeS (auxiliary) (s6wayl

(auxiliary) Ek6cay1 L.575

- [Ixayl (5.4.1.:

1t16lay1 u.1-L, Way] 01:,*

Ebow6layl cji_x..

5
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Practice

Textbook 6

1. Give the perfective participles of the following simple verbs.
.1.....4

9 zie (.51:4

,)1_,-. -Pe .--,:-
_

2. Give the perfective participles of the following derivative verbs.

3. Give the perfective participles of the following doubly irregular verbs.

4. Substitute different participles in the following sentences.

0-1

c., 41.J LTS L.

C.
(.51-d

ej
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With . etc,:

'I have never gone to an

Afghan wedding.'

'Candy will have been

put on the tables.

'The food will have been

Unit 15: II-.

Using Perfective Participles

put in a special place.

'All the guests have

put on good clothes.'

'The Afghan girls have

beautified themselves.'

'Has Patang seen (him)?'

'His doctor has

taken x-rays.

'We have studied [kedall

and [kawal].'

[za de afgh-drino wad6 ta

hetskala n6 yam tlale.1

[de menino pa sár shirini

igoclay pa yawa khSs dfa'y

ke,la wt.1

[tolo melm5n6 xe jams

aghust6le wi.1

[afghanSno njtino dzantina

xa singar kki wi.1

[patang lidla da?]

[claktar ye aksuna .c5z

akhisti di.]

[kedal aw kawal mo

lwast6li di.]

'I had gone to the hospital.' [shafE khane ta tl6law warn.]

'His car was in an accident.' [motor ye takar k6rau %Nal

Textbook 7

..11.3 L.;j1 z

.c;

c5i

Let- e_x ,t5 4i4

c5_, ss5

kr* ss4 9-**-417:- _2;*1

c.5..)

L;611

..)1S-Lt-4- 44

c.5z

.),414

.5'

r

4v4

1
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Notes:
1. The perfective participle combines with various forms of the verb 'be to form
compound verb phrases. These phrases are roughly parallel to the following English
constructions:

Pashto English
Participle + , etc. present perfect, e.g. 'I have started out'

Participle + fo. j, etc. past perfect, e.g. 'I had started out'

Participle + future perfect(I), e.g. 'I will have started out'

2. The perfective participle and 'be' verb agree with the subject of intransitive verbs,
and the object of transitive verbs, e.g.
'The doctor came.' (int.) [qaktar impcA ji j

'The doctor took x-rays.'(tr.) Eclaktar aksuna akhisti di.1 J....5A I

3. If the first component of the participle is an adjective (in derivative verbs), it also
agrees with the subject of intransitive verbs, and the object of transitive verbs, e.g.
'They (f) have started out.' [rawghe. sSwg. k.51 (1.53.4'

4. In negative sentences, the past participle frequently comes after the 'be' verb, at the
end of the sentence, e.g.

[aced n6 da tl6lay.]

[za de afgnna-no w-a'da ta kala 415 4:1 6,11_1 o

n6 yam tlalel

Practice
1. In the following intransitive sentences, identify the perfective participle, explain its
construction, identify the word it agrees with, and translate the sentence.

. J.J.: L5 Z 4...1 ej.S ItJ o oilo .1 .3 uti; ,...,(... I .
c.5.1 ci * 1 7 ' J 4: .' .,1:' .-1 J.,5 Cdt-- . V . e Z ssJa.7....., ltqlj .1'

igi-e. Ls1-1-1.pi .,-0 b3 . A i `11J'Z 1--..'1..) il cd1-41 .T
c.c.5o j.1.7...,j1 s5.5 ill.5 4.e. ..L..,1 .k c.5' Jil cD1.)1-.1 _)14

L51.1.0 . . 0J tigit ej..5 -.,:J o ltql..) .o
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2. In the following transitive sentences, identify the perfective participle, explain its
construction, identify the word it agrees with, and translate the sentonce.

J J tau . r

V - T

L5z 5,75 c71V

L5 0 . o

(74 4 J.. I . 1

c5z 4 jt.S. zlo;CLe4 . A

. ez 415,75 4.4.13

S5175

c5, c5z 4. . IT

. oz 41! j 1* 4..1.1.1. .

3. Answer the following questions.

L-LJ

LU I .

sse. 4.1 T

z (.)).31
(1st LiLa L.., 4 4:,; 0

c5 oLLT.S.J L! ci; . 1

sst j (15.5 4.;1 . V
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Section 3: Reading

Textbook 10

I j ULU I z 415S j Lz.; AI LI/ I I

ss.5 JJ j zi ci I 1..; I

t.:)U ss5 JJ-5 4. ssJt:. I ic.J3 4-7-iki c5J JJ
j 1 . .3 , 4 ._,2*.S I LI. cpU z

1-17- t54 .."5 CPU z 4-1-L)1:1

. L.5..4. z j I s4
L. , è5 cr5-11' ri3 Jle

.c5z?rS SS; 4:Jj4 z ozli

.J1." 4.).5 c.5_,5 W J1 3"
s5.7.0 (Si& z .c5,5

tiLit 4...; L. J17: 4.; ..4. j
C)L5La t.514 Z LA .5

t z r-J3

J-.1 J1 (54 J JJ 4 ss-C 1 L5-4-

1J3 rab cls.3 J-51.,i; z ss5 43.1 41

(.9-' .)-5 (1.5.5 dt -,;; c.59

L.

(15 .11.; Z

3 I j z .; I

-PTS J1= J

j 4. rm.,/ j LIS j Z

ti5JU

. (se. 405 crst ei.ro 4J I cs cr.{ c1.5

z 4.15

Z

fcb./.5 4i5 3 ys--.)-a z

t.5 .;"5.)j .."5 r-J.3
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New

Nouns

sort 112 [shEnI

musician 111 [clam] r=

boy tit (al6k144J..4

dancer /11 [Vaiz1ng6r1

drum 112 [cloll

wedding party F3 [wral IJJ
rifle 11 irreg. [topák]

shot Fl tgázal

expense 112 fmasr6f14...1

rfte 4. V 0 j

Vocabulary

Textbook 11

Adjectives
rural 4 (kaliwall] 011 J....J.5

modern 4 [asril

professional 4 Ikaspll

ordinary 4 rddi1c5,zt.,c

Adverbs. phrases. and idioms

by themselves [dz5n dz5ntal.e....**U. U.

are called twayal kégil (.5

in addition, also [degha ra'zi 31j z

Verbs

stay der. int. [iAte ke9-1 -_)TS crs:'

dance der. int. [gaOég-]

beat (drum) smp. tr. [wah=-1-1.

put (someone) on (something) der. tr. [sparaw=1

Have You Understood?

1. Describe, in English, a rural Afghan wedding.

2. Finish the following sentences.

(55 "IJ _I 1-4-"-*-17" 4%1 ..?-1

crs-5

tri'5

(5; L.* I .

z 4Lt ss..5 .

91: j1 &LI yS 4z1 _rat 41 .

CrSS AIj L11J 4.;° (.0.

c$P"61:5 Jitt 31.1 (e "lj (iljt:15 .L
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Section 4: Diversions

ssert. 4.11_, cewls 1.5.,/0

4; c.b.; - 35 (191-4: cj71.Ji
sst 1.71

4.4 sst 4.1 4; L.

get married to phr. L.. sara wad6 kaw=1 6.11j
husband n, 112. [mer:61

no one else obl. form thécha1

TextbocK 12

47" (19.--"14 L:""ii j

tjj 0.11j 4.*. L5v)... o_te. j.,J 444. c.re 1.1

91 '4-4'. Ji ..).91 L5-a 9.1 crs-1

415 (SA' (Ise e..)746 f"..15 4; z 4AYA 4.)-13 4:1 J.)

. AI 4 j J.. j jab (15.13 j.e. ss.5 47;

t. L 41 4 r

forget der. tr. vb. Iheraw=1

thread n, 112. [tad jl".;

needle n, Fl fal [sten)

throw smp. tr. vb. fachaw1

thread a needle phr. [pa st6n ke achaw-]

knot n, F 1. EghCital

otherwise phr. [ka n6 wi nol J.; j 4.; 4.5

eye of a needle n, 112. [sparifi

4.1 .v y

Yq5 'Li: 4-)
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Unit 6: . . .

Section 1: Reading

I j.4 111 (15 4.:11.1b t19.5 c.) L 1.A.;

cj_;.1. 1 z )1-.f 4.74. 4.15 .

ru.is(5-4 .3 4; jj eZij d.J 4.5'
cse. .(.5,?-5j 4-11.01 5 .1 z L41

J 9-1 91 LS _) LI» 4.."5 .9 I .t.54; 0`7," 91

1 JJ 4'.° 4; 95 .t5-1-?"; "5 4-.t, Li'

j j j ,t5; j

ul": 1 s5 t-"; 4'; t7°. L5irr-J. .;"A'

c5,75j9 99-1 414'1' 4t 41"9 4'99'5 '5 alJb '5 A5'995 '5

4-)S z z -A jai%

4') 41. (5:14..."14 J":.$ J1 JL.'s." J14. t 5;
,1 4.; 5 . j 4:: J.A.t J 4.4-; trs-Z _1.4 sgS

4..ILlto 4 415

: ç5J IJ A lz

v).,

415-1.4 41h ss

s5 4. j (...5.).5 s..5) 4.1.174.1.,;; ss

L5j; :tLI 434.1.1 j I 411.4
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J. , L5 j 40 c 1 ..tise Le j I c) lle. L....A .1.1.; i I au. z
Lz,

4-zs L.5-t c5.75 L5-, 4:1 6.1).-/ .4s:° 1: tta* 6-.)..44 J.! -,t (1.91: 'e I.,":
..1.L. Z ...t..

(1s-5 iLor

j alt., c5 j 4.:, tc.......,4 t. ,at. z 431..?..; j1 4517,...; z J...,Lb

9' c.59 L.59-1 c..59-1 °J-." s5.5 0)-5 .thi. 47: ,k5.4:1 91e

-csi

Lit i V' v

z , ,L,r...: 41 ,t5.4,:, il ..:11.4 4.1S 41S

jil 431..?:, i I ...ILI. 1.4_;

New Vocabulary

Nouns

girl F irreg. [nj6lay1

engagement F 1 Ikozd6I c...t3 J.S.

arrangement /12 Ebándobasti ..L.'...Ljx..;

young man PH. [dzwän)

responsibility t12 [masulySt] ............rli..:....

initiation F 1 [khabgra] .t. j.4.

intermediary P 1 1 fraybárl jlte j
answer 112 tdzaw6b] .7,1..,..4.

Verbs

consider smp. tr. [ge1 -..4
keep smp. tr. Es5t.] -Z l....,

announce der. tr. vb. fil5newLI

request F 1 (ghuxtSnal A.L.7....::. .".

member 1I3 [gh6cayi L5ic
.

handkerchief 112 [dusm611 Lp....., z

agreement Fl [mwäfeqál 4.111.i...

token Fl [n6xal

tambourine F3 [daryS] , [dayrg] I j-e..1

neighbor F3 famsgya1 <7.. L....AA

associate F 1 [n5stawal4a1 4...) j 4.z....A;

childhood 112 fwacaktóbl

Adjectives

precise 4 [qatél

silk 1 (wrixminl ..c.":":-» J..,
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Adverbs. phrases. idioms

if they are able phr. [ka ye la l5sa wasil 4J 4.5
-r

give her (in marriage) phr. [war ye ki I c575
4,157: JJ

even adv. NI '1

to the point.., that phr. [tar ts6 tsel

(trel [la agh6 nal 4 s5-Lib 4-1

in this manner phr. [pa dé Owe]] (.11 4-1

before phr. [pa khw6]

each other phr. [yaw ball J.;

in secret phr. [Pa Ota]
47?

The Engagement Song

(15J9 Jt----1

[dusmal ye rlwor, tsuncli pe p6re
pe b6ra rn6 se de alak m6re.I

'They brought the handkerchief, tassels on its edges
May the boy's mother not become bereft of him.'

tassel n., t13 [tsung6y] c54:P_A

woman whose son has died fl, F 1 [bilra] o_)"!
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Have You Understood?

1. Put the following sentences in the proper order.

-).5 .944 L Ls".."4 ,s;-)).5 z J-Liu

i)1"J. _3 6-r5 )1t. J1.-; 441-6

4$.14.; .T

J.1.1 clu LL ,04 . t

%L.LJA (5.:.zi J..41 3 I .1.; I J70. J I Lo.t....1 Cm..e. J.) 45; j J5: 04.; 0 . 0

Ji J,?-1. -;.?

. 4.j.j.5 au. .1 1 4., 4; jilj 45; 451iN.; .1

t.5

t5..."5 s 3 4-17: 15'5 (IS "1 .

0 tDLL JI . A

2. Fin in the missing words, then check your answers with the reading.

,a_te z
415..5 1.A3 I 47. .

c.5.15 J9.4 .5...,j"4

tr5 .L-11'

-11 J 9** j,,.4 4.:16 O

42; c5i3 .11- ye. JJJ

0 J.; 41.4 J jJ.5 45.1..; J 4.5

J., 4.)-5

31 a:d it it ...)-t5 JI

c.S.,-5 (" -13"

3. Discuss, in English, the differences between the engagement process in Pashtun
society and engagements in American society.

2 6

.o
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Section 2:

'The girl who is buying the

dress is RnyE's sister.'

'The girl who bought the

dress is REbyg's sister.'

'The girl who came to the

party is IR-aty-d's sister.'

The .girl that I saw at the

party is MO's sister.'

'The girl 2cith whom

was sitting is RgbO's

sister.'

'The house where my

family was living

has been sold.

Relative Clauses in Pashto

Examples

Eagha njalay tse kamis

akhle de r-R)yä khor

Eagha Matsu tse kamis ye

0.4.t...wg At. Ajat

41..1 AAA

wákhista de ra-by'd khor dal . oz 1-4-11

Eagha nialay tse mklmastua

ta rIghale wa de rgbyg khor dal

Eagha hist ay tse oa

yrielm5stua' ke me walida

de ra-bya' khor

[agha njalay tse war sera

nast warn de raga

khor dal

[agha kor tse koranay

me Enke woseda, kharts

saway

27

4 4..k/14

Z I Co.

Z

..1 4.4 ALLAtc

1-1'.4 .1"--j. -Seg

. 0Z

sc-

*c5z c$J.6';'
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Notes:
1. A relative clause is a sentence that modifies a noun. In the sentences, transcriptions
and translations above, the relative clauses are underlined once, and the modified nouns
underlined twice.

2. In Pashto, the relative clause follows the noun it modifies, and is introduced by the
clause marker a.... .

3. Within the relative clause, there is always a noun identical to the noun the clause
modifies; in the clause, that noun has been changed to a weak pronoun and follows weak
pronoun rules (e.g. if a subject, it drops in present tense sentences; if a subject in a
transitive past tense sentence, it stays, etc.)

4. When the noun and its relative clause come towards the end of a sentence, the rest of
the sentence often comes between the noun and the clause, e.g.

'Asad likes the girl who [aced agile nialall khwaxawi I

is dancing the atao. tse atap kawil *445 'It

'Am'In doesn't know the fam5n agha xadza na pezani 4.. 4-.L4

woman who is talking tse law15 sara ghagegi.1 Ap.1 4,..P LJ
T

with Layla.'
or

[am5n agha xadza tse laylE

sara ghagegi na pezani.]

LJ 1

. 4.1 14.14.

5. A noun modified by a relative clause frequently occurs with words, like or

6. Some writers punctuate the end of a relative clause with a comma.
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Practice

1. In the following sentences from the dialogues and readings, identify the relative
clause and the word it modifies.

(.51.,; S.9-3.4 4a." " .3)7"." ii 45 -.1-.4 415 .

(.5"lb L/1

ssiZod, I Lt. (:)Laiab

k.5 VS 45 .3 .5i (15J-11 -,41 S-4»

c5 4)-e-C IJi 4%)"5 S.5.3/5 4Lt J<1' .1'

03141,1 .1 j_,S. 454; z . L

c. .."5 )_; " 4+1 z (15-5

jI eSI 4.; . 0

c5 '' e."5 (15.112° z c.5.3 4:". .)1:1 c) _9-1-4

.

e" c tri.5 41. 4-Le. 91 eLt . v
=

L.7"

c.5 .prS Jj L5.- 4.)-5 J1 91.1-' J.; . A

2. Construct one sentence with a relative clause out of the pairs of sentences given

c,..5 p- 454 JJ..

. o z 4.. I.;

4.A.h I .

c.5,5
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4.A.A L. I . `'

o 4.; WI 4J

.

4-71I-ZS 1:1

.(PL-

Ij t( 4.;1.11 L. I . o

ss.,1 s5 amyl

12J ê -t.t.[A 4.A.A J L. I .

.c5o Lt.; LA-; I

. ez

zila . \./

4.W.A .A

Ldj 47' US .ts-t-?:,

s5-5 c5,7-

d
4.;uis .

I

L5t aLt.

3. Finish the following sentences.

'. 4. V I I Id

J-,j J"."4.-e) .). I .

"1-ew I Lew T

L.
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Section 3: Dialogue

" I " I 4.1.1b

z trc..1.1,5 z JI 4L z :

j I alrb al; ,p3_t5 14.10 (1.6.5 ji LS J1 LSI! 1

c.5J.5

433_,S. 3 ss..5 JI J;1 3 4.71.13 : (DLI

3 j.t1.5 JI 4.x..13 I . c5_tS L5.1..?; j I au .z
4542. j I 4.1.4 1 (..p 41-.1 JM ç5 z I31 4_1.4

z 4-1*-:/J j.» 4-1 4 -

(is c5 JI Jj.4

4.161 I j 454; j I ...LW. t.5 -1 J.4 s5.0 1 (155

() 47.) .c.$_prS 4 (15

J 4 4U111 415.5.4 4:8 (.15 Z3,.5 I ..L.1.1.w s5.5

(.) c.5_,

.t.5-1÷" "=" cagg JLLY L51 4.J : L-e-

L5

4.15 Le. I (...5 S 4; ( 5 L-

c..5.pr-5 c..5U ss5 .t5-1-7N:s z 415

J1 4 s5.5 JLLI r

rad% 1 O_AS1 J tt J.!

4517 1571. 1;! c .0-:e

ss-C

41:$ iroo LLro :

4:4' 4:`:° ttiab

13 eJ!....51 .oz 4 trI3 a.; : I

,t5-L7N:s sst csi
z At.

I. 04:j c.5v.1.SJ
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a at c5 a a I 4..51 414 1 al jaja 1

rs:fti 9;1 L5--4-4-1 z 4-)iL SS-) `L" (5""
ss5 alom (Is J 4.15.S. 4 J s5. c

-csz JI A. 1,4 Le.

al tars a a :

:

New Vocabulary

Nouns Verbs

refugee fl irreg. [mahaj6r1 build der. tr. [tingasy]

community, society F 1 [tol6na] is pretended phr. [xodal keg-]

relationship F1 [r5bete) 4.12.!1

love F 1 [mina] 4..Z-4- Adjectives

romance t.12 [mayantóbl free / [azSd1 jr
lover II Irreg. (mayanl social 4 Eijtim411

custom 112 [clod] ja unsuccessful 4 [nEkSma]

reason 112 [darn] a oral 4 [shef5h11 (54 LIZ%

life t-12 [zwand] jj unloved 2 [n5man6layl

mirror F 1 [-yn6] 4.:...ti

pain 112 [sozl ConjunctioR

unloved husband 113 [mozigaylo..5.7! ji.4 since, because Rsaranga tsel

Adverbs. Phrases and Idioms
of course phr. Ialbatai together phr. [yawdzEy1

enough adv. [pure] e because of phr. [de ... la amálal LI 4..I ...

for ... reason phr. [la ...amalal 414 1 especially phr. (pa Ora byal

that same phr. famdél cr5 full of phr. w/ adj. 1 [la ... Oka] 4.54 ...

previously phr. We mekhal in mind [pa Oil z Le 4..4.
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Practice

Textbook 23

1. Use the conjunction 4...1 in sentences, e.g.

rn'4' 4; r-J-1 J15

2. Practice the following lines of the dialogue with a partner.
L5z zit! ç 45j

. z jab :L.I

Then ask and answer questions on the model, substituting other phrases for ,

e.g. (15.)...v... .1, etc.

3. Use the phrase z in sentences, e.g.

4L'a CP 41. I 4J I jab

cr
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Section 4: Diversions

tst. I j

z

kill der. tr. vb. [mac kaw9

bracelet phr. w/ n, P13. [de las bangtiyi z

break phr. [mat kaw-'1

c_5.1

die smp. int. vb. [mr-1 alive adj. 2 [zwandáyl

intention n, P12. [nyati bury der. tr. vb. [khaxaw-q

LPL) 4.jl ç5 4.11 4.1

45 4j1t1' `;'

from above, upstream phr. [la basal irrigation canal n, F 1 (bya161 4.) Lei

dirty adj. 1 Ikhad swim smp. int. vb. (lamb-1

,75-, 4:s ,n-4$ L5-5-e3t.

sst

derogatory form of (mozig6y1

4$

trash heap n, P12 [cier6n1

manhood, bravery n, F 1 [mei:6nel 4.;17z4 sword n, F 1 [tGral
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Unit 17: .r.t. yes jj.,L.1:,

Section 1: Diathgue
: cY.Z..."....t...

iyj o, .c.' ,7-1...... .15,7i, j1_,.:,. .L. .j.L.1

-1-_, ut-L; . Jab :J".s.

S L5 a J-1.,. 4L.i. i c5 a 4.L.4... c.) L.L. : c, L. I

c5 a all. 44 0 ....4'..5 I 4.1. L5.,.., I j t j.t0 : j t...,.....4. _:,.

L5-....e. 1 4:, 4.4

i J.'S j a s9e. 4:...,..A.z5 : L I

Le Jil JI J., rS 4 .91 1-7-5 (.5"' Le J ./ -," J,)-1 sst IJ ti-6 :J6j*.#9

J_, 4;_, Jj

ae, L. a r...L. I j_i 03

c. ,3.1 4.5 j I

4.s5 41! J1

4-.til ..,-1 -1---_, 4...1

4*.; LI : ,...)...1

1.) 41.4 c4 :J6.-:.._,

. r...t ijj..1 (....A:.... I

c5.1 J14 ..)/z-iSL/ -,-. S95
4_, : J....1

T

L5 J 4.:L ci-t -t.i.:-.ao j: .....4. 4.;) : j (..>-t. J.1..

c.5., r.5 1-e. "-'' Le. 3 4.L. 4:a ..:-; 9-1-1 4.i

: .*)t-1

4 157: rat j I _tr.s; cs,, j 0 j_,S. 4J ra.Cb ,t.5 i ,) : j 1...N..4t j..:

,,....s.4'''' 1 i y5 L7.' _,..J* .15 ;'. 5 Oi 4 .,- V.'

35

;
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ei (5'k1-.! " (..)1s1 71

ra -J r-5 it-sb ye. 6..) ye. c15

j L L. 4.. alt 4=$ J.4 y. J7! 4I J 41 J

J., 1 Ltd J it J J1 L "Where's the beef?" :J.j s5i 451 j
417:L' 41'

L I
(..)

sse. 1z

New Vocabulary

Nouns

school 112 [maktáb1

teacher ill Emalim1

individuals 11 irreg. Itánal

math F irreg. [ z11

cheese 112 Epanérl

Verbs

become poor der. int. [khwgrég-1-,)/

I can use listimalawSlay sam1 I

we can bring [rdwt-61ay sul L51)il

we can buy [akhistSlay sul

laugh smp., imp. tr. [khand-1

you can fix [tayaraw6lay se] ss.t.

I can fix [tayarawélay sarn] febj:0

take Pres. prf. of [wr.--] [wésarn1

English words

Mike Imayk1 4! L.

pizza [pitsél 4-4.14

hamburger [hambargér]

Adjectives

lacking 1 [karn1

little, few, small 4 [lag] ,.).1

tasteless 4 [bekhwéndal

dry 1 [wachl

lying (on) irreg. [prot]

heavy, difficult 1 [sakhtl

Conjunction

until [ts6 tse]
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Adverbs, phrases. idioms

as always phr. [de 01 pa sh5n1 LI 4..., J.5 z,
only adv. Rang) ly:.-.;

here and there phr. Warta anal 4.; I Z

turned (face) toward phr. Imakh rgwka-wai

Practice

t**

1. Memorize the following sentence from the dialogue:

r
Make up other sentences along the model, e.g.

,

2. Make up sentences using one or the other of the following phrases:

3 rs
1 Al 4 ..?, ...:. j..t. j.e. z ...L5-w-e.

Lr 1-1A-4.a 63

3. Assume 1) that Khoshal really liked the food in the cafeteria, and wants to buy his

lunch every day; and 2) that his father is concerned that he get a decent lunch. Rewrite
the last three lines of the dialogue.
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Pres. kilo,

..)*1

-4-tt

5
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Section 2: The Imperfective Participle

Past imperfective Imperfective participle
Elar6layij

[jocaw6l ay)

tjocedglay1

EkenastAlayl

Notes:
1. The imperfective participle is formed by adding [-ay] s- to the past imperfective

root of the verb. This participle, like the perfective participle described in Unit 15, is a
regular Adjective 2.

2. The imperfective participle is different from the perfective participle only in verbs
which have different past imperfective and perfective forms, i.e. the derivative and
doubly irregular verbs, e.g.

Pres. Imo,

(aux)

(aux)

Imperfective participle
[jocaw(61)ayl --ti

[jore(d(61)ayl

kenast(61)ayl

[nanawat(61)ayl

[ked(a1)6yl j .1r.S

Ikaw6lay)

Nexod(61)ay

tixod(61)ayl j-4-t1

R1(61)ayl L5Lt;

[bow(61)ayl

Perfective participle
[joc kkay/joca kke1

(jot- s6way/joca s6wel y_t.t. jeti

Ek6nast(al)ay]

[tArlaw at(el)ay1 ut:

Es6way]

[kkayl c5,4

Nay)

3

R1(61)ay1 L5W

[bow(61)ay1 ()lay
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Practice

1. Give the imperfective participles of the following derivative verbs.

1-4-1 -J-;4
7,5 I ..)-I1 -_,,*1A I

2. Give the imperfective participles of the following doubly irregular verbs. Be sure to
stress the correct syllable.

t

Section 3: "Carr Phrases in Pashto

Examples

Present imperfective:

'I can talk.'

'She can cook aushak.'

'We can make a stop.'

'We can bring it to you.'

[za ghsged6lay sam.i

IdE ashak pakhaw6lay si.)

hung tamed6lay su.I

hung ye dar ta rgwc6lay su.)

present perfective.

'I will be able to talk.' [za ba waghaged6lay sem.)

'She will be able to cook [sabSta ba -6shak pEkhe

aushak tomorrow. k6cay si.1

'We will be able to make

a stop tomorrow.'

'We will be able to

bring it to you.'

hung ba sabS ta

watamed6lay su.1

hung ba ye dar ta

rSwcalay su.1

-1"
(524

L.L.L,L) sst

r2.' L.5141:"_,

(5'1 4.! Cd.we

*17":" .1

ix) cgs....! 4.!
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Past Imperfective;

'I could talk (and might have)lza ghaged6lay swam.]

'She was able to cook [de Eshak pakhawSlay

aushak (and might have).' sw6.1

'We were able to bring

it to you (and might
have).'

'We were able to make

a stop yesterday
(and might have):

'I could talk (and did).'

'She was able to cook

aushak (and did).'

'We were able to bring

it to you (and did).'

'We were able to make

a stop yesterday
(and did).'

[mung dar ta rgwr:61ay su.1

[mung pardn tamed6lay

swu.]

Past Perfective:

[za waghaged6lay swam.]

[de ashak pRha kat-ay

swat]

[mung dar ta r6wralay

swal.1

Imung partin watamedSlay

swu.]

Student Text 30

-r-rt Ja-ti)1

.bj .L.1T 4.1

J'11-.`5 QJ J-4

Jalii 63
-JJ-t csr5

(.11-1 (.)1J

-Jr!. J-L1.-45

Notes:
1. Phrases translating as 'can' or 'will be able to ...' or 'could ...' are formed in Pashto
with one of the participles of the verb and a present or past perfective form of 'be'.

2. The imperfective participle is used in imperfective contexts (e.g. present tense); the
perfective participle is used in perfective contexts (e.g. future statements with 4).

English translations of Pashto 'can' phrases usually don't reflect the perfective/
imperfective difference in Pashto.
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3. Phrases reflecting present and future actions use the present perfective forms of
'be':

lsg: [sam]

2sg: [se] ss...t

3 Sg&Pl: [sii

[su] t.

2P1: [say) Ls...«

4. Phrases reflecting past actions use the past perfective forms of 'be':
lsg: [swam]

2sg: [ewe] (is

3sg M: [sw6lal [sal ej...1

3sg F: [swal

1P1: [swu]

2P1: [sway]

3P1: [swa]

5. The j prefix doesn't drop in the perfective participles of simple verbs in 'can'

p:vases.

Practice

1. In the following sentences from dialogues, identify the 'can' phrase and explain its
construction.

I 4 L z 1.J.L. I .

crc- .)-7-A5 1 ,?.j j 4-1 rA .$
s52'' W.A.? sge. .

*r"""

r" r-A ss.e. eJ3 s5..p5 .0

if" ss"' 71 . 1

jtS (.15 4.15.5 .

J.v.e, rah ss..* . A

4 i
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2. Answer the following questions.
i s5.5, ult...J

isg..1 s5.1..1.f.p J.L.i...,... ...

_J-7-4.-: (5e. 1 i 4:° C.5.3'e. -)S:dY
4...N. 0.3....4

't
_..m....4.....: ss... I J 4ti .1'

i ss-t° ul-rsiJ iL4 I .9-Z-÷1.' .0

irt jj_9e ss j ..I.L... (.5.: '..L.:...-1, . A

i ss...t ul_t5 I .17.1 j l..5 1575 0 a a ill. 4.7..7.<- . 'k

4? tia I .

.1'

2. Change the time phrase in the following sentences and recast the 'can phrases.

1.--ts J-11-1. i..i3 rs-1'. 63 . 1

4...4,-4

: 1-:--,

i (sit j j..t j.:a. 4 j1.5 L Lt j-,..1. j NI .1.-1 .1

c...?

. kh.5 Cr ji (.5.;.:.: 4..4.4 4...; jig 4.5; j_t5 &....L7,. . 1'

:4:7;

: j 1.5 i)... j j..7.
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Lrit ".., 4.1 c, .)1.7.......:, WI JL.Ir,jj1 t3;<1..

J1-5: 4:*

(52.° (..4-PJVZ 4-,°'w iJil- ki '...t...1. j

.,-4', J _II) .;_,- .1
: ,c...., L.,.....

4;3

J ..1-re2.)-: V-1-4 c5J-5-44; V

: cis

..,.2.° ul -1-01:** (..5.1 . A

:4..T...... j j j ..)J

: ci;
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Section 4: Reading

ss.S. z s9.1

L . j.k; L êj y
4.:11.11

JJ-5 JJ J-L"" cr Jti -"'.1.JJ J1 5 t JJ1 4 J'ISJA
z S " 3 z 3

4:1 " ut.ra 1- JJ e,)13 -)=.*

13 ,te j
J., 4;

c:J1 J J CJJ-L4

4:1 j L.. ibab 4.4

4.J 4.; 4.1.,11.7.S I .t j7.4

J1 J.rble
. g t11.11 è .

J"S
crst JS- -J.,5 4-53

4:" 4:1 (.3-.:-. WO LT'

4; L J.; 4

I j_41.5 I .; ys.J...a. .1.A; LT.; LA.i I 41 L. I

cpi)i ss_rto fb-4 JJ c.5.-raLa

s5.5 j s55 .

(.5"" U 41 (155 .1".-Zw° J L5-4 ..)U 4"re. J1 "TS

4
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Nouns

lesson /12 [sabáql

mosque (12 [majk] L.

Arabic (lg.) F irreg. [arabil 0-Lys,

Farsi (lg.) F irreg. [fErs11

Koran (12 [qur6n1

poetry 112 [názaml HA:p

prose 112 [násarl

texts irreg. ImutAinl

meaning F3 [mangj

structure (12 Rarklbl

Russian 11 1 [rusl

invasion F2 thamlál

Adverbs. phrases. idioms

would [bal 4.;

textbook Wars1 kitabi 0...

care about [... pa se gardzég-I

generally [pa umumi ciawal)

New Vocabulary

Adjectives
old adj 5 [zoti ,03

grammatical 4 [girEmari]

speaking 2 [waytinkayl

Verbs

to study inf. tway611 J.J,

to read inf. [lwast61)

teach phr. [zda kaw=1 ez3

start phr. [Payl Kaw'q

memorize der. tr. (paygdawq

be taught phr. [tadris kág-1

Prepositions
for, in order to [de ...la Ora) LJ

in, on [bSnde]

Have You Understood?

1. Answer the following questions.

S5S -t4t-84

44.1

ssia.r.S

4J L. 41 J.', 1.5J.J. .

.

. 'f

5_rda-0

cp._1-5 s5-5 c$J-2-c

s5.5 41

L,51.;"

46

. o
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Section 5: Diversions

From a Fourth Grade Reader....

0.4 .3 tile. ,..5 44 j.it

z WI Ls.L. z cf*, t L.. 3 : Jejj 4;

IJ ss 4i;JS ss.z eJtlz
4. &;.! L. JI ;LI.*

JLe.3 ss-A; ,75 Jtz 41;1.- j. Li IS
.J,?s

ss5 sg+5

v 1-7.1 (St

J Le. 3 J144 =

-J175 ô = j26:'41
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Uni t ift . _)sb

Section 1: Dialogue

(15-1 4-!

4'4 sg" Ci L. I

41 6,3 :

,r,75 (1.5_4 E.) crs-." '1 9-1" J 4k1 63

èj
14"'"Ci

z J4 j.5 (5;1/4 4_, . j
.k.SZ

ss..c 4 J .jl 0.1 4 44 Llz
.,.

j1j1 L.5.z :

LJ4.4 ss

ii L.57: 1 J.); k.5 ss.5 4.7; ..)- _1 (..) 1÷; J..); L5- jt.-J

t. ss-C J.; J'IS

ci-e" '7'. 141 91

e z 1 s5.5 JLII 4., rat 11).

JJ.5 z

iJit. Lb"." 174. 41 4:0. r-,4 E. _0.

JAI 4.; L;

L5 4.17-14 41° 4:; (5; rsh.PS .) =t-J

Cdtt'l

JI jJ.5 a 4.; : 1_4J

JS 4; I yJCI's z sss S-t1
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Ic6-: --)." S.51.' 43 4.t

4.4:o 4.1 j .1

..,9" s' : 4 - 7 -1z

'O

49-2

4411. ,r-lz Student Text 38

675 ...t 4:°-,7°. i'''

4...:, 4.; ...) tle sge t.1.5.1

4.5-1-4

-L'S --,J-,3'. `1

Sj.,.:t...+.5 y_.).1.-t. E (..:-..; : jl..,....ktl.

4-5 j...t-Le+-5 4 J.." I -,/' Y.' -, Z c.5 ...rt.' 4:14 LLLIL; : l'I:j

. j... L.5_,..1 I at 4.,t j I (..5...-:,...1 (.7...) .1 4-I

Sv4 4... .,5 4J j.4 re..:* ti J.& J : j 1.-...1 .:.

I.,2.3.3 .) 41, (.5 .t1 ,:p......1 4.....13 /..:,.:; ,,,.; .1.-.S z : L.,...1

ic5pS 4.z.1z Ga:S :J6,....«.i.&.

. 1. 0j s5.5 ) 1 3 41 4,4 0 ..).0 t.S. i)..... i ..).;* . 0 Z 5 .I .)..c (...5 * J.. j .

New Vocabulary

Nouns

lawn 112 [chamáni (:)....t

vegetable 113 Itark5r11 c.5...0.5.;

bed 113 [pat6y]

tree F 1 (w6nal 4;.,

branch tl 2 [khgx1

tea rose 11 irreg. (morsáll J.._.)...

plant P13 [biltay1

manure, fertilizer P1 irreg. [p611.11 j _IL,

shelf F2 falmar6y1.5.)LII

dirt, dust F 1 [khSwraI

spoon F 1 [cit'shima] 4.1m« U

behind F3 [sh6] U.

fence F1 Ekapr61 4..) L,7.S

boundary, edge F1 trnital

world F3 EdunySi

seed 11 2 R6khami

strength 112 [zorl.) j 3
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Vegetables and fruits
peach fl irreg. Eshaftalill

tomato phr. Irurni banj6n1

eggplant phr. [t6r banj6n1

kind of squash tf irreg. Iturayll

pumpkin 11 irreg. [kadG1 J4.5

leek F 1 [gandanál

cucumber 112 [badr6ng1

watermelon Fl [indwa-ná] 42,1 jx.s.

melon 113 Ekhatak6y]

radish phr. w/ F3 [era mul6y) 45.1.

mint F3 [n-anS]

Adjectives

level 1 (awSrl

ready I Rayárl

upper 4 Ipas1 LrAl

enough 4 (bas)

known 1 [mE1Gm] ruji01.4

far 4 El6rel

4

English words
garage 112. [garáj]

topsoil 112. Mps6y11

Verbs

mow smp. tr. [reb]

turn over smp. tr. [arawq

prune phr. Ikurpa 4/..)

dig der. tr. Eghawchawq

mix der. tr. Igaclaw=1

sow smp. tr. [kar]

mark phr. [naxa kawL.1

plant smp. tr. [kenaw-=

catch, arrest smp. irreg. [niwq

cause trouble id. [pa az-6baw1

Adverbs. phrases. idioms

yet, still [Va1

good for you Ekháyr wesel tri-e
how much RsCimral J....A
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Practice

1. Memorize the following lines of LaylTs from the dialogue:

(..J.-w .1- 4.: itt ' ic`,,-5 c./511 4:...r1-1-4 EJ (15:1 J '1 _rit-7-14% 1 J..,1 'Le 6)

r°,75_, ce..), J *1 4 =1- -4 ss (..5;'-'.v 4.1 4./ 44; ss..ilab 44./ 4.1.... . r.

Now construct sentences along the model describing things you intend to do: ...

. ... 4; ss.ii...4 4..I 4,..t.... ... 1...?; ,....jj1 4.; oj

2. Using the noun Lt, ask and answer questions about the location of objects behind

other objects, e.g.
ca: t..5' .5_,-...-t. ...1:0_,A

b: . c.5 Z 4; I...L. j ..).5 z

3. List things that cause you trouble, e.g.
...).c.5. r 4e, ..I.A s5.. t..).,.:....- I

4. Describe a yard or garden you are familiar with. Include the location of trees, bushes,
and flower beds.

5. Answer the following questions:

`.k.5_).5 (5-1 41' 1.1.-1 91 c...) 4 1
. 1

q
c.5.,5 e. ) - " J 9 `I-1- 4,1 't-,' 1 .1"J5 crs j1-5 (5e;''..,

it.5 9'5 4-1 4; -1 1 J-5 4-1 ' 4 4-1 '4 " ._9_) l'-'..-J
.'t7'..)-15 9-1- .)- - - " J
. t

JJ ss-tY.

5 u

i4t-tJi It
. i
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Section 2: Clauses with 4_1.,

Clauses Used as Nounsr

4-.. clausas_as_raoortad speech1,
'They say that rain is the mercy of God.'

'I know that you are dear

to yourself.'

'The cricket said to him that he [the

criaketl had sung the whole year.'

4.4.jjaLlses reporting conseauences

'Sometimes it snows so much that the

streets are completely blocked.'

Wait so that [we can see] what they have.'

'Tomorrow we'll send Asad to buy a good,

big lamb.'

.L.5 z ,:-....a.j c51.1.1. .1 ,:j1.)1.,. 4..1. (.5;1_,

)*'? ° c...) L4'

J.,; 4..z., j7 : _1 _1

ssie. j cis.) -1.-....... j LS

L5 p.' _.).1 1 e.)J1., '''-; 1:.' 3 °_,)-4.,5 415 4-1-5

c..5 z?:. 'L'i (5..>-4-1

(3414
8.

4.a. 4....N.
T 6.0?.)1-, 45

-"I 4c: Lt.44

4... clausas trans]atina as infinitives in Englishr---
'I want to take my lunch from home.' ._,...

'They tried to get these names accepted.' 4.A.is 4--Z. ,p-Ci cf"t ..,"5 L5J -1

1..1 r-...)ii-a r-4 43'1 want to go too.'
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clauses functioning as logical subiects or complements-r-
'My intention tomorrow is that I will bury i,fj z (15-4 ts.-"

him alive.' [line from landau] .

'The hope is that it won't be serious.'

'It's good that you came.'

'Among Pashtuns it is not necessary that

a guest be invited.'

clauses after idiomattc expressions

'In short, there is a difference between

guests and travelers.'

'It looks like you also want to buy it

for Theresa.'

'It's possible that they haven't seen

each others' face.'
sst

N.1...6.41 I
C5

tiSla I J-4 44

1.1 ss.5

(51' J-L:i 4-4- 4-z

evW

reb 4.5.1

ssiji s5=.1

z L57'.14
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Clauses Used as Adverbs

'When Mike saw the pizza he turned

to me.'

'When a girl also becomes of age

her mother and father want

to give her (in marriage] .'

'When people in the villages go

from one place to another,

they ride a horse or donkey.'

'Until I get my own I can use Mike's.'

697'.

4.; L. -
I I j I 7*.

ae z r...11. I

I

Note:
If the sentence is such that the word would come first, the subject of the clause

occurs before the 4.t. , in the first example sentence. This occasionallu happens

when the is veceded by another word, e.g. 4.15 4.51.?.:. in the second example

sentence.

Practice

1. Construct endings for the following sentences.

0)

L.5.t5 .o

.st

. V
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4. Je.si ç5L r :)s..)--: A

fc. J 6.) 'S:1 4k

. . . A 4.. jj...a L .

2. Translate the following sentences from previous dialogues and readings into
idiomatic English.

ks.5.s5

s9e. 63 .Lt 6,75

`1"...t. (.5"° 4't L5 c5

.,..75

s5Z jt.5 j;,1 7.5_, 4Z4 4 4J . 0

4.1

cr.' c.)*

Le. y-t-4-t 4 I 4.t (..)73...,-/ ye. 4; .1.0 15.3 .

c.5,?-5.., e..) L5-1...)., 4; 4.; zn"4 . v

1-Lt, z I . A

c5 ss5 as
I 0 j I 4: 15.5 Lt. I A 4-d `k

41.1 4.1 j
9-1-4 .t..5:1-)..t-C A54:1 J.,'5 *1-ta . 1

c-61-3 Le.

I 4.- trs,S. L. . L I 4.1 dLt I 0 4.; 4J IN:L

4-7-4;
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Section 3: Reading

ey (15.; . J.5.01 ut 1 .1- -11 4:1 J s5.5 L L Lie

j1 i Lt.; 0 LI 1 jt.a. rJe

, LS cfi.e.d JL. L ,L3 411 4;

(.5i) smit_ti I j1 o_1..,:.; ss.1 y

c$ 44.,S 4-5J

s9.1 c.) 4.is 4.1 J.,; 4.1 4...; 4.

4_1.2 jig ss5 LI .c.5.t

j 15 j jl;, &L jI 4.J Co,..._11yj1,1 L5 4:, re110 c5.4,2., 41.....71

-1...).9; 4j 4.) Y -); L14 "U'" 4*/

cr.L. 1 j L5.2 1 (ie.)! 0.41

j1 4. z.)-4.S. ss.5 (z) 1..r...a.* 1 41 4t. ssia

I ssi?..1 ,L51.31.; .

J.)-5 rat> r"1-1

(54 J.) C., H.."8.4 (.1.5.; 4-5..-1..),1(., 4; ..1..S 4 3(.7.77:

91

91 .114 (55+"' c)L"WI
415.5 trs,:-.4 J1 jt.; 1 L.; .11 s5.5 jy.ob

ijj Z".÷t .)Z (15S 4"I'L)J1 Jtj"..'S 0.7.'1

tisS 6_4_4 J.; 41.! I 4.; I a JI

k.5 5
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Nouns

agriculture F 1 [kar6nal 4:,...4

state, condition 112 [sh6kall

animals 11 irreg. [haywEnStl

ox ti 1 [ghwayáyl

tool 112 [sgmSnl ,..)... L

yoke 112 [zagh] L3

plow F 1 [spSra] e j1.1........

land plane F 1 [mglál 4J L

harrow 112 [gaclySl] jl....s...1..

shovel 112 [bell J-4.1

New

CrODS

mulberry 111 [tut) --_,:.

apricot 11 irreg. (zaralCil

plum F1 faluch61 4.1. ji I

pear 112 [ngxl .1.11;

grape 11 irreg. [angtirl

wheat 11 irreg. Eghanémi r......a.

corn 1.1 irreg. Ijwgr]

rye /1 irreg. [jawd6r1 j.z.j.t.

fava bean t13 [bakulil Lsi:911

Vocabulary

scythe 112 Dor] .3,1

tools 11 irreg. fwas-Sy6l1 ci,...; L j

net F 1 [kawchSkal 4.5.-,...,.5
T

outside F3 [sarál ly.40

mule 11 irreg. Ikach6r1 j.1...5

camel 111

grain F 1

fame 112

region F 1

[wux1

Ighalál 411

[shuhr6t1

[mantaq6).L.LLI.

grass pea F3 [may] 4.5...

green pea 11 irreg. [mash6ng] .....:-.t.....

linseed II irreg. Ishat-sh6mi ic...7.1

sesame F 1 Ikundz6lal 4.1-4.:, j.5

onion 11 irreg. [pyAz1

curly cucumber F 1 [tára] e

turnip t12 [shalgh6m] r..A.L.t

pomegranate 112 lanSrl ...)1 1

Adverbs. Phrases. idioms

fertilizer phr. [kimygwi pEr6] j ji.:. c5il.t..-4-5

somewhat phr. tl6g tsal

seedless pomegranate 4 [bedaná an6r) jUi 4.:1...L..:q
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Verbs

reap der. tr. (law kaw=1

shake smp. tr. Rsancj-1

use der. intr. [rawajég-]

utilize phr. fistift'd6 kaw=-1

Adjectives
primitive 4 fibtidEy11

animal 4 [haywanfi

human 4 [insgn11

common / Igm1 rac

included (thing) 1 fshEmell LI

delicious irreg. Ikhwandawárl

Have You Understood?

1. Answer the following questions.
s5.5 1..Li I 4-41 lit ssia sge.re 4.:11.41

J15 Ali 3 J./ 4., .) lj 4J (15.5 4.).5 S. 4..) Lt..; I

S

s5-5 ;7' JJJ-5;1

..115 6.)'...t1 JJL: 4-1 s5s

J.)-5 4.)14 csJ1-5JL' Jj3 4. tig5

2. Write the following headings on the blackboard. Then 'brainstorm' with your
classmates in thinking of Pashto words to include under each heading.

4.1.a
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Section 4: Diversions

(.5.1 ..) cp 4.0....7.0 47.N. 0 ,e4 ..t.S Z

(.941 J l'' (15 '1 yg ..,÷e. .t:! e 4'. C..5 ..).a 1

te J 41 C5 .s?"4 J1 Z 4'.L::5 . (SAJg
.1 j .1 0v) 1..G 4.7: (.5.A J.5 ..1 4.; Lt....

flower garden n, P12 (gwalzSr1 ...)131S

thorn (Pashto) n, 113 tagnzáyl

thorn (Persian) n, 112 (khgr] ."1.&.

well (in this context also 'trap') n, 113 [koháy] L5.1b."5

dig smp. tr. vb. [kin-I -....t.5

edge n, 112 [ghSt-a I
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Unit 1 9: .L5 j

Section 1: Dialogue

(.5 ..1; : Cd1.1. LA4.91.

3 41:2:. LSI c)l:

4 JJJJL z 3

sstj (75J-1,4 115J.,2% c)=1.A1 jI JI c5,41

'C" J:' (.15-1 ss-+ s I J LC I cjilb

Jt'S,Y"
s. -1;1 cis»

c sst ra.e

j 47: _1 44 J.? trill, L5-4-U

(1st 4.; sse. .

4.; ,.te utT 4J (541.1 1;4 z .`)

z L.
c..5 j" e1

c yle. 4; ./S11. ' liz

41: s5-5 z

(50!../ Lst JAI 'LT sge ,..*) :

I .5 L5 vy.S. 'La j..106. 4.; cis.e 4J Ltodi
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3 4.; /tab ss.e. 4.5.1 %.:J :

j :L, .1

S.15 J.15 JJ.,' 4`.1 JA 4L J,75 454S se. 'a
.JJ reas

4,95
4.7e, 4iszl J.9;; j

Z1:1% sst : I z

4-1 .1 44 4.; cis".

J,75 e sst (112

IJ ° JI 4-

s9.1..y5 s5_, 4 ssz 415.' : z

se. s.c.."? 4 :

c..5.)_t:%_,

41.....1% 4; J. I .1

J 1 bi S.Sj 4'1 -t; S95 4.5" L! J..
. j 4.0 44 4L:':1 J.1 LL LJ a"; s9.5

a) t, 4- z J Jl a' 44 :14

New Vocabulary

Nouns

uncle (title) [ akS1 1.51

disease 11 2 [mark) oz_,..

unit of measurement 11 2 [kharwSrj

rust (fungus) 113 [surkhll

product, outcome 112 Ms611 J-4. La.

ministry 112 Ey e ezar6t1 4:0 J1.3

information 11 irreg. (mNumgt.1

reflection, daydream 112 Echurtl

heat F irreg. [garmil 45.

worm 113 tchanj6y1

shucking, husking t12

crop 112 [kaxt1

ton 112 [tanl

G u
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Crobs

unirrigated wheat I13 [la lmil

irrigated wheat phr. (awl ghanaml (5::1

cotton F 1 [pumbál

sugar beet tI irreg. [lablabill jt.LJ

Greeting phrases

[zwandgy wosel .

[pa khayr r5w6rase de.1 j
[sal5mát wosel .

Adjectives
hollow 1 tpuchl

destroyed 1 tkharSp1,e1_).1.

Verbs

tell der. tr. [mglumaw=1-.,....,-L4

rot phr. [puda kawq

Place names

irreg [bElEduril

113 Whorl]

Adverbs. Phrases. Idioms
don't/didn't come out very well [khw5nd n6 sta/wal /
this spring Is6g pasarlayl

in spite of it [sara la del

Practice

1. Given the following table of equivalents:
[mánal A
[p5wal bill 11 4.:r

and the knowledge that 1 jle equals about a pound and an eighth, calculate how many

tons of rice, and how many tons of corn, Jam51 Kh5n harvested this year. Conversely,
calculate how many of beets his cousin's family harvested.

2. Memorize the following sentences from the dialogue:

sge 1. 4.511

sst -1

Create sentences of your own along the same lines, e.g.

(JL4I cgs.* zo....

61
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Section 2: Comparisons

'more than'/'less than' with adjectives

His corn was better than his wheat.

His wheat was worse than his corn.

Asad is older than Khoshal.

J.3 J.:-.4 4.; -,--; 4"/

_LI Y'-.1 4; 4j SZ: fa"a

. C.5 Z 5)j 4-; J L" J-: 4i .." 1

Notes:
1. A comparative statement involving an adjective is formed by including the compared
thing or person in a prepositional phrase with 4:....4.1

2. Adjectives in comparative statements are the same in form as adjectives in other
constructions.

3. Pashto has borrowed the words 'better [bet6r1 .).7.4 and 'worse' [bat 6r1 .,-7: from

Persian to express some comparatives. They are directly equivalent to their English
glosses, and are the only specifically comparative adjectives in the language.

'more than'tiess than' with nouns

Baram Khan has more horses than 4..t 1.2 3 ..)13 4.; c) l.:. cy...a. 4..1

Jamal Khan.

Jamal Khan has fewer horses than

Baram Khan.

In Baghlan, unirrigated wheat usually produces

better than irrigated wheat.

c..5..ri 4-1_,-.° I

4.: _,.....a

- c.s.)-1 J L -N

5,T 4.I L541 li., ..1
(..)

EL.I. 4. jt..51

Notes:
1. A comparative statement involving an noun is formed by including the compared

thing or person in a prepositional phrase with 4; ... 4.1

2. The words .z..1..23 'more' and .0J 'less' are used to modify the noun.
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Practice

1. Read the following sentences, then construct possible converses.
Example:

(Sentence) .L5.).1 jeLe ja.;) 4.1 J-01

(Converse).c5 ezJ l.413

o z 4 . 1 . C j÷ 4 . 1 s .5 L.;Li I 41., .

CiLlk .

.L5z ,,t4 jl.5i1..4 4..1 .L

-! s 4"; y"Lt° L. CTS 4"/ ."""t -)7.1. a

c5JJI 11-.^.1 ,11...)If 4 s5.)ili 4./ 4Ts5 J-a 43'. 1

c5 5_,1 4 j.t.0 4.1 :1-4.,1 z L (.5....:N.Le 3

. 3 L.5 J....al 4 "..; Le 3 4 4.1 4.).5 ss5 .A

c5.1 c5j.1 4 ozlj 4.1 z

4.)q,s.3 4:J z 4.)-.4 4.1 1
..5.1 4.$ .) J.L z I)
cs.1 44 4 4J ,...)1Sjz J.; 4 ss.1 z

4.1 J. 4lA.11 ...50j3 (.5..s LUI cji s5z . IT

. 03 44 4.8

c5 P.:"5 SS-LYS yj S.C:; 3 4 J11-5 ss-5 ,J1 4-, . IL

<5.)-/ 44 4 4J ..)13-4 . o

2. Using the following table, construct sentences which compare one man's crops with
the others'.

z

"
0.)

r.1 y

"

A

tio

=I= IF
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'most'tleast'

'In Afghanistan, wheat is the most

Unit 19:.csj ...? 4.1 Textbook 54

important crop of all.

'Wheat is a very important crop in

Afghanistan.' or 'Wheat is the
most important crop in
Afghanistan.'

'Wheat is the most important crop

in Afghanistan.'

'Khoshal is the smartest student of all.'

'Khoshal is a very smart student in

the class.' or 'Khoshal is the

smartest student in the class.'

'Khoshal is the smartest student in

the class.'

ssg LvLUI
. 0 4.1L 4.4oyo

0 .1 4J. 4.4y4 ôJ.? 4 re..**. 45.5

c5 12.14 411 4ANA A 3 s9.1 L I 4...t

4:t J-1

c.5-1

Jt-4"_?-4 .)1' 3 *--"' z

c5.1

Lt,

<5.1

Note
1. Superlatives are expressed in Pashto in three ways:

a) in a comparative construction parallel to English sentences like "Khoshal is
smarter than all the students in his class'

b) in a construction with the word )14 with normal word order. Sentences with

this construction are ambiguous, as indicated in the translations of the
example sentences.

c) in a construction with the word .).14 but with the subject of the sentence

placed just before the verb. These sentences are unambiguously superlative.

t.; 4
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Practice

1. Change the following sentences and questions so that they are unambiguously
superlative.

Textbook 55

csz Lpo g s5.5 L LU I .

44 0..)..493 .

c5z ry. jetS. _Att. . T

.oz 4.* LA j .4;1 415.5 47f.

.5 &J.) LI I . 0

L., J.;

oz 41.4t.or4 è.II 0.)..:4

. J jj.,e2:. 6.,14 . A

o.).0 (;).:;1

G, èm j 0

e 4..5 4 44 JI o 0,).1,4 J.;

c.5-5 ,),.$3

.oz 6.1(11 o

66

z . 11

z J11.5 .1T

.1-L41s .1T
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Equality/Inequality

'LaylE is as tall as REby5 (is)(tall). 1-t-41 4-5J e. 44. LJ

'REbyE is not as tall as LaylE (is)(tall); . e LJ 4.5.1

'ElErEm Khan has as many children as ev)Ii

Jamal KhEn (has).'

'Asad's father doesn't grow as much

wheat as he grows beets.'

.c.5) p:' JL'"'

411 cS
r

z

.5."5

Notes:
1. A statement of equality is formed by using the word e and a clause preceded by

the conjunction 'like' .z. J.

2. In statements of equality involving adjectives, the repeated adjective in the

clause is deleted (cf. the first two example sentences above), as it is in English.

3. In statements of equality, the verb in the 4...z. .t.S.J clause is never deleted.

Practice

1. Use one of the adjectives listed below in comparative and equality statements of your
own construction.

JI JI
rf-A

JJ3 Lk/3 JI.J-...-1-1 EJ J1-4:. c-J
JJ,;3 c5

1 .1.7_, I
7'. J9 a''..1.& rbi."
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Section 3 : Reading

ji J.; z j z z 4.; L.L.4.1

J-L2 L5. J1 (37,. 1 -1-ze 1 J.)14 J1 ..1. 4j

j .3 . c5v)-5 j
L9

1...! _LI rale. 41. 415 . 0 .3 I

c..5J se. 4:1 z 't-Z* " 4"j2" 47:

ssi z 4.4 yzz 415 415

LsJ t.5

o

"-**- z 4-t c.5_, L4):" cTS..).4 L.:5 47: it

44 j& L - (5.r.: 9'; 4.1=1,1 ji <5.) L5J't JI

o 4.1 0 .9.e. 4L1.5 ... 4.1; z .

415 4.1J1

LIS" J1-5 se. Lt.: 0-1. 4"; (15Jt "7"..

j 1 WL c5z7.4..5 JwI _1LS 4; zl.? JI J eLJ j1.5

c5U. 41 c U. r-La .9 I cs..)..) cr,i1 (.5..4...,1 J.)7.

S-11 4-t .7;--1 zLe L.5 (.1.5 z c..5

c

z z lj
ZIA:... # I 4.; J.Lt 4J ejy _tl_tg I z _t;

4.; 41. (5-'1 1

L5 j 4..t.

rja 4:-""..W 4'; 4-1 c..5 4=J-Lt-t i.).1 cs.:7r-s.

, L.52' 44 't 41S ,5"2"' 41- -P Jt-z-I 45
_

_pi

4.kA 4J 4:Low J.)." . (.5,4 I J.-a 4.; 4.1 crs.:.

4 Z.Z. 4:0 a, z
(.5." SSt r L5AJ

4.)Y (is" ,Lsi LL?:, s-t-1

ss.5 ssJih.

S-Lt 4111 r-4 ."6-14 47!

LT-4g 9-4 cis.I J-1.

4.1"

(.5.14 ul.t. aJ 4.1
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New Vocabulary
Nouns

thresher P1 irreg. [tsáparl

triangle 112 (musal6s1 JL-
tool F 1 [mai 4,1r

stone F 1 [tigal

corner 112 [kwanjl e.."5

path of hay Fl [palSla)

a process... 112 jghobáll çJy

pi tchf ork F2 [x5kh6y1

chaff, crushed hay 112 [busl

unhulled grain 113 [gunclayj

a process ... Igundimáll JL

Verbs
clean der. tr. [p-akaw]

pull, push smp. tr. [chalaw=1

spread der. tr. [awaraw1

is called der. int. Inumég-1

pile vb phr. [kwata keg-I -ilrg
throw smp. int. Ighurdzawq

Adverbs. phrases. idioms
like phr. [pa shánl cjlt,

similar to phr. [... ta wár tal 4.1 j

on phr. [la p5s1 c7-11

around phr. [Ord chapéral

up adv. Epórtal

for awhile phr. [ts6 modal

bJL

seed F 1 [dSnal

gravel F 1 Ish6yal 41t#

clay Fi

unhulled grain P13 [wágayl

sieve (12 Echagh6l1

sun P12

stick F3 [sot6yI

cob F1 [tukál

stem, straw 112 [wgx6l

water wheel F 1 [136ykOl L
T

c5

flake from corncob 112 [pakl

fall smp. int. fiwég-1

winnowing der. tr. RAdaw6l1

be husked phr. [chinak keg-I

spread smp. tr. [achaw=i I

winnow phr. [tsap wahL]

grind, knock smp. tr. [takawq j_c;

Adjectives
natural 4 [tail)

heavy 1 [drundl jz
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1. Answer the questions.

Unit 19:..5., 44 4:. j...:..i. J .)I,,. Textbook 59

Have You Understood?

i L5 -OrS li.". I -) L5 41a. 415-5 J1-te

C: L5 J".,--i-v-5 J., (,sp.:
41:1...

c" c-5 -PtS Jj-1- 4-
..L1

4C, _)...J 4.1e .L. j..5

..$ zYr-C I -4 4S-U 4. J-.? _1 4-I

2. Explain what each of the tools listed below is used for.

ft v

.,..0 4..: 415.1i ...)1.,...1.. ail. . A

(...54-1--

3. Discuss, in Enghsh, the similarities and differences among the harvesting of wheat,
rice, and corn.
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Section 4: Diversions

4"/:°-t5 Lr5,X) 45J JJ

[khalak ziyar6t ta patasé wçl
m'a ba de jw6ro pulay wr:e tse kw6nda swam-a.1

shrine n, 112 [z1ygrát1 L1,, popcorn phr. [de jwäro pul6y)

candy n, F 1 [patEsái 4... L7.1 widow F 1 IksySncla] e

sse. 4L--

.5:?T5 CA" Lrj-i Sgt t-5*-13

[tee mór ye bay'dr6y wi
zoy ye n6 pate kh'In k6gi.1

popcorn maker n, F2 [bätya'ray1.t..$ jlt,te hero phr. [pate kha'n]

(.15-?5

ç A L5 ,75 cri-

[khawanda by6 ye ghanam law ke
tse yar me l6w ki za ba w6gi tolawam-a1

0 God phr. [khaw6nda1

glean [wagi tolawq L5i)
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Unit 20: U 4,1,.41j

Section 1: Dialogue

iS.Lt : I

J14>

.1.041

J1 J1 j J.t J d.1 J.11 Jci J1 eJJ1J 1 J1, :

(3-4-1-1 99 J..1Z3- 91 (:)".4" 9' yi
z sd_75., ic-c ss-lisl 1r-5 61'41.

9 (:)1

ss) 41' J(.5 .1.0 J

1 (15-1 J-tv cl5J1") S5J LI Jt. J 1 JI "Le. ..)919 it 3 4991_, 4 Jt-t-
csu Lbk, A?

z

_I 5 4='1-.183 citt

j1 ji r LJ

(.1.5Jj-4` 9:11J.P5:74 .9;1211:°:" 4.. sst-Lt J1 -;-11-1 z

J1 J..,4 1 I c)1Jiz_5- - i.e. *L5'l

J -7'

4=-11t3 4.c4;
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j 1 t:575 4.; 1 .1_4 1. 1L ./ .31 (DI j j,53.4 4.5 :

4;:' (15J*5 J- 45 9:' .1_,5.3 41

j Lb..5 L. z biz j.e.

j ei j ?.S. 4:0 1 L J.1 j.t. 4.1.1

1°..)1...) 4"; -)",,j 4j

:JLc5J-1 )14 4i

J.).5.J

42.1 Lecj (.; LL .5 o c5,4 C
T SSA

1Pj-,/-)

J..75 rai LI 4'5 JL

New Vocabulary

Nouns Phrase%

tenant farmer 111 ideciSnl on the one hand ...

laborer 111 [muzthirl jiz3.4 on the other hand ... sgle 4.1

ability 11 2 [twEn]

Practice

1. Memorize the sentence
15.4 tri...5 41.11 4:1 j .t; j;I j1.1 j, j j 4.1

j j cj1 j1

Use the phrases ... J I.. s5.1, J in sentences of your own construction.
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Section 2: Conditional Statements

Examples

'If Asad comes, I win see him. 6.3

or
4.! 0 3

'If I buy the orchard, Asad's

father will be pleased.'

j I z Lie 4.3 4.5

or
LI 4.; j 1..;, .1. I .1 lj L L 4.5

'If the weather is good tomorrow, ,0? 4.! 4.;

we will go on a picnic.' or
j 4:0

Notes:
1. Conditional statements are statements about future possibilities. There are two

clauses in a conditional statement: the first clause, which starts with S,

contains the condition or possibility; the second clause gives the result.

2. The verb in the clause of a Pashto conditional is in the present or past perfective

tense.

3. If the verb in the clause of a conditional is in the past perfective tense, all other

rules regarding pronoun deletion, case endings, etc., are as usual with past tense
verbs.

4. The verb in the result clause is in the future, i.e. in present perfective with .

5. For conditional sentences, is considered perfective.
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Practice

1. Explain the structure, use of tenses, and meanings of the following sentences from
the dialogue.

j ssi 4;14.01 41,11 JI Oat jjIj L.. 3 j j1 .
T

_I_ _1 41

JJ- 4:1'1-.1 .3 !gab 4.e (5.U lf I j (.; 4.5

.,75 L1-4-er 1*A-7,-.4 .

.1-., -1.)A r-s
(DULL& .k5 .t

ejz A.:L. cr5 . 0

j )10 J,75
j.0 4. o 4.1 j15 Iz . 1

_1 J.-C 4:' .3 41 9-1 9-:4 . v

Ij r..1. 4.! 4DUL.Lis z g c51.5 s5.4 . A

2. Finish the following sentences.

3. Add 4.5 clauses to the following results.

ez3 63 4.5 .

oi I J.111 t .

cs . 1'

(.5e Ij .

j 4.5 . o

r67= I J-7-4-7! J5 41 e .

4.1 ...LIU j Y

I ... .

4.; de;

. I . 0
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Section 3: Reading

s9S jt..1 4J U jS3.; j I j s5.5 I L I

z7.4-4.. 4:s (0 J1 -P; J'S
1..s 4.1.5 a.1.5

.t.5.).1 4:1:.13 4.;,A j!....5 I I z j
s91" y _re (.:,1 ss5 J 1 c5.3-5J- L53 J-4%

j.i% jj 4 _L. j1 4.7: t...5.).1

J1 it L5-1 cr 1 " Jt. t5i
I J.:. . 4.$ 4:.L 3 4; J, s5.5

""
I L I. Ji '13-

j.J a.; Le 3

.7,, .5_,J rab J-=- cra-4-t1

.)13 ss-5

z 4 s5.5

a.; j.5 Ali,.
c z 4 4 4 . . 1 4 . g t 416..4. L5 dLiotatj ilrAL4

1-:'.P' z ss-5

L5J5 JI c)l.; a.; j.5 4:Lts.

j I c5j ç j at L5 4 z

4 J L ss.c. ss ç5 4J . (.5 j j.; 1_7,, j jl J
c.5 j 4.t s5.5 _t5 ut.l. I .1.1j

(51.1, I J AZ; le 3 4..z.L. j..r.5 I I. ,

z 4,95 J1L5 <5./SJJ 4:; c)1-L" j1

jI JI (1510..4. Z

LzA j1 0.:.1.2 ss.5....4, s5S j.5 4.; L.I

4.; c) ssz, j.; 4:.;le j1 .1.;

1 cis-5" e j'a S.95 c.5-t Ji

c.5.)-1 -J.) 4; C,J1:"'l krS.« SSI.J1 ti5-P3 Le. eJZ J1
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j I I 0..4 I 41 .LJ

4;

c.5.)-I s5 z

jy; 4.A.A

crt-Li" t. ji
ss--4

4:a

4.5.o..1 c5

4.1e 03 I a..1

4.jui JIJ

41'4-'1"

cisS" z c.5_t5J9

415 41" 41 4t C)1JJ4 1J.5 (-4

W5-1 z c54)TS
4.15 j Ala 031

1..to 4.e . j fro..4 c51.4. cj

4.ZU JL L s5.5 41.), . r..A 4.4

rb.A 3.4 . 4.; 0...rmo L 4J z j I _1; .L.1; U.

j z 4: j c5,,.5 3 U.

s5 47: 4-ASI JL/ e-AnI JJ

Nouns

field F 1 [karwandá)

center irreg. [markazil

half an acre 112

middle tI2 [mandzl

person /I/ [kas] crC

position 112 imucISm) rt-Z-

job F 1 [wazif 6] 4.17:74.,

Adjectives
official 4 [rasmil

religious 4 [mazabil

fixed 1 [may6n1

Preposition
according to prep. [pa ... Ore]

New Vocabulary

contractor 111 [ijEradSrl

section F 1 [bárkhal J.;

rent F 1 [ijgrá]

quality 112 [kayfy6t1

type of tenant farmer 11 irreg. (ams5y6)

amount F 1 [andâzál e

money F 1 Pl. [Paysél

Verbs
provide der-. tr. [barabarawq

depend on, belong to phr. [6r:a lar-] 4,, I

are hired phr. [niwal keg-I -r5
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Adverbs. phrases. idioms
twenties [shalgOn1 t.:)

hundreds [salgLin1:0-5.1.0

means of production phr. Ide tawlid wasayall jeL...5
both phr. [dwSral eii jz

living place phr. [de wosedo dzayl c5t.a. j.i.e JI z
some places adv. [chártal

Have You Understood?

1. Discuss, in English, the difference between the following:

J.531 Jiz...)- 4: )1-Lb ..t ..1:J(.1.
_.) J .

2. Locate the areas mentioned in the reading on a map of Afghanistan. Decide, as well,
where Jamal KhEn's and Asad's father's farms are likely to be. Relate the information in
the reading to the conversation in Section 1 about finding workers.

3. Construct possible results for the following conditions. Base the results on the
information in the reading passage.

... .4.L........1. 1 j 4.5.6..1 0 ..., ...is
-) T
(..)..L..wi .b

o jz j...4. La. 0 ss_<....;. s51,....%. .1 ,:j1.:, cit.... 4.5 .1"

<.*.A1* LP-, ,1 45 . t.

...J..L, 4.5....

...5,...<:, I.i.....,..4, 4.......4.. c.,l.,. jl... 4.5 . 0
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Section 4: Diversions

() Ye* (1Se j:4 J 1 6 .,15 .114 6.,?%17.15

At. . Lit j_411 4.4 ..).0 it L. : J.! ye. G

JJ1 :31.5 4-;" 4-5-1 4J..m J 6..)4 6.3-.:J J91%1 J1

z J-7-4,J1J 4. 4t 4-15

v)-5_, ci7:1

jI e, jZ 47: .4;

31.; . (15...)1 g 0.1 0.9).1 0.,14 j.4 4at.

j1 jtS 01.1:4_11 10.1* 4.8 j.r. .5 4 att

,7C SSI: .,"; Le. 3 io 4 4-7wi _)-14

J.7.1
ssi 4.; 4.15..j jt.l J 4

ss-e. .3;41- 4;.. J1 r-UbJJ 417..3 6.314 }1.1-1(-: 63 ye. 44 j-52#.
4. . 0....rro L. ...71 4_4.1) J j jj j-4-) J..;

't7.' s5-6_1 y °j .1 41 ".:C 6-tAt.

Nouns Adjective
wolf MI. [lew61 sick (one)

fox F 1 . [gidk-al

water tunnel F 1. Imor6gl.t..5 j-
mud F 1. [khátal

Adverbs. Phrases. Idioms

quietly adv. [karSra1

outside adv. [bahár1

Thank God phr, [shilkurl

I can't walk phr. [pa lara n6 sam tlay.]

Oj

1 [randztir]

Verbs

catch der. tr. [giraw-q

accept smp. tr. [man.q

climb over smp. tr. [awaxt-=]

escaped smp. irreg. int., pst. [wat=1

roll around smp. int. [lac=]

He down smp. int. [1weg1

let go der. tr. Ikhwashaw=1

shout phr. InEré wah-1 j
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Unit 21: ....53 .5u

Textbook 69

Section 1: Dialogue

I j ss e3 J.5 (isle j.:1 :

(5-4-4 c.5 (SU 41 z 0
13

. 175 j 15

SS c.5.5 4:" c..59

t.1.5.75 te : z

s575 41 4:3 j z z :

4; C5)3 1". 6.1 ss..4 4.
4:1 (.57: -4' c3-j'° '/ ei

6i ss,).5..)., tr4-4 4.: 4; c.5..,3 " 1 e J (.1. 75 ssA

J.; (.5 J 1 .1 4.5 J 1 0 J J 4 4:; c5 J.;

6..)

4; rib 1 Ls1J : 1

4.1.4-$ ye. '9 ja-.' : _0(1 t I z

,)- c5-1; .=.1

:)U :197: ../- JI c..)1.) 4;

c5J J

- .1.14/
V tiSt .."-

L5 J z I c5 JL. 6 L.JI 4.5 .1-, 1 z-)

45:4 (ISA 41 .91 4 15.?; SS4

.5.)-1 4=0 .,-4-e 4.5

4.5 I j cr5 47! sse, ()S. J I cs 4:.
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4:; te-!')%,"5 -9 (1.5.,).5 4v1le L5i (194 41 A. c5.3 L.SU 47:

.5.3 Liz?-e-i Ji °_,-"4 (1.5.)-t- 4-1 C)1-5-1-& z tri.4

e,)3 JI c.5) 41;
c5U. 47, L3 4.5

at) csi 1'4 ti.95 sst (isz

9-* 4.4 J.;4. c5 4..z. 4.. jab .Z j [c..4 LL.ro :

..5.t_ti 45

New Vocabulary

Nouns

dog 113 [spayl (.51-4

family friend F 1 [khwarlkial

honor 112 [pat]

corpse, body 113 [m6cayl

prison 112 (zandSnl

clan, tribe, branch thereof 112 [qa-ml

'PashtunwaliT irreg. [paxt6I

blood, lineage, bone 112 [had] *IA

heart 112 [zcal

shroud f1 irreg. [kafán]

Verbs

would have..., were [way]

avenge, win, gain smp.tr. vb. (gat-1

adhere, associate x with smp. tr. vb. Rap-I

ache smp. int. vb. Edardég-1

hang smp. int. vb. nwég-1-,)0.1

Adjectives
odd / [ajábl

broken 1 [mat]

Pashtuns

[tarinal

[khayráyl

[almSrl

[zmaráyl t..5.). 3

[salam] rL
[jängril le. (diminutive

[jarnSll

[salim]

[ahmád baba] LL

Relatives

niece F 1 Ekhordz61

grandson 113 [nmasáyl

4
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Adverbs. Phrases. Idioms
at 'east adv. Ekhol

good and bad phr. [m6ri zwandil c5.:., c5)...

honor [náng aw ghayrátl

Practice

Textbook 71

1. Memorize the first sentence in the dialogue. Construct sentences along the same
pattern e.g. sselj s5..5 4_, and ask your classmates questions about current

events, e.g.

2. Answer and discuss the following questions.

i.51 cp.:1'j; b.);
j17.5j 4. s5.5 e 4. ss,z3 J.5 z z

q
Ic5 j .

(.72
4.15S j L.! J J

tij I

3. Create sentences which use the following words.
4...0 L.

L5-4-4

81
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Section 2: Relatives

Terms common to both sides female side

Two generations above: grandfather [nik61 4...<1.:,

grandmother EnyEl l.....:,

One generation above:

father [plZr1 j:t.;,

stepfather [pland6r1 j .141

uncle [tral

aunt [trod

mother [marl

stepmother (mayr61 o j-...-

uncle (m5m61 L.L.

Same generation:

distant cousin (terbtirl

distant cousin Rarbrál

brother [wror]

sister [khorl

husband [mec61 4%7Th.*

wife [x6dzal 4_34

One generation below:

nephew [wrEr6)

niece [wrerá] 6 ji, j j

son [zoyl

daughter Dud j1.1

nephew [khwrayáy]

niece [khordz6] .L.4. j..

Two generations below: grandson [nmasáyl L5......-1

granddaughter fnmas6y1 4.5.......4_1

Other generations: great-great grandfather [Ornik6] ,LS.::,

great grandfather [ghwárnik61 4.5.:::, j
great grandson [kat-was6y1 (.5.....3,4

great granddaughter [kacwasSyl

great-great grandson [kawdáyl L5,1_9.5

1
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Practice

1. Fill in the blanks with the correct term.

c51 j z j 6..1 _,.&. . 1:II

c.51 :t..) o jl..,.....t.".&.
_.) , z ..1....1 . Y

-c5.1 -1-4J z LAI Y
(..)

.1...01 z . F.. oz cit-' .1 ..)...

..55 j z j 6..1 J1. z o ,):.:1.se .1....01 o .o

'c55 ji.. z t......-I ol...1. )1...1 z

2. Name your variou.s relatives, e.g.

c crs-4 EJJ- crs-

z v

(Possibly useful vocabulary:
young adj. 1 [k6shar1

middle adj. 2 [mandzw6y] c5j.....

elder adj. 1 [m6sharl

3. Draw up your family tree. Label the relatives for which there are Pashtun terms.

4. Describe your family for your teacher and classmates.

83
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Section 3: Past Unreal Conditions

Examples

'If I hadn't been sick yesterday, 45 4--:-da 4, 4.3 4-5

I would have gone to class.' oil" 4.!

'If I hadn't been sick yesterday,

I would go to class today.'

'If you had asked, I would have sat down.'

'If you had asked, I would sit down.'

Cr" c5i 4 43 4.5

L5i (.91.7.S c5i (54J b 4.5

4"5

Notes:
1. Past unreal conditions are clauses describing conditions or situations which didn't

exist at some point in the past. These conditions are rendered in English with
phrases like "If I had seen him...", "If you had asked me," etc.

2. Unreal conditions are expressed in Pashto as clauses followed by result clauses.

The verb in the 4 clause is a construction with the imperfective participle plus

j. The participle agrees with the subject/object as usual. Ls.) is invariable: it
does not change.

3. If the result is in the past time, the verb in the result clause is 4., + the imperfective

participle plus j. This k.5., is also invariable. (Past time results are rendered in

English as "I would have sat down:, "I would have gone," etc.)

4. If the result is in the present time, the verb in the result clause is in the past
imperfective tense. (Present time results are rendered in English as "I would
sit down," "I would go," etc.)

5. In these contexts, k.5) by itself translates as 'had been', e.g....5.) 4.1_131; 63 4.5 if I
had been sick...'

8
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Practice

1. In the following sentences from the dialogue, identify the unreal condition
(sometimes not stated in the sentence) and the result, then translate the sentence.

.

.5.) 41$7.1 (7,° c5.3 45 .

4 èi t15. icsj c5U. 4.; t..Z

4.; ss_c (15.0 4.! t. e .

)

2. Finish the sentences.

. ye. akt 4-rj 1511-1.
. 0

s5.5 y-
Ls j 4.L 4.5 .

c.5.1 d'e 1'3

ssir5 c.5.3 4 415 4.5

.t5 . 0

3. Answer the questions.
L.5.175 y 4..$ (...5.1,4 .11.-t. k..5.1 4.. (.15 4.5 . 1

4. - LL:t. S5-5 j 45--4 S -)1 4 Y4 (75' 4-C
. Y

c.5.) k.575 s5
S Lsj .).5 (75 0 4.1 41 0.1-1.:; 4:$

ic5j c5,75 (.1.5 0 4.! 4.. ut-a I j L5..1 4. -jr..:-da J.& 4S.

s9.5 LLI Al 4.65S j j.; j 4.5 . 0

c5J SS
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Section 4: Reading

ruti _it 4 .,i_tv5 A 4J
ej.e. A

J-1->yrl j- J.; .917'n' J- c tit""5t -)1 J71.1-3

ss,S 4.7.$ e .b 4.4 L

7 " 4.1 SS it c5U c5 0.11:j s55 ,-). Jig
:(.5.z cis..4.;s1 I. s5,5 4.,11

AJ3 6.3.1 At èj 41.X3 it
" "1-0. (1st 4.,,71-4 csii; =1-

s5.5 I .1 4 ',1,1

41.° 4*---d7i. _)-14 J.7az AL:3
9J-t; 4.)3 4.3'5 (554' 017.3

s5'1 c.5z.)1.'Ji

J I r-4 s5g 4L!

4-1
. j. JI i

JI 4..)"" " )) '5 I*5 c5.)(-54 cr 1'5

c5 s5g _/-61"°. L5U `"'a 47.) le"

3.9-* (.911-'.

" cre-; " LT: " " 4-4 b
eZ 4't"".

.J ost rah 4:I L.3 (.5-17 9-

" -7 4'5

L541 J-6-4 rab t" " .1g "5 '5 ;11_)LI-A

415.1.1.:,. 4J c.5j.J e i.e. U.

j.it 1.3»
c5.5

1 -54 (15-44 I " j -4 4J crs":-;:: ..)1" 4-1

c5-7J J 42° -)1") 4j J-4 C5-"+t`
L5 ru- -1 1 4:1----41 _,14 re-4 ..).)4
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4La .5 4.5.1 c5

4.

Lt 44
J.).* 4.1 J 4;

c$ .pr-C 4; S.411* 3 C.5i 1.1.41 SS1

ut--1- i- t 5

..t.:14 cr" J.,- 41'(..5-'"

Nouns

core, seed 113 Ezkay

tribe F I [(1-abe161 4413

documents tl irreg. [asn6d1

document P1 irreg. [san6d1

passage 112 [5.bar6t1%:_

century F2 (per.-6y1

individuals P1 irreg. [afrSd) z1

nature I12 Imahiy6tI

baby goat F2 [serlSyl

New Vocabulary

Names

historian [herawi sayfil L5j,,J*

place name [binikSw] il

tribal leader [harmuz taril

Pashtun individual [sho'áib]

clan name [surnR61

Moghul (maghw611

king 111 [pEchS1

service 112 [khedm6tI

notions 11 irreg. [mat-WI)]

position 112 [moqgml

case F I [bárkhal

piece of evidence 11 irreg. [SilanéCi]

importance 112 Eahmiyát) I

evidence t1 irreg. [shawahédi -LA

stepmother F 1 . [mayr6] e jt..4

Verbs

establish Jer. int. Rashkilég-1

mention phr. [Odaw6na kaw=]

be known der. int. [malumég-1

sleep smp. int. irreg. [tsamal1-..1...1:
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Adjectives
historical 4 Mrikh11

known inf. [pezand6l1

previous 6 [pakhwanáyl

below 4 [lSnde1 s.5.1:))

able-bodied 2 [mla'tat:6layl

Adverbs. Phrases. Idioms
extended family phr. w/ n, 112. [g69 kaholl

above 4 ['Arta]

last 6 [wrust6yl

big I [star]

patriarchal 6 [p1aran6y1 ja./

high irreg. [lwac]

History of Herat title [de herSt tarikhn5m61.t..U.I.e. jt z

A.D. phr. [milEdi)

around, approximately phr. [pa shSw khwS kel

probably, should adv. [ba"y6d] .17;

warrior phr. Izangi met:al 71.

thousands phr. [zarhSwol _LILA

besides phr. Ialgw6 pa deJ (.15 oi)LA

it's very likely that... phr. [der ihtIm51 lari tse ...1

on its own phr. [khp6lal
T

quote phr. [la khwlé na lik-]

S95

S9jj.: 4j

Have You Understood?

J5=-1 ss

Answer the following questions.

z'il_rat '5 1

4-`-1.1:, .)..6

.)1

C: Jj
45-'-4 45S

J.N5 ut-.?

s5.5 s5-"
07=41 41 4t.

2. Discuss the probable meanings of the proverbs given in the last paragraph of the
reading.

èki

. L

. 0
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Section 5: Diversions

4:- 41. 0 .0.4j (.15 4Z.4 1/45 j...; .J.1.1.A

Co 1 Jis :Jeji
z c5_,J JLS L.

same age phr. [am dz614;

Cfe. S.J 1

1.
Ss-4

ss-

ss-?. .,-1-1; 411; C:17: ''1"J /rn -)

Ls (.5.L. 4. e r. Ler J.::j j a.; jj ji . 0.,77,-4.1. 411S

ss_t 4; 1 Lb..to cl,;1. 1 , ,:rzt 1 ej..W 1

4.1ajj cIS1 (15-1.) "
c.51 -)L5 "11 <AL' 4-t rt4 4-t

(AL. I 41 j J

t.t.A (15

4.1.4 jj y cr5

`1' L5 v)."

c5.).1 4; 4.1.eli sse. 4; jatzl.. 4 4.7-0_,Jj 4.i eLm

slap phr. Etsapéca warkawL1

use n, F 1 Ef5yd61 e..Le

hard adj 1 [klak]

jug n, 113 tmang6y1

611

teach der. tr. vb. (pa kaw=] -.).5

cry phr. [pa zara k6g-1

gather der. int. vb. Etoleg-1

mistake, fault n, F3 fkhatS1
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Unit 22: 4L5

Section 1: Dialogue

1

c oits 4 I : I

3 4J .3 Lt.:, 3 . z3 ,
.1 L., 0 -)'`.#

4.5 y (IA .";

.c$Z 4 Ja.SJ Ij .1 iseLA a... I z

(.5.41.3

csz 4.; Lki Le 0,74 41. it 3 I

CIS L. 5 '5 .7. sSe. "" I '5

L5-". 3 sst

c. ()J.; : -L. I z

(51-1.-; fa-A' L5 J

: J."; .).; z

LA :L., I .1

CJIJL:= kr5J1..) (51L11., 1)-,

s.9.5 U I . ji c5 J3 (.5.1 j

'5 (15 ,?.5 -rv'' t.15 3 s5-4 J: 41 JI i4w -11 c5J

.1-01
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. 0 .1 0...)..5 a 4....N. L. Z - 1...,
T -) , J..... I Z

`.k.5.1 csit .-:- ,-LJ-5.. :J_,-...."; 1.01 a

0111 -) (5.1. ) ..,1' L511.A., a ..,.: -<$.5 csrl .)-..-1- '.J-ib :J1.1, .1...1 a

4; Z.....4 ).5, j I L5 a (rs,5
v

,...A.,..ALI, ,I 1.1A..,.3 4_7,1. yt j1
J.,-.. c51 4:$ ji'l Crilt

ss-C Li-5 41 4..)-:": .., I (rt.) i re" 4Ll.-.;-1.

L., a 41. fo.,,..S. 4.; ,..., .,

4.:P 4.1 r.,,..1 c.)1.......4 : j j......: ..1..., I z

c,5_, 4-T 4-9 (.15,)-C eJIJI

-It ."..e.3 4.I I _,.....; 4.1... : j 1.: a....., I a

c5J.31.1 41

(.5.),,I e ..)s.: 1-::-.' 4...t 1°-,,j

i 'Z ye. 41 Jjj 4" (>1: 4;e t"

63

L 3 sst 4.5 :

c..5-9

4 ''S c5-)-I .44 r" L'... -i-(-1-J., -t-'" 4-Z r-...' Ii .3-". 63

L5-'1., rai 41J-4i S_)-4 °J.,:, 4t (37'. 14 (5.,

4...... Ij j 4; 1..1.1., 4; : j 1.,..., .L..., I a

. ri-U-' J.., 4: 4.3 c..5.) 4:' 4; Z t ej.,5 -,-.14 CJI.,..) Ji 4-: (-1-4 1-

0L5-4 .t.,
I.1 ..)

New

Nouns

war, conflict t12 hjangl S.:...,.

casualty FT [margzóblal .L.I.; j3 S.7.

graybeard, elder 113 Espingiray) L5 jt .,)

belief 112 [bawarl

going (to someone) 112. 1wart6g1

arm, weapon FT hwaslal 4.1... j

Vocabulary

91

Names

(zmarák]

[ al tamLirl j j...7-11

[wahabil

[barSt) .z..,1_,1

(rasCill J.,...., j
[nasrullát11
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Verbs Adjectives
be hit smp. int. [lageg-] bad, difficult, stubborn 1 [bad) .1.!

run away smp. int. [taxt-i injured 4 [zakhmil

get, take out smp. irreg. tr. [IYa's]

Adverbs. phrases. idioms
alone adv. [tanS1 tv::;

have an agreement with phr. [la sara j6r: da) . oz ... 4.1

a few times phr. ttsó ware) crs jlj

finally phr. [pa pSy kel s95 L5Lz: 4.-1

... ago phr. [...mákh kel

waylay phr. nis--) J./

take ... into custody phr. [hukum6t ta by5y-]

iron things out phr. [khabara awgraw9

--L5Ltg

respect, care about phr. [de ... mgkh ta gor-1 j
be useful phr. [gala lar=]

Practice

1. Give idiomatic English equivalents for the following phrases or lines from the
dialogue.

_1

cs 4.; 4; '4."

- b 44't r ..)-1 .31": e
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2. To which tribe does each of the following belong?

-)-1 4J1 -)--=''' '1

Li3' _) 4.J1.7.2 c.S..1.3 (511-lbJ .1 ) J.; J.:

i., ...L.... 1 Z_) e

3. Memorize the following lines from the dialogue.
4.; e 1/45 42;

L5JJ1 _LA 43

J.,-4-; 919-)7`._)_, 91 t5_,-.)

Now think of different endings for the following sentences:

:Yo
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Section 2: Genealogies of the Major Pashtun Tribes

Information in charts from Caroe, Olaf. The Pathans -550 B.C. A.D.1957. Karachi:
Oxford University Press, 1958.

Sharkbun, Sherani, etc.: individuals
Spin Tarins, Tor Tarins, Abdalis : Pashtun tribes
(Sulaiman Mts.), (adopted): locations, comments

I. Origins

Qais (Abdurrashid)

I I I

Sarbanr Bitan Ghur husht
I(see IV below)

I I

Sharkbun Kharshbun
(see II below) (see III below)

I

Danay Babay

I I I

Kakars
(All over northern

Baluchistan)

Panri Daway

I I

Panris Saduns
(Sibi) or

Jaduns

Musa Khel Saris
(Baluch border) (Peshawar and

Bajaur border)

I

Mando

I

tlando Khel
(Zhob)
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II. Western Afghans

Sharkbun (or Shakarbun or Sharjyun)

I I I

Sherani Tarin Urmar
(from a Kakar woman, so went I (adopted)
to join Ghurghusht branch, to I I I I

which Kakars belong) Spin Tor Abdal Urmars

I

(white) (black)

I I

(Kaniguram,

I Logar, Pasha-

Sheranis Spin Tarins Tor Tarins Abdalis war; Note:
(Sulaiman Mts.) or Urrnars are

Durranis not Pathans)
(Afghanistan)

I

I I

Zirak Panjpao

I

I I I I I I I

Popalzais Alikozais Barakzais Achakzais Nurzais Alizais Ishaozais

I 1

(Pishin and
Toba)

(Afghanistan, also 'Multan
Pathans')

Saddozals Iluhammadzais
(one branch) (one branch)
Ruled Afghanistan Ruled Afghanistan
1747-1816 1626 present day
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Eastern Afghans

Kharshbun (or Krishyun)

Zamand Kasi

I I

Khweshgts tluhammadzats Kasts Shinwarts Ketrans
(Hashtnagar) (Quetta) (Ningrahar (Baluch

and Khaibar) border)

Ghoriah Khakhay

iihoriah Khel Khakhay Khei

I

Khaltls Daudzais tlehmands Chamkannts
(Peshawar and adjacent border) adopted

(Kurram and Mand

Peshawar)

Yusuf

Yusufzats
(Dir, Swat,
Buner, etc.)

Muk Tarklanrts
(Bejaur)

Gigtants
(Doaba)

Urnar

Mandanr

Ilandanr Yusufzats
(Mardan and Swabi)
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IV. Bitan (or Batni or Bait) Tribes

Bitan

I I I

Warshpun Kalin Bibi Mato = Shah Husain of Ghor

I I

1I

Bhitannis Mati tribes
(Bannu and Tank)

Ghalzoe
(conceived out of wedlock)

All of the Ghalfi (Ghilzai) tribes of Afghanistan

Ibrahim LocH

Lodis

I I

Siani Dotan

Niazis

1-

I

Dotanis
(Isa Khel and Mianwali) (South Waziristan)

I I

Prangay Ismail

I I
Lodis and Biluts I I

(Paniala) Sur Lohanis

I I I

Lodi dynasty Sur dynasty Marwats
of Delhi of Delhi Daulat Khel

A.D. 1451-1526 A.D. 1539-55 &theirs, etc.
Gandapurs
Kundis, etc.

(Bannu, Tank, etc.)
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V. Karlanri Tribes

Karlanri (father unknown)

Koday
(1st wife) 1 (2nd wife)

Utman Dilazak Orak

Utman Khel Dilazaks Orakzafs
(Peshawar (extinct) (South Tirah)

Sulaiman Shitak

Daurs
Bannuchis

(Tochl and
Bannu)

I I I I

Mani Luoman Mangal Khugi

I I I I

Faridun Khataks limp ls Khuglaqis

I (Kohat, Pe- Mugbils Turfs
Afridis shawar, (Khost) Zazis (Jk/is)

(North Tirah, Mardan) (Kurram border)
Bazar, Khaibar,
Kohat Pass)

I

I I

Wazir Malikmir

I I

I I I Bangash
Musa Darwesh Mubarik Mahmud (Kohat, Kurram)

I I I

I I Gurbuz Mahsud
Ahmad Utman (Khost) I

I I tfahsuds
Ahmadzal Utmanzai (Central Waziristan)
Wazirs Wazirs

(South Waziristan) (North Waziristan)

98
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Practice

1. Locate the modern locations of the tribes on a political map of Afghanistan and the
surrounding areas. Then do the same on a relief map, noting the correlation of the
various mountain ranges and passes on the division between eastern (who say [paxt6])
and western (who say Epasht61) Pashtuns.

2. Using the charts, answer the following questions.

_1 I J-1:5-" Jle I 't

L5.1 z

.11J-1%

. L.5.1 t:j I z 0 .0

ik.sz (.5-1 41 -Le. J.' I . 1

k..5 1-..t5 (.19-5 4t. A

.11 Lire. L..3 s5.5. jt LS. J .

c.5 .
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Section 3: Present Unreal Conditionals

Examples

Results in the present time:

If it weren't for you. I wouldn't go there.

If we didn't have so much work,

we would go to Baltimore.

If our friends weren't coming 4.;

we wouldn't buy a lamb.

Results in the past:

r.k.; _LI 4 t c5_, 4;

(..51.)-1 4-5

ut-t I c5J--1.- 9-* 4.5

If he cared about me [in generall, he sse. 4.! L51.7..5 4; L.3

would have given his daughter to c.Si c5.9.) L,516

Wahabi's son.

If it weren't for you, I wouldn't have gone there. .

If we didn't have so much work, we

would have gone to Baltimore.

If our friends weren't coming,

we wouldn't have bought a lamb.

t5j 4;

J'at-7-1(1 Jr' 4-; )1-5 eri'

J-4 41

iOu

c.5.1 (511:; 4;

Ult -) C.5

1 I 4

z
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Notes:
1. A present unreal conditional is a statement about a condition or situation that doesn't

exist in the present time. Such conditions are rendered in English as
'If I were...', 'If we went...', 'If we didn't have...', etc.

2. Present unreal conditionals in Pashto are expressed in 4.5 clauses. The verb in the 45

clause is the imperfective participle; it does not agree with the subject/object.

3. If the result clause is in the present time, its verb is in the past imperfective tense.

4. If the result clause is in the past, its verb consists of .%! + the imperfective participle

+ c$.). The participle agrees with the subject/object; .51 does not.

5. Note that any formal distinction between present and past unreal conditions
disappears when the verb in the 4.5 clause is L5j by itself. ,..51 4; 47. 4S translates

into English as both 'If it weren't for you' and 'If it hadn't been for you'.

Practice

1. Complete the following along the lines of the model.
Model:

LT' L74.11 4'5

"
. 15 I ss.* ss5 j j& L5_, 44 L 3 .

LS L4 .5 , J 4.1 cs j 4195 LA.i I 41 ..L. I 4.5

J.& j 419,5 jj 4.5 .1

JJ; 4;
4.1 4.1 ..,t,+;. s5S 4.71 4:1 L4 I 4.5

41:; 4. 42; J., L I 4.5 . 0

3. Finish the following sentences:

4.5J ult., 44 415.1 0 L. 45 .

6..r 'LI 63 4.5 .o

10
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Sectn 4: Reading

4.z.1 4.t.. j..«, 4195 L7., jz 47.

415.5 4-jj; (195 0'4..0 t15 "5 'L.7° " 'Cs _t-L.A.L13

A:L:3
4-t c5-5

i-.5-5 47: Le" I cy-A 1- 1 J4:3 JI
JI c5.,5 s5.5 4.;) jzi j .1+ trs..5

t.5_,S J 4; JJ-141-4- Jt Jjo c.5-51-a

z 4S.1 . ej... J.; 4J

4:1 J.) 4" LI _II y 4

I
J L ..)J5

kit (1st 45.31 .c5..".1 szt .t5 j ..51
4.5./ J.; I 4.1.1...1. Wk 11..:St (.5 .Z J ra.i j ss.S.

`ILIA I 4.54; rhj° c5.,-1.)., 4; j,jj
I ss.- sre. rat )1 C cis-.5 Ts

cis:: 4)1 -1* t.5 't I z c 4- 1 .?-11J.

c.5,) s5 J./ JjZj L ..j.! 4.; 41A 4.t. I .1 J.;

J_IJJ ° 4Lt .5 rL°. r-a ys- _t1.7-4-.;. 47!

Lt. 4.; (19e 4; 1.5Z

i:),.;t:3- z _31.5 z

ty,s

L.J. C.5.5-,-) r-t3 (j1 kr15 'Le A.94; es4t 4t ":"., 't"'Jb 97:

L5A)-1 6..;-"' 4 97: s e)LJ z 1.5

4.114 ra J.; ij Z

J.., I al-4 I cis

102
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New Vocabulary

Nouns

topic F irreg. [mawz61

basis 112 [asSs1 ceL.01

status, situation 112 [MU cji.

adulthood 112 [buldghl LA

extended family F 1 Epargan614..S

condition, situation 112 [11516t1

reconciliation F I [j6r.-al

enmity F2 [duxman6y1

cause, reason 112 Isab6b1

Textbook 93

Adjectives
social adj 4 Ntimall

separate adj 4 [judS1

located adj 4 (waq61

free adj I [azSd1 .1131

pre DO sition

between, among prep. Rermáns1

Verb

allow dbl. irreg. vb.

Adverbs_ phrases. idioms

in relation to this phr. (pa (16 bgra kel s5.5 e,l y a 41
interesting phr. [pa zra Wel

among themselves phr. [pa khpalo mandz6 kel ss.5

normally phr. [pa adi dawall J,,3 cszlo

correspond, match phr. [ackh

giv n retribution for a wrong phr. (pa b6do ke warkawq

Have You Understood?

4-0

te

1. Debate the following statement.
4; I _ria.; ,5_,,1, , z z 4.1 I (se Li.

414.1. L.5.) Ir sSz -LILL) tt-..- z

c5,75..)..,4; c.5i3 (.51tA.,

10
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2. Answer the following questions.

c

Lt -1..0 4-11""lb L ..".-° C),9'÷ei. _,7;

44 L j...0 e ,,,L; ig , (5,1 t.:)."7.4,1 4.1.c y

4.a.. 0.) (... 4.1 s5 4.1.3.5 .Z in. 1..., I . f.

S k-j'zi (r95 rb-,3 cil 47: J-0 4-1-4- 4..1 C),,-1.-4-:, ..,1+. .0

Section 5: Diversions

...n...t 4.71.., 0,Aj 4=4 ..1.7: 4:1 J.,.. s5.1.1.11. 4..1 41.4 ev) I j

4-1 Lt-: LI-Lcb 415.5 (j11- 41 ' je...1_, 4:" _LI

s571. ..)_,4 t..5 (..4 3 4./1~1' ss- .01' 41' 6.75.3 4-"..-44 -,:°. 4:° ..).1-

J I 4r5., 4-.."+ .4 17".. 4:I JJ- 'tI '=-1-1-4 J.)4'141

' (-it-LI 45 J., (is:: J ) isbl. J jit ins-) 4; it't 63 ' J71...,-, 4:' Ji
' je...!.., sse. 11.-1 ..,-.14 c55 _.)5:1 4-' 4-1-LIA, s5-1 Jts. a.:..5 i4....,

j_t, .5 U. j.... 0 j..., 4S.L.11. 0 ,)I j 5 j .5 i .,.* 4.1. rt. 1A...11 .".1 4; 03

be born smp. int. vb. [zegég-1 -3

't-;.' k..51. 4,1 1-:-.1".. J j:' 4Lt (J11,1_, 4 (..5.,3 ',pl., J-4-1. J_,4

I7: - 7 - + J 47', k.5I "LI' 1°36 4; ' Li7"ji
kr:t/

4 JJ L5J3 k.s.pr-1 t--N-4.,_,I.

4ts 4.4 I jj 4...., 1j il i to,S- 4.16,....t.,..

104
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Unit 23: 4.

Section 1: Dialogue

Ow) J oz 4;3
L.1-1 :

. z : I

c
.5.9 e..)-../1 ye. 41

cS., °J..) :

L5-PV64-,1 C155 41 J9";

3_,g -L;J..5 4.)."5 LiSJJ; zi.1., 1531.,7'. ssg

331-4-1

sgS j I I Ls 3 U : I

c..5 J I s95 _ht. U. 40 ss.5 1/4) 1..7.:ilsj I

47,4 .5 V.., 41 de IS 4 s$5 LJ :

L5 J 1 s5S. 1. A XS sg:14 J 1 s5.5

s5.5

o J.A$ -1! Wt.; 4; 4.1 ratb ss5 11 :

I .1 ."; k..5 0." SS5 -,J11

CrSS 4.1 LAS., ciSt c5,,JI
`k z ijk; 4; L7N-Lre! (.51 " 4.t

s5.5 j 41 £ I j 4:0

j I U I zil J ,?.5 I

,ftLiI rg

ti
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,
. S .5.3-:-. .L:-: LOV-t

i 3 4.:, L5.1..,S .t; _,1. j )L,;, L... : L....e.;

_5 (.5-N-C. (15.- 41 4-:'_".., .4-4 J-1 4" c.)1.-.."t-tg tie Ji ...)=1.7: : 4-01
.,..t, . 4-7-6 j 1 4.2... I j 4,54-i, r4.5 ,4J

New

Nouns

Kuchi, nomad 113 [kocháyl

decade F 1 [lasizal 43.........J

hindrance, obstacle 112 Nhancl]

Soviets M3 [shorawil

invasion, attack 112 [yargh6l1 j.1_,.e.

Adjectives
scattered I MU

settled 1 [mishtl .: .4.......

Vocabulary

Places in Pakistan

Lahore [lah6r)

Abasin (Indus) fans%)

Punjab Ipanj5b1

Miawale trnyEwälé]

Adverbs. Phrases. Idioms
Hindu Kush phr. [hinduki.ishl Q.....5 j..1.:A

Northwest Frontier phr. (sharn-M gharbi sarhadi ..1.a. j« (.5.1..) ji.....«

until now, since phr. [rEwrdstal

between phr. [de ... tar mándz] t.;...._,:; ...
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Practice

1. Give idiomatic English translations for the following phrases:

Textbook 97

jrna..X

4: ,)7*-t
4 1 'VA

Construct sentences in which you use the phrases, e.g. j 4:o lg ' A ` z

2. Find the areas where Niazis are settled on.a map of Afghanistan and Pakistan, and
locate the cities mentioned in the dialogue.

3. Read the following description of the Tarakhel tribe.

se. 41 çj1 j1 e kfrS j...ta ,Lres

J1 J7.. 4JJ-1 L I 41 ye. 4t u- JI
4.1 J1 ss:4-1-4- kpg J-1-5 SS5 J1 Jit.5

.1 J1 JJ-4,. _nab 4:1.1`5.1

4:1,3_1.1 911 .)S

Now construct a dialogue, parallel to the conversation between Asad and Theresa,
incorporating the information in the description.

iLi
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Section 2: Reading A

.5 .Lt. A:. j.1....t,'S /...,.5 ..t. . 6.5 0 ) .,.. 4. ..t.l.e Li J , :La I , 44,;,; 0..;:z.4..1

5 J.L5 _t_l_.., co .1.;lf 41., j j-::::s 4._. ,..,.11 jla.11_,,
4.1 J.....1, J.-t. '1 . j...<-2. c5..:,...)--. (.5 J.-3

c5 'le. .1-`t "7'-`'" c-5..,J3--5 '1 .111-:1.1.) c.5J-17'-'-.. 3

.4.t (14k 1-1AA ) j lt ll LI" 1 (:)1..,:-....aLi 1 z

4.1 oz . J...1.3 .z..J1...1.1.31 40-4-4 LI il _A:t.4 trit ,r4.5 0 J ri.a Z Al

4:10 t......vo 21.4 L.5.. Lk; j 1 cy...5.1. ..L.- ....1.5.a.

4.1 J.A i 1 ...1,A. _,./, 41. ,75_, 0.t...t. _,5 1 ss.11 4..1 j 1 c5,75 (..)2.- : J.

s5.5 6 ,) 41 jt..5..t.:* Z Z....

41 .,.1S 4..-.'13.; z ,_1-ka yzz

(.,--- ..,:: .--:.7.-. 'LI 4-"

'L.-1- ° -1.1.-4 -; 44 ..,-e. 0 ti5 Z 41

4.1...a.t.b. c.5 .1 c) 1 J..1...., (.5..4 1,11 J 1

4--; .---.-_,-<- ..53-5..)- 4-.1- ye. 1.)-2" (.7../"j r.tg . (S1A Ye. J 41.

r:..,5 -"I. . (175 °LI: 4,5-.: ."'Llb tilt
.c.; j.., IS ye. 4..4.1. ji; _,.. o jai 1 lf e j lt 4.1 .:..- ...

c5 j .5 Lt ..) 1 Z ....., ..1.6% 0.1...2 1 _rt..* 1 . (15.1.g 1.;; J 4...; Jj y.e. ssAS IL.z s5.4 j 1

ej )1.0 . (.5.:Lj y ant ..:_- ..; Lia.',- ci..:.-. 4.1

9,),, (,)1...)-1*- L5-- ..0 J.75 LI .4. -12-.1IJJ L.5-1.)J5 °J-'' .1-" 4-I (151: JJ3
. L.: 41.6.e .za. .t........ j....o.:,. (so j.i 6_AS I j.;.1. j1 j j...", ..:11.

-12.:1_,..) .5.,-1- c.S.,-L"-:-c krs:J.,*; L5-:.-7-.4*-;* 1 'Lt. Jr.% --- sszz Ji:', LI

L. Ji _t1-4. Eti ss-j Cj I .0" (54 j"9. LT: ''"L'474, si'r.'4'

.," t,s.A.).) (3-5-4- yt 4:4/4 JI J.75 i I .,:' 4:: ..,....) LI"
J,).5 e.).3-a. 42%,5 _!-<;.,_,I JJ.1'; ..i..,-7-0., (..)L-4

4j il JzA.L1
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.5."1 I I .)1.-4 4`t 1°-,-5 `1":71-4/1° jat J.)
c (175.3 4.1

1 ..?"..1..)15 (.5". ..,Ka* 4:$ 1:1141 J.4 k7.-:' (.15'1 '1 r-14 atj"
JJ.04.1. 44,i jjj i1 o_S J.! 1.5 t..;* 4J .15

j.ta (.54. L.t. k) LT..; I lhe Ijj
ult c.5.3-5J1: J1 .5.5i #1-,01- (446

Ale .Le3

_J.; ( Nk1.4%-l`k\IA) ss.S. .-1,..I.J 47: t.5 jla.51.1 z 4, j,,.1 .1 eLt jzl.'. .i....,... .z

" , k LSJ ,I 0.,...4 _,..4.... j.,.1 .,.1...1. 4..1 ,..) I _.)...t.-. 4:. lx.....:.1 .-- . Le 3 4.`,
e

..t....1.i j..4 J.;

(31113 L;-..;-:1- .,-.::'JJ'S J..)-e 4 4,5-.: s9-5 t..51.! '':: JI J.L.'' -P1Jj 45

c.5?-5 `j-, JJ t-5

. j L53 I

(1st (.1 4J

:) e jtSI jz

4%1 4,5,.S. ot..k.).11:,

Li64 irct s5.5 Arts '4.1s j I 1.41% Z.) I J

4;JJ1-9 (5.6:- J1 Ls_t% t1.4 4-4 =,
. k15.1.4 t.p.i0 15:.17:3 j1z1 JI c5_,J j1

_); Jj
Lsi-7'. 4-1' J-d" -12-: 1 J L5 L c.5.r.";-° Jb JJJ JJ-1 L5-`4

J-4-J J7: J-1 -1-4..5 AJJ:p4.5 IJJ 04.
c5,7 " s5.5

6-115 s5S L$1-5 e-te trsS t-14 -13 J.,-!; (SU 971. 4..J""

J L
e. 1-* t-z-a (>41. JJJ JJ -1 j" .°1-47! JJ-1

Oj
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New Vocabulary

Nouns

ruler 111 IwSkdSrl j1,151,,

weakness F irreg. fkamzári1 j
institutions F 1 [mosisSt.1

establishments 11 2. RashkilSt1

goal 112. [hadáf)

decision F 1. [faysalál

danger 112. khatárl

conveniences 11 irreg. [tas-hilSt]

rule, term F irreg. EviakdSr1I .5

characteristics 112 . [khUsUsySt) 41.1. 1-4..o.j.4261

capture inf. IniwSli

prime ministership 112. [sadarát14:10

education 112. ImErifl JUL.

office F 1. (idNr61 el.I

migration 112.

Adjectives
strong 4 Nawil

traditional 4 [ananawil

tribal 4 !qabelawil

effective I [moasir]

successful / [kEmy6b(a)1 4-:44

civil 4 [mallei]

military 4 [nizamil

strong 2 [yhaxtSlayl

tribal 4 foawmil

immediate 4 [samdastil

potential 4 [bilqow61 eLJL

urban 4 IxEr11 c5j14

royal 4 [shanil

governmental 4 Ihukumatil

Names in Afghan government and politics
Amir Abdurrahman Khan [amir abdarSmän kh6n1

1

Amir Habibullah [amir ab1bu1S] 4J1

Amir Amanullah [amir amänulS[ 4.11

Mohmad Nadir Shah [mahamad riSdar shgl eLis JAI

Mohmad Daud [mahamacl d5w6d1

110
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Verbs
strengthen der. tr. (ghaxtalay kaw41

destroy der. tr. (tan kawl

set up, fix smp. tr. [t.gl<=1

lose dbl. irreg. tr. (bayl=1 lt

exile der. tr. (fargraw=1

be broken, severed smp. int. (shked41

migrate smp. int. (legd(6g)-I

Adverbs. phrases. idioms
for more than a hundred years phr. (pa tero tsa tAnde s6lo kaluno kel

become the cause phr. Nebel) keg-] -.0rS

take measures phr. (Iqdämät kaw1 LA 1 .1.3 I

wipe out phr. (la mándza wc-I 4.1

accomplishment phr. (tarlEsa kawSli (1,5 4.0

keep under surveillance phr. (naz5rat l6nde sat-I L J.;

adopt phr. (ghwara kaw-

modernize phr. (asri kave=I

more than any other time phr. (tar bal erwakht nal j jab J. J.;

be promoted phr. Raqwiya keg-I -
be expanded phr. (parakha keg-I

more adv. [ zygtaral Le.

than formerly, from before phr. [tar pakhwS na

1 1
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Have You Understood?

1. Identify the main idea (clause) in each of the following sentences from the reading.

4 L t , 4 7 : j1.151,, c ,It L I .1

4..)(-4, 4-1 LS:15J' tSjj ei7. .1 s55 .9; J-1.5 J-L

c5 J-Z; c.5_)J.3.4-5 J-L-:1JJ t.5 3-L*-** 4.kt. t.5

4J 1.; 4-t

sst

. j.,ts 4.Ase

1 J1 c5J.3 -It°. 'z 46J-4Z4 J5 F....J.5

4.+64 tlyi 0.'11 (:)Ltr"...; ,Z 4.11 I ji 4J5

JI J u"'",J('' .)7" .)71* 1,-z4

4-1 s5-4 J,) j,j ji c5,15.1 "LS 4:$ 4...) II 4j

141-1J i.La 1--3

c.53 j #:Lo I a to...L. 0 .0

ezAL., AI; L51%,1-3 c$.3 j1-:

ss.5 L51_, Lig z els1 z .

4.1 4; lt.4.7: L.43 14krk-14kVA

4:; -;"4

-t43-1 (.51-A-3 J-10
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2. Finish the following sentences.

431_4 (15.5 e z I ag .

_L.) -It... 1 4.11.1.. 11.3 4.5 .1"

1, .151j ,1 .

c5.9 4;

I 4; 9; -1-0-4 4:° U÷Z: -)1 4'5

(
S4"5 C.) ImL; 41 41' CjIJI .1.51., kr I '1 45 0

cs,75 4.4

3. Answer the following questions.

-121I../..) °_,-v *)-_.)-11

s5JJ-r;

j7g

4; Li-115 (15-1-1 ss5 9-L" ir
-t;L'i*-7: .t

(..J115 I -)14 (15-1.1 o

o

ss4 .)1
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Section 3: Reading B

Pre-Reading Exercises

1. Look at the paragraphing in the passage below. Does it seem to follow English
paragraphing conventions?

2. Skim the short paragraphs. What do they seem to be about?

3. In the last paragraph, there appear to be two lists. What are the lists of?

4. Skim the passage for familiar words. Underline them, then guess from them what the
topic of the passage is.

:th
ut-

e. J I 4..'S L5 p1/4....; I 0...4.S

c.5 in-i_t; s5 ê c..5 (5-4-el 4 (ise. Cl4S

c5 t:d I . J.4 c5.)..1 j I

J.); cri2 J crs

c ea.:#.1/ J1 E J c 0.5 Jt.: _;11 47: dt 411

c.5-/T`A ti5/- / u-÷-5 4t
bY)J 4-0) 4'11.41:1 L;I: -3 -) 3 I .) 1"j6 tr4.5 41 31 (.5.4

-74. (isz c. Jig 41 4:" i); c..5_)-1 4-; 0-774 4-4 4J

. 4 z _1 I 4.1c...:.; 4. J 4.4

c5 4.Lib 4:0 c..5 (5.47; 4.! 4:aj Z! JI J... _91.! ii
0-4-5 45I

I .5 41 k. Le.

ss_x 4-1 4'"4.4

.5V J1 J..r. 0..)1 J.1 J1 J1 (.5..÷.-ct )7,-. L5..:t m I Le

tSJ f.1.71 J1

ts-÷5 _I c5J-1 c.5.3 (15-5 4-115 6.'1'. 4-15

j I t j1

c.5 I 4; 41".7". 2h' 41
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eiz j.0 e,.)

(TS .)-1 91 _1 42' k (s-w 91 47: ALS

4-1 91'. crit L

Nouns

unity 113

profit F 1

loss tl 2

k..5z V.; 4,...,1;

c.55 (4):'

cj.".7-4-; I z 4Lt la

jale 4.7.1.,,L c31...e I

z t..) 4SJ c5

41!

tyawwSlayl jj.e

[g6tal

Izy5n1 t:ile

ruler tl irreg. [wãkmánl

order 11 2 [ámari

flag 11 2 [bayr6ghl

kind 112 Iraz] 31.)

New Vocabulary

child 11 2 [awlSd]

living F I Eastógnal

lady F 1 fa] [merm6nl

study F 1 [tsena]
root F 1 (nilal 44.

root Fl Erixal j
example 112 Emes61) jlt-t
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Proper Nouns Verb

Hindu 111 mention der. tr. [ya'claw=1

Moslem PH [musulmán]

Shia 114 [sh6yal &L1 Adjectives

Sunni tl 1 [suni] common 1 [mushtarák1

Tajik til [tb'jak] .4(.1; narrow 1 Rangl 1.5.Z

Nuristani 113 [nurist-anay] small 2 [kuchnay]

Badakshi 113 [badakhshayl

Turkoman [turkmán]

Uzbek P11 tuibák1 431 Variant Spellings

Hazara 114 [az-dral o.)13.sh

Ayrlaq 11 irreg. [aym6q) cp...e. I

Ar3b 111 [arab] LS'S :r'=

Adverbs. Phrasez. Idioms
z:cept phr. [ghgr:a yixe wi] Lci I tfri)l.

high and low phr. [bask aw tit]

behavior phr. [kca wcal 40,L, 6175

it is important for us phr. [mung ta pa kár di] c5..) jt.5

at the present time phr. [pa de wosanay zarnSna kel (195 L. 3 j 4.15

as phr. [pa hays] 4.;)

look underneath phr. flare nazar waku]

exactly adv. laynanl

the same phr. [amSghasel 1.4.41
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Post-Reading Exercises

1. Give Pashto synonyms for the following words:
*I

4:..1.1.1j1

LittJ.5 ss......0 LA

4...1 ,71.4.1.* t:-...C.

2. Identify the sentences in which:
a. Ulfat gives a definition of 'country or 'nation'
b. Ulfat states his central argument for Afghan unity
c. Ulfat gives examples of diversity
d. Ulfat draws parallels between diversity among Pashtuns and diversity

among Afghans

3. Discuss whether recent events in Afghanistan (and the world) support Ulfat's
statement that diversity need not be a barr:er to unity.

11 V
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Section 4: Diversions

0.44 I .) L4 LAC Jj:$ -J7! 4".. J.8 4"; 5Z
(..5" 4'; ,/7"1 -7"Wi 4=-°1-1' 97: *r°,75..).1 45 _LI J..?-1

cxJ 1 Li.1. : 13

j1

5.1 0,ThAo L. : J., ye. JI aia I

JJ tr5_,4 r--RA it 03 c5 c,

u ; ..r."-10 L5-4-J.., "It sst
(.51

L.I-4 t.r1"?.j SS.X

* cs5 41."4 (1St J.) 4"; JJ1
L5.9.5 .3 LS 4-1 (1.5 /es. s5.4 trsjLib

L5 '. 4.195 C) j 0."7.1 41.1

waiter n, (11 Epeshkhidm6t1

mental adj 4 [clam5ghi1

generous adj 4 [sakhil

moment 17, F 1 Isheb61

judge n,l11 [Oz11

assistant n, (II [nok6r] .75_,',

a lot phr. 1yaw iáml LA

i 6
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Unit 24: 4....q."

Section 1: Reading

Textbook 109

441:' 4. 4 ç5J JJ-a1 J1 4jj &iy

s95 4.. j,I
Lsz J-L: 4-jil 44. 4." L.5 kr9"'w

4-1, c51 "4" )) IJ 4-Z c -)-1 J s5S 47: 44-1-1-

. sst ç5J I tva 4.77, a (...5

j 4.7.s e 1.1.J A L 1 J.-L. 4.; L.I.

c59-5 r4 4 Lv Lw J'1:4 s15

J z ..)1* c " "1": 41! 4; C-)-L J1
4-1. (:)1.L. J L JI pJ ji J.A (Ts.:

(.5 t L5 4'5./. ) ss5 JJ-5 4;P ,L4 4" C$N?"4 (.71'tj S5S

c$,; 4/9» 1 (SI; (.7.eilJi c5v)-.° J-S UT" 14

4-+ Srm I r-16 L.
41 1 J.1; J.1 J,41. z Lt c5

-1 / L5-4.-; /39 9 / L 09 ss5

ss5 L. 41 4_1995 913 91 LS J-:' 4:s 4 s$'5 j1/
L5-t'JJ JJ3 6.).5 4't 4jS lE"16

jrtS
I IS-)t c5J-1)1.- 4:; JJ rai

c J ,LJ÷ 4'.Y. 4.43 LSI:U.1

c5.)-1 4; 61-4. c:)19:" 9J9911-7-: z 09 (154 99-5 4-1 415
z J1 (Fib. 1 4a y.1.:,..; I LeN.:I. .3.5

Le 3 4t.;5 .t.r5 4 C; 4-44- 7-41 c5J-'%er 44 °J LJ 4A-11-

.9 1 ,) 91 .) L5 3 -I-) 417:' " rab s5.1 41 4'.)-*° j.. I ./1

L51.1. 1 c5 sge j
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Uni t 24: Textbook 110

4.44.0 4.7.# v".." .1 I FZ.6164 J.:LA

(..5 ss-5

èp siA;$ 4 ar.4

(;C:;LI A.) Y

rab ar5 k.51-' 44 JI j"." 4.4*

441 4:4 9; _!.5 9-" c.5JJ

53 4 k.5-1.4 -,10 44". 4.5 c5.t5 4,y
4-J;; +4;-1- 4-*4- jj 4 4 .1

New Vocabulary

Nouns

principles PI irreg. DPI fusilll (.1,.." I

Pashtun code F irreg. tpaxtunwalll

pillar F I fa/ [stani

revenge t12 tbadáll

compensation F I [nanawStel

non-Muslim M2 [namusuimSni

a drink with hashish // irreg. Ibangl 4
opium fl irreg. ItarySkl

hashish mixture F I [mufar61

Adjectives
respected, important 2 [rfazaw6lay1

extra 4 [zyStagi1

unfamiliar 2 [pradáyl

c5. JJ <5"

non-Moslem ti [kNfir]

ease F I [asSnal

cheapness F I [arzSna) 413_0

meat F I [ghw6xa1

chicken 111 [chargi S

property F irreg. [daray11 I j1

bounty F irreg. [roe]

quilt n, I412. [brast6nIcr:-..0).;

Verbs

slaughter der. tr. vb. [alElaw=1

empty der. tr. vb. [khali kaw'l
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Names

Khushal Kh5n Khattak [khush51 kh5n khat6kl ..L.14.1.

'Book of the Turban F 1 Iciast5rnErnál 4.4 1.0

Adverbs. phrases. idioms
be appreciated phr. [qadar lar=1

even phr. [ts6 tsel

accommodate phr. [khushala s5t-1

suggest, recommend phr. EspEraxt ka."1

disapprove of phr. [pa bada st6rga gor=1 .1..1

cash phr. triághde pays61

borrow phr. [pa pór akhl-1 4

stingily phr. [pa melma sakhtil

openheartedly phr. [pa wrin tandil

in that case phr. 1c16gha clawa11 Jj3 4./

Have You Understood?

1. Answer the following questions.

c5i4i

c5 rca_tS

c. 4.4. .

z

SST! A.5:1.)-t5 .4t 4.;616 (..P .4" . 0

41J.J5 (.5., 4.;
j 44.4 S.4"5 .)9.5 4.J

C.5 Y5., 4-L

c.i.)j '1. C.5 ,?.3 I
4..L. 4t

ra-f 41.4-4-1. 4:; 4.4/V-4 4.! ."5 . A
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Section 2: cl.! in More Detail

Textbook 112

A. 4..1 + present perfective = 'will', 'might'

'If there's a lot of water, well

plant rice.'

'I don't think he will listen to anyone.' 4...5_,J1_, '4 6.,4 Lt.'

'We'll leave tonight.'
-,''1' ' 1.,..) J., 4.:

B. ,Lt + present imperfective = 'will be

-1.)-5.) 41 trij-/-41..$ Yi-t) 4 ' 4 Le. J1,' 41_, I 4-5

'I will be eating, you will be dancing.'

'I'm going, you're not going.'

4.;

D"-,-

4...; , r"..) 9-2. 4.53_13 41 63

4 41 4. i r-i. 44.; 03

C. 4.! + c5., or present imperfective = sense of uncertainty, indefiniteness

'How many might there be?'

'Probably about twenty, fifteen thousand'

'Your father wasn't a Kuchi, was he?'

Sc5.., 1, j...."1.6 to., 41 ..)-r--1'4

c.,Si 4: °J.) ....IZ.-7'. ., 4--4--;'

C
.3 4.; (5t./-5 41 .,1' .) )1%1 L."

'There is a lot of evidence that ..5...a (15.:..4
(19-1-:.-:3 (1911.5 4-- L5.)-1 J L-7---- 1 ..)14

some members of these tribes lived
T

in other areas as well.'

'There might also be Pashtuns living

in India.'
L5p#.,1 it" (Is ..1.-.4 4_,

T .1 4 Lt÷;t
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D. + past perfective (usually in conditional sentences) = 'would (have)'

'If I had been in his place, I would not have

given her to Almar's son.'
CSJ-5 l L5U 't;! .5 03 .L5

'If he worked harder, he would have sz.,. 4.! _X 4.5

enough money to get married.' .L5 cr5..).; (15.e. L5j

E. 4.! + j or past imperfective = 'used to', 'would'

'When I was at school, I used to .r...1.14,1

dance every day.'

'He used to spend the nights ith us.'

'They would spend the summers in the

mountains of the Hindu Kush.'

te ..)141 ss.S.

1.17... j 4.!

53 4:41.14 yt 4.!

*31.'7';

F. 41 + perfective participle + c5j = 'will have...' /*might have

'Tor might have co:ne.'

'I'll have finished the work by three.'
(.5_, LPJ

c5-9 (15-).z 41. Y.. -)L5

'He will have read the book by this evening.' .L5 L3L5

Notes:
1. The particle 4, , besides being the future marker, can also carry the notion of

indefiniteness or uncertainty. In the A F sections above, the different combinations of
and tenses are given, with their English translations.

2. In many cases, a sentence with 4.; is ambiguous; context determines whether the

sentences refers to a definite statement about the future, or a statement of uncertainty.
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3. Often, 4.! is used to 'soften' a command, e.g.

'We will meet at two (if it's all right)'

'We will meet at two (no alternatives possible).'

4. 4.1 can never occur with az etc.

Practice

_1,1- ebiZ

J.,5 z (.7-4N-

1. Give exact translations of the phrases in the following sentences from previous

dialogues and readings.

ssz
4J c5-9-,11-X S5-"L" 4.)10 4.j. .L4j7" (:),)-7-4*-;! .

415.7.2 4.1.1.1.. 53 j 4.L. 44.4.4-* (se rai

S5S jj.5 4LiP c5A3 4P-11-1 ssz' 4A-Le-4 JI0
.3.).1 4:11.: 4533 z

j j.e 3 44,1 0.).. .v.t5 *OS

11*.0 I ..)10 irA 1.2% t

4511. Y--'
4.; j1 4:, 41 4G SsAtq "1" S-4-r" `'t 4.! 415 . 0

. 1

t o jIj I s95 015 4.7r, 0 ,)4 j 1 15..1 j j rah 4.1-4.1. 4:0. 4.71 re.J.S. 4:1L.:5 . v

c..5.1 41 44 i L5,75

2. Finish the following sentences.

4'3 4-t 415

e, 4.71, 4.15

(.1s,1

411.. 41.5

c.5

15_)_,7;

s5.5 .7A
I crw ,).).t 41'

1 "
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ej.1 4.'4) ry. Z Z J1 c5.s? j tr., 4.1 1. 4.1 : I

(15.5

t.:)1 4.; rm.& ç5 4j 4.5 41. I Z

s5.1. 4:. 4.; 4444 isA (195 1.4 47.1.$ L5Z. ro..J.1%* I

.4.0.4 s5.5 4. 4; sr4 / cr26': L5 ';-9

. (sof-

lz

Ji 3 4-t C5-,S kr" "4"-
4-w5 c5).5 4. 4 t ./ 4:1 SS» (.0,5

(195 4p L5A, 1..5 ss.2. L....A (5:04

c.5.)j 44D".

4.5 3.33 4 4.44- -It 41JJ-5

. ,4,5 J.,) 0.).g :

. O

C. e .5 s9,5

s55 4.) 11 447: 4AJD. -74

4 7 : 4444 Jj L5-6.3 .° 4 - P

4.5./

."-LJ J-4 re" ii (.5.)-1 JiJ

J 4.4.1.74.4 0.)4 I :

JJN) (5 -%"-° di I z : I

iclb z s5.1 c51...;) 4..ct

4 4'.;° C.5

ii
Lsto r°4 z 4t

126
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Nouns

writing F 1 [likSna1.0....<-4-1

point 113 [Okay]

table cloth phr. [distarktiSni

disgrace 112 [sháramlr...72:

insult 113 Ispak-dw6ylksjt-,;-.0

burden 112 [t-dviSn] cjlib

New Vocabulary

Textbook 117

Verbs

stint smp. tr. [spamawl

be afraid der. int. [crarég-1- ye ji
be worth smp. tr. [arzaw=1- ji

Adjectives

hungry 2 [wSgayl tsv

worthy 1 [wati

wealthy 1 [shtam6n1cr...7-1

Adverbs. Phrases. Idioms

within one's capability phr. (pa w6s ke wi) s9.5

take care of phr. [chErá e .)(1.

not enough phr. [pa nim nasl

bread (by itself) phr. [w6cha 044 .t..54j4

often adv. [z6r zarl

Practice

Lei

1. Use the following phrases in sentences and questions of your own construction.
e

c.5_, (195 (74.1

2. Discuss the following proverbs, including information from Amän and Theresa's
conversation.

c...5 .. L I z 4-IL:lb _1

L.4. Lilt 1:0 J. c L cp.; J.

i 2
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Section 4: Diversions

41..)

4:°

j;

464
z

6,75

z

j:4 c5,7 d '4A-17" 6.1'5 c.57" je.

kr 4.÷ JILL, s51,s, 4-4-1-f" c.5,4

_,T 4A" c5)1.91 41-.:.) .414 °_,e.

Sv5 dr it (AZ ci7A. j sge

j j 46.1.5;

e_YA L,5- 4-4-11-

C.. L5.1 ov4i 4.4 ,,.;) 4. 4.1 4.7-11.4

t-).3 44'; 1 r":: 4; ..)11. Ji Ji 444

support n, F1 [taky61

park oneself on phr. ftaky6 wah1-ab

what date? phr. Rsoy6m tErikhl

be rid of der. tr. vb. EdzSn khlSsaw-1 J.4:

lentils n, 11 irreg. 1c1511 jlz

pan n, 113 (cleg6u1
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Unit

Section I: Dialogue

J-1 .5_0

J. 7 J.7:b ,-1. c5j-1 c5L"' 45g
iL5z kg.»

4.41. 4.1.5 . e : L. I

s9.1 cji Law j . LT?. I j J 4 s.s.t 4c5.7.5.%) 4; c5 j 3 0 Z

J-4-1 cPti c5 J1 f°,5
IJ j

SUL'I ss7'. j 451 e 'tt c.5 %.11 ..)jb L'e

. Z (15 . e z :

Ji lb I ue. L. (5' J.)

(54 JJ-1 41'17'1? ":1

01-1.1 J-11 s5-2 9

4ia 4.; jal _OS s5zz

..,13 y L.! ss5 4z.. 41. (..)-

c5i -11 J1-5 (.1.5 " c..5.pr-5" -I- _1 Lrs'e. t. t..5)." %,-;

4:ILA c5 Z (se L.. . e z z
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g i.Ly.sbj1 s5.7.1 k. ji G .1 Ill; ZLI..
SS- V v V

4.14 Jit,

(.5104 k.5.)-1 4-1 (01;1 1°."5 j"'""": `L: z : I

J.; it (57.2 Li. . 0.1.1.1j

4.1. 4.1 41 I

4; j I (.5.2:

. I (5..1

New Vocabulary

Nouns Verbs
paper, article 112 [peyp6r1 kill smp. irreg. tr. (wázn-I

word F 1 (kalimál

person 112 Eshakhsl Adjectives

wrongdoing, insult 11. irreg. [bad) -11, young, newly grown 2 [tank6y)

assassin 111 NEW J.:j complex 2 Epech6lay1 (.5-itt-er
aggression 113 [ter6yI 5_17,-; dependent I [marbal

death P12 [marg]

phenomenon F 1 [fiEdis6]

aspect 112 [atich)

culture 112 [kaltórl

familiarity 112 [baladiát) 4.

ALLYan.s....phralea....11.ania

in response phr. (pa mugEbil kel tisg JILL.

avenge phr. [de ... badál akhl-) -11.1 J ...

necessarily adv. [fiatmil

quickly adv. [zar]

1
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Practice

Textbook 121

1. Assume that A is the family committing the crime, and that B is the family seeking
revenge. In the sentences below, label the people referred to by the underlined words
and phrases as belonging to family A or family B.

j1" LS7aIJ f°95 _t5 c.57° 1 .5 7. AA 4.5

(_5;3JJ

z <2`-'s." 4 64 c pe S J J 5 3
.

z

(5.1t J., 4=4 4.5; 411A &uni,4 L+

" ss-Lc° I

2. Explain the following proverb: .L.cz j ja, Lite

legitimate act n, F [rawS) I, j
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Section 2:
(...r4

Textbook 122

L,51-5 -1 'it .) c5v,""°4 (54 s$3 le C./ "/..)-

4-. c5 v)"" sge ° Li-_," (51-1; 4;
(se _LI c.j.S 4.7;1. J J.7! . 0.".4...-S 1 4.! 4; ___ 4-316-1% J 1 ej

. 1 J 1 j y.).1.1. L z ,1 (.7

4 7. 447, Lc .1 (.5?.5 J-4:.; I z aLIS jab Li L. .

4.A.A y 4.4 4; 1 j (.1.5 ziS 41.

31 1.t 4:: 1j 4.; (.15.5 ."1..s. yJ trs..5 4.

4.1 J 1 rto 4%4. ..y.$) 4.! 03 J.; j.e J 4; J 4...; 1 j ra.A J 1

k*JU re" 40 41 L.:1 (.15'5 4; Ij (.5.7-.. .3 .1 .1

.
.7:-. (..JS

z . .pt-5 4-1. 4.1 4; Le.

.51 J,j b 4,).3 ss-da." re--A ss
J...; ji 4.).,t1 4., JL L ss.t. 4.,Sj 3iJ 1 .1

4.1.9.4 1 J 4.1 rat) sge 4.! 4; J1

di-to 3 :

4.1 j Z.:704 3 415.5 ss.5 16. 1.A 4;$ L :

(15- 91 _LI rat tis-- cs.,3
0 .11, L..tro 1 47: e °J-0 4-7-7: 4.)-e

424 E,75 4.5j 6`.1 -tA (.7.11

v).5J raf 4. .t. ire.; (75 ti5.* 411. . J Le4.1,

'4::

L.:, ojz j.e

1 4;J-5,4*. s5.5 ey13 L y . 1 4..z..a

j 1 414 ,T54-...) . v4.., 4.270 j.t
.9'5 4j S5 P''a 9.)9 *75 .1' 41 çJ ss" êj
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ra. 63 L7-.1 krsj--..j -t J1*- .17: "41 LI te. 3 e A..' .7: 0 3 (5. i
4....: 4-;...A J; 4.5-4. 0J 0 J.? .,) 0j 17..; . ...).5 j....1 4.1 cis.0 j .1 Lill J1 ri...1.4. (.1

4.::-.? )1 J 4. j...5 4.1 4.4..4+ 4.a.41; 4.1; I j ..-1.A s.c...1 L. at 0 17.4 _t..,* 4;

1 .3 41. rt. ..1.7.1SJ.! J 63 .,4.8 4...4 ...:,.... s5.4 a; I J.-N.0 j I

'&:.-1- 4-7----e. 1-4 iTs. ss-C 1--.:- 4t. t. 1-:- 'Lt r '-):5 ' r".)-1 `.4-'1

ye. 4"I ..":' 6 _,I."' ..! ye. ss-C .Pr'l -,:' 6 "1 1 '''' ..).3 ..) j 4----".." (- 3 At ..)-k .

.1.t.i.J cj La kb ap... L. . .....;.......1.1_,

t:j LI 41. 0 .Z.,...i.....i.5 .,L5 0 J 0 4..i.A 4; 45.-il... ss...4.4 L. 3 Q..1. ....--c

,y L. 3 4.1. y.L.,...Li 4:.; j j S.I.L. 0......e, 4; y Z . o.., yip)", I ...) ejj..S. 4.1

41. clsi....s J L . Ov) ..; c;it J1 0 art. II 4.7.ti 1 4,11.16

Z Alt tT5 .1:i s9:1 j s5.....1.5 . r.le j j oit 01.c L5 Z -4....1.. j

41. ....L . .i).5 0..# (.7.5.)_,:p s5.6 (.5.7..0.0 .1.4... . 0 J 0 ...1;,i) J...4. rt...4 0jJ; 0_,....! ce
i -17.-t L.;.' L. .,:. *AI h:-.1.-) sle. 4:" J-1-e-",' 91 '4 (:)._,-:- _,:' J..11_,IJ

4.5-1 sse. _,-.., 41.- .."5., (.15 '-'-' I-: ..i..1 ss-4 JI 3.0. ss-wl '5 _ft' _II ...?-4, .G (.1.5_4 4;

r._,-zz. ,:).1.) c ..)-t5 _II 4-1-1-4'..)..,:i 6..).?"" ssA gr-.: EC' (.1.5 "5 ' ."4t* 4.61 4:<:°.) `Ile .1

New Vocabulary

Nouns

region Fl [algq6) 43:la

landowner t11 (zamind6r1 j1.1.;.-:-.3

question t12 [taptisl

friendship F2 [dostil Liz..... J.5

story Fl [oisal 4....a.3

promise t12 [lawz1-11:4.1

pleasure 112 [shawcil ji....t,

break, disruption 112 (kcachl

time 112 [dzall J-4

suspicion n, 112. [shak] ..:-U;

scarf Fl [lupatál 4,,'

minute Fl [daqiciál 4..L.4.3 z

darkness Fl Etyar61 e jit:...;

field F3 [sahrS1 1.z..,..*

hermit t11 [mal6ngI .&:.1.

blood Fl [wine]

orchard 112 [bar.il t:rs

firewood 112 [kh5shSkl

blow t12 [guzSrl j13.,5
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Adjectives
real 1 [sam]

lame I [gw6c11

oily, prosperous I Eghwacl

like 4 (ghtindel

quiet 1 [chfipal

cold I (yakhl

quiet 2 Igh4lay1

suspended I (zw6cand]

surprised I thayrSnI

Textbook 124

Verbs

shrink smp. irreg. int. [nghEc=] -)LZ

happened dbl. irreg. [préwot] j..;

disappear der. int. [ghaybég-I

pass smp. irreg. fawl:--1

shiver smp. int. Ibugn6g-1

get separated der. int. [belég-]

Proper names

man's name [gwalmirl

man's name (suhbát]

Adverbs. phrases. idioms preposition
familiar phr. Istarimeshil Lrt- c5-z-4 after prep. [pas]

chatting phr. fangS bang5 khab6rel

of necessity, for sure adv. (khSmakh61

in friendship phr. [de dostf pa st6rgal jz
nothing phr. [ná tsa khab6ral Co

old, forgotten phr. [tére h6rel

eats at (one's) heart phr. [zr:a khogawal di]

own land phr. [zamindgri kaw-]

all kinds (of) phr. Nisam qisam]

stay awake phr. [shawgir6 kaw-1 e

embrace phr. Ighég ke nis=I ss.5

kiss phr. [khwla

spurt phr. [dare wati] crc j1.1

stood up straight phr. (uch6ta pStsedal

decide phr. [ny6t kaw-]

give (a blow) phr. (bgnde keg-1

aI 3
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Have You Understood?

1. Answer the following questions.
4.1 (197! 4.;1474 Z_LL.4).,,,J"-' J-:-.

Textbook 125

L5`-." S9-1 S4 Ssji

tov5

J17.-~i1 4:;J-r-t J.S. J1
4J J.5 421 4; (:)1.1...

ctsJJ -1;_1.3 44j 4; j.rs sge 4..4.4 j j S1=1.4 415

j 31.1 41 LiS

s5.5

2. Summarize the story so far, in English and in Pashto.
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Section 3: The Story Continues

e 4-4,4 L. 3

"L.51).)

s9.1."1

L).-"_,

4.1 L. . z

L4 ssiM,

3

(15 1 J cr-y,

4-1 (.15..)4 (15" 6.)..14 C,15-4'4 L

4 (15..-1, 4.A.

.1! 4t. . 4 . ov4

j L4.1 0ip cp

jL. a .s j I 3 J..1.0 jl (15,1Z

L. eir4 LI 1 J sse. 1 3 J.0 4.1 J1 (15 J...t

L- 0-a J.3 4 sss 4

4- I ss.r. 415.0 4 4.Z 41. 403 . j1

4.i.t 4; j 1 j.:. (5110 b_H4 4.1 L. j 4..7!

4.40:1 j . L. .3 I z
ss-4 16-_te.

13 j1 0.) Li 4.1 J.; èj 4 I. 4.At.

4.J ssit,
41. JAI (.5.-.2 ss z J-4; 4..t J J

.) c.5.;S rjb

4.; J.L. s5.5 I (75.1....4 ro.A 03

4.:; S-1.4 4-1 ss-'4 4-t re. 63 6J1e.

47! (..5 cj al j1 i c5iptS :

6...)11+ JS 4..)1.&. 4,65 re-41-

y5 4'9'5 e -I« 4.:; U1S

L. j z a.; Oip

(2) L*7`... Le. s54. 4.4% tige. J

tts-7-. --I. LI (1.5.1-; sse a,- -1.1 i)ra 47,J. v)I., J7';

1;° JJ-L' J J1 JJ- 4--t -.75J s5--'
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Section 3: Dialogue

j;.-7-4, z , s9S L-C.9. _)- I 41 itq e -1.2°. 7r$ ' ' ° - ).a i.

,,.....L.. Z At (.5....::. s.,....i.z s,:s.,1 1, .,..5z ,..,,,, j.4 ,_J.., I ry.
L.,...e. 1j y......5..f..) I .z (52.....- . . .5J....7.0 4:1 420 4.04.* 4.J 4.;611

I Z C . 5 J 1 eJ Lt 4411". Z -,.1. ' C. Z t -4 (IS :2 j 't.ia -)., 41%4' ___ 4-r.
0 Z L. ,...---.... . J

cv-t.--40 j j 3 (.5.4 j.4.0 4... 4%).4 I Z :

..)-A

41 ss..4 (3...<4; ci..... j _LI I ..) J.1. 4. Z

v

c5J-C (.3.)-i

6-t- *L--.J.J:

3 e.,-4 _1 *1 41 J.i.5 ' (..5-'1 J., .1-".., 41'. i ."5 Lt z 4.44- 45 '=1.2.- : c, L. I

41 ..).,-1 4-L:J I c.5 .)rS (5:). 11! 4; (5V 4,I 91

.5.i ,) i 4-4-17- z .)-5i 4;) 4L.' J.9.5 5 4Lt tS in-5 t.1,5 4:414 A.5 ')-, 3 ej

c.59-:'t. a` : ; - )-I 4.5 3j 3 4.).):' 4-: J.,5 ' L59 4; ,L1 4'17" z 4-0 °...)L... 4'5 .,.:

z t..5.4 14

c
c5:)t.s 4-k ..t. Ij 4.1 J.:NI 4.1 4.Z... j ji 4.4-17... 4.5 :

4..f 4..L.. i j j t.e. 4.7..1. il , 6,...1 Lt z 4....17,... 45 : c., L. I

91 c.5J..i .k..ei. J3 cr; r':-': ss"--+ Ltq 4-,1Z C5,7a

'Le ". 4";66 ss.)-t, 4.-:.-7,,. 4.t. .t.5 09 3 4-* .1-1 4S-1 c..5 -.).)- 4:' i 6-4J' cr57: Le.

A.5 3 j .) 4...,-C. 4.1. c5 in...5 /nab .e I Z 4.1.5 415 (5.1-.1.. .

4.4. 4..t. c.5.).1.:,. ..LI.A. 4..Lb j I 4..J.T,.. (5.;. lit 4. ..6 c.5 .j_t..,1 4; 4.4.

c..5,,i .)

ei-e. 7.

0 J1311 4-1 4.5 3,0 4; 44'4"

1 3 G

41.).../I

: (.......,..):.
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ye. v4.) ."1:4 ji .J-4 a

. .1 Le I _wt.; y u.:

. ssiti c5 E.? JI Uv I .1

4-t -1 ..)-t"

gkT5Z.)-÷TS " ç5
(.541:4 "71.

Nouns

mistake F2 [ghalatil

field 113 Ipatáyl (5;1

snake 111 [m5r]

anger 111 [Or] JU

tiger 111 [pcangl

attack F 1 [ghut61.0.,.a

cleaver 114 [tukS1

pain 111 [dardi z

Verbs

twist der. int. [t5w6g-1

attack der. tr. (haml6 kaw-1

climb smp. int. (khat-1

appear der. int. fxkara keg-]

kick out, expel smp. tr. [shec-1

New Vocabulary

137

4-thb _4.9

(.5.; 47: 4%).

4;

J."' ciS.)-;

c5m)-5 42;

41' SS-LW

011'; 4;

1-.:4".1 4J

91ki.17: t J

cowardice tI3 [11mard1l

concern, worry F 1 [andexn6] I

darkness F2 Raragm6yl

corner 112 (got]

popcorn oven or shop 112 [batl

orphan /I/ tyatiml ."..
kiss F2 [kok6y]

property 112 [mll

Adjective
early 4 Iwakhtil

preposi ti on

together Rsáknal
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Adverbs. phrases. idioms
unfortunately phr. [la bada shamétal

avoid phr. (dzan báchaw-1 ja.e

I panicked phr. [di ma warpar khata sal ast, U. ,L jli
jump phr. (Op wah-1

By God phr. [khwday go]

these things happen phr. [khayr dase kegil z

appropriate phr. [pa karl jt.5 4.:

a children's game phr. (sunka sunkal

on a handful of grain phr. [pa muti nin6 !Andel cr5.1:l;

offspring phr. (bal bath) E.; JL

Have You Understood?

1. Answer the following questions.

S.5 kill S-:-L, ye. 47r- 4.-:,%. e jlat°ni 42....A. _n-4 LiS

i 0 at:: 4.I ssij j-:-.1. JS . I'

IP ,..!.. 4 0 $ ..... 4.5f...I .l...:....- j.7.-m. cg .1 .T
c 45 j...e..,.. 4 " -. + : J. .1 4.; trs....3...:e. ss.l.;.1. 4.1 .",...74. Li..5 4 . . I "is. 1 4 4..::-....,

i ssifi.., 4...,..
t. s5S e jt..; 41 tis..,..1 o j..,...... .1..- o c..)- l.1.. ...:......._N.....a o

C. j ar_.... j i o...:...1...., 41. 4:.; u.1.5 ,)........... LA- o -1

i (.J..5 I -'-4-1 4%; I i
\.,

i:)15 -1-;3 417211%

ij 47,...... _31 .t:, 415-1_, 0 ."....w j ..9..* s9.1-4.1. 4 oipli- .`k

iJ -IT j1 4 .., 7 - 7-,- J 4-:-1-7,,. _1 1 ..) .. 9 ,) _1 ' 1 4

2. Summarize the story so far, in English and Pashto.

1j6
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Section 4: The Story Concludes

ja.f.)zi 1 j 4.; ss lylj j
s5-5 JL 4.'7: J-1; (.)- LP 4; 4,5-1-it z e_tt

91 44-'1 aLljZ *(5a1..) 6.)11-1 eL.4
Ai- ts5s. ;j.,1 9 4" A..5 J't..14 (Ise 4=U-I

y ).5 (is ipa 4.5 41. s9.1.0 j jj .ei it Ij
I5.; 4. (IS» 6_,14 J 4;" J-4-* J.5

ye. cp-5 4%1' J.) z.).,1 47: °,?14 c15-"1 e.75 k"÷-e..1 1J

c. s. '1 LI° ..):" 4-1' 1J-7"-.1

. oz j cs ..1 ti93-.0s c5

. I, 4.15.; s5.e. L51 j I .7-5i 4;

Ls'

S " (15- ..?:" CL5; (75-14 s5 4-t (.15 4197'.

91 c5,)-5 c..5 LiS
(... -4.t 4154 6.1 .

-74 j1.1. ssZ,1 4.. 415.,11 4 0 ..1.;

c. .5 4.4 L4 4; Lt. (.1.5 .

' Z 4.)4 ().-1:,!)rt. 3 c5-,s1

. j s5,?..5 L.

z :

J-La I s5-5 4-1 41 4; tre. e e

oz .

s$"1 4';.) s511. 4-3'4 tt. s5'5 ,4 *"1" r'36

j I A ,.%.r..,j at. y tvg 0,1*. v%)...4.

4.-"e (-$15 '75 z -ia5 4-4 6:4 1`" (197! 4:1 .57'w
ss-÷7! c.5.J1 4',4" ti" .?"1
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4J 1.5

IJI4 rae .5_13 Js La4J

Nouns

stable 112 [dalSni

hay F3 [gags] 0 14
throat F2 [mar6y)

manger 112 [akhw6r]

lamp F 1 [diwái

banging 112 [kcangSrl

assassination 112 [khunl

rope 113 (p6cay)

beam, roof support 112 [tirl

example F 1 Inamunál

(.5L1

New Vocabulary

Verbs
light smp. tr. nagaw=1-

awaken der. tr. [wixaw.q

be imprisoned der. int. [qayd6g-]

be found smp. tr. [mund-I

be identified smp. int. [pézan-] sy

hang, string up der. tr. [zwacancjaw.]

quiver, jerk smp. int. trap6g-I

Adjective

face down 1 [nask6r)

Adverbs. Phrases. idioms

tight phr. [silt but I j.;

get engaged phr. [nikE c1.5:J

make a signal phr. [ish5rSt kaw-I jLt I
bring suit phr. [d5w5 kaw-1

foam at the mouth phr. [dzagilna pa khwl6 ke rdzI

one's soul climbs (i.e. one dies) phr. [s5 khatA

that very night phr. fahpá pa shpál 41..1 4.1 414

z
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Have You Understood?

1. Answer the folthwing questions.

.? V 4.:, ..; V 1 .5 sd J ,.L:..3 l... ss...,::, .1 .

c _2.. ,c, 4:. y...; J.5 y.........: ,_. j JI ,:,(.1. ...:..,...... 41.
It)

g a.:1.0 ils.i j. 4.., .t..0 4 j..* s5.0 4 LA-. I'

..".. 0 v).r..* ,.+ .5 kt 315 .)..c.i

c
Ls z .2-4 ..,-.-. LiS 4-t 'W.-i I .5 ..)-51 041 4..:1.- ss4-4, _-.1- J5

3 k..s.,27, ..11-. 3 ss-IJ J.1..)-, ..)-4- JS Z .1
i4.13J J 4.5.....1 4..s.-1, .)..,...... j...c z LI. 0:........,..... J I ...,... . ,..j.5- v

i jiS ,5_,..;) s5.1J ye i I 631 .1.; J I.:, z :, U. ,L.. ..:_,...0 J I ,..:..... ,..jS . A

i JI.;_,.; lit 4...)1j ..,_.,.... j..5 z .k

2. Gwalmir's wife is obviously the villainess of the story. List her wrongs against
Gwalmir.

3. Give a dramatic reading of the story, with different students reading as the narrator,
Gwalmir, Sohbat Khgn, the stepfather, the wife, and the children.

141
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Section 5: Diversions

rulz.z;1 4 Ls1..;:s

4 LS 4 Lc

JL

Textbook 132

In ordinary prose:
ji 4; 1.5 t_C 4.t

man n, 11 1 [mard1

enemy n, 111 [ghalimi

revenge n, 112 lint1q6m1

food n, 2 (khorSkl -LH

rest n, 11 2 [-r6m1
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Unit 26. -i I -(15-'

Section 1: Reading

Textbook 133

L° r"L*4 415 4.1 Ji:j. 4:"°. .3"° c5

z I Le j1 s5.5 t.. z

(..5 1)15 J.'S J14 ss.-1 9-"4-:-41 41 J1

4..t 415

L5-414 "Li' `lq r--"L"' 4-;" z 4; 1-1

.r7r) 4"5' L.5 (.5e.J.,1* LT"' J1 AjI

c5 z ,1.11.; 45J c5 ./.;tt .5 ss..c.

,5 z JUL.. 44 ,r1.5 e 1.;

4.1.5 . s9.5 .1

yj..i 4.1 4.;

J-e. JJ; ..)J; (1).5 J L )1-4.1

z LJL b., 0 . 1.40 I z z j1
J1 °,;1:.; J 5J 4.

sse. ss5

e z _)4 z 47.) c..5 c JI c:r I 3 4 j..)..1 )LI "1.5
. 0 j. j.5.,2 175.1

s5S 4155 y .1.4A 41;$ 41.

L. z .J.J.5 .J.1 °
(LI 4.;ab j LI. tisk; ..11 (1st 4:s Ly.w.S I Ij

t:re. AI s57'.
4 LLIAJ,J A4 (isz

j.,1 cpe.
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5_)-r-1 fcb-L" srAl I 415

terti..0 j.e. j7:-;

. 1 J s5,5 1 J.1 (.15

Le. J1 _1v"/ J.14

4.5 c.54t.J

I L5..e. L.+ L

. (51 ss.o.

r.J.5 g Le. J1 uL5 u=0-+ L5--)1 Ic-Lw z

(.3,450 (15_15 4. (...5.1n..1 JJ1

4.1 45; j."..1 I.-L. I 4.1.5 4 5

JI J.);

4A4It

4.1 rabJ.;Lis

..1.5-1-1- ..)-r-4.2; 4=i 3 _17: -1 ft-L- (5:-.3

`c5_, J-11 G r* ss:"I °J-5 rtl" z ss5
.

z c5.0 sge j1 It!

(.5 (Ts:di-L.; e).S I .

J.1.; 4.1 4J jl

Nouns

honor 112 [izátj

right 112 [ad]

incident Fl Epéxal,,-+-r/

Communist 111 fii!arnonistl

power 112 (cludrát1

New Vocabulary

local governor 1'1 1 [Mimi rSla.
revolt 112 (baghgsvát1

supporter 111. Rare dSr) j1

pardon F 1 [bax6nal

scholar 111 [51imi JL
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people Adjectives
man's name fas16m1 opposed 1 [mokhglif]

Pashtun khan Inur m5mad khSnl regretful 4 [paximSna]

spiritual 4 [rdäri11(5Aa.
Verb

become agitated smp. int. 10r6g-1-,,i.)11

Conjunction

instead conj. [bdlkel

Places

[bakw61

[hazgrajStl Zit+ ji 3.10

Adverbs. phrases. idioms
in front of ... phr. [de ... pa rriSkh kel s5.5 t.4 z

insult phr. (pa sp6ka st6rga gor-I r
so-called adv. [pa Isti151 1.1a.wa I

land reform phr. [de mdzake islEfiSt1 4zLil.1.. 1.0 I

adult (literacy) course phr. [de loySno kwars1

it can happen that phr [kedáy sil L5.47.5

Have You Understood?

1. Answer the questions.

(is5

A.! 1.1..1 sm.: (.15 .(.5.1

S (.5 J.1.5 41: (51.4_1 4..c; .

c.5.0f-÷T1 (5... zg .

. 0

2. Discuss the two incidents men:ioned in the passage. How could the government have
achieved its objectives without attacking the honor of the Pashtuns involved?

i4J
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Section 2: Verb Phrases with Possessive Subjects

'I don't like Gwalay either.'

'Asad's uncle doesn't like Gwalay.'

'I really disliked Salim's behavior.'

'Do you really dislike him?'

Examples

I 44 rA 015 L3
cr""el 14. 01.5

. Ij ss. 4 id (.1...L. 3

'Shamay's sons feel like (making) trouble.' 1.3 4...; I J.),. J....4 13

'I feel like going home.'

'Do you feel like (eating) food?'

'I feel cold.'

'Lay la's mother feels cold.'

'Do you feel hot?'

'You have a fever.'

'I like Lay

'Asad likes the girl who is dancing the atan.'

..)1 J.'S L3

ov,3 4.5 3.3 'U.,

ev)Loo L.

Lro 3

(5-_):C

.5 4.:; amo

L5z?-:-. =1-;:i "3

t.5.,5
Notes:
1. There are some frequently-used Pashto verb phrases which are used in sentences in
which the semantic (or logical) subjects are possessive phrases, e.g.

Literal translation:
Idiomatic translation:

[di ma sar6 kegi.]
'my' 'cold' 'becomes'

'I'm getting cold.'

c5.pr.S. 1...)

L5
I

.1 4:0 4je.A 4J (15J1 -
[di de la agh6 na der b6d radzi?]

Literal translation: 'of you"from him"very bad"come'
Idiomatic translation: 'Do you dislike him?'

.1e,G
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3. These idiosyncratic phrases
'Logical"Logical'
Subject Object
possessive 4:0 ...

possessive

possessive as usual

possessive as usual

possessive (none)

possessive (none)

possessive (none)

possessive as usual

are as follows:

Verb phrase

ev).3

4. These verb phrases always take third person endings.

Textbook 137

English eauivalent
'dislike'

'feel like'

'like'

'dislike'

'feel hot'

'feel cold'

'have a fever'

'like'

5. If the object of the phrase is a 4..z. clause, it occurs as usual after the verb, e.g.

r...1 v)

[zca me k6gi tse k6r ta tar sm.]
Literal translation: 'heart"my"become"that"to home"I go'
Idiomatic translation: 'I feel like going home.'

6. 4.4, and in these phrases agree with the object.

Practice

1. Substitute the following people in the sentences below.

e

0.4pLo

4.: 4.J

c5 zn'S e.,)3
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2. Translate the following into Pashto.
a. Khushal has a fever.
b. Are you feeling hot?
c. He doesn't like me.
d. We dislike movies.
e. Asad feels like going on a trip.
f. I feel like a party!
g. Is Patang's mother feeling cold?
h. She doesn't dislike Indian food.
i. We dislike studying on Sunday.
j. He doesn't feel like food.

3. Translate the following into idiomatic English.

Textbook 136

I .

. 4. ).1J '

I 'L.' 4-4 4.50,13 .

. o

4,55.4. c.54,,,r.S eipL, (.15.1

L5 -PTS 4:8 4,8)3 4:; S5.4 (:):° V

I 4:0 44 ,t54.* _.).Je citS .A

Ij L I .

I 49 e 3 c5_4 .1.

146
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Section 3: Dialogue

-1 1 a

45 j c5 J.; :

(5:' (>1- (:.7-4

dJ a..)

t-4 ci-L J e_r5 (54-4

Lg LPI4 j I 44, L. 4; j

- '1'1 -4 .93 -I- LI '1

JJ Lsz 'IL%) trij1.1.1 4 c5.t;-46

Lt."; e,5 (5" e-rw .)':** 13 -W.' J-11 4j 4-17;

rib jAA

LE1.2 .-ro 4J 4 ,..4

c5 c. ,,-C (-5

(.5" 'tt L5

j1 4 d4 r...4 4.5(S L. 3 re. I j : j:; .1.. I a

r" Cr 't; -s-1_,-L" 4-1 (54-14 " c5 ,r5 sge. J1-5

ss---f. 4" .5.)1 4.:; ey1.3j (74 j; 41. (54-1, a .

40.1.) 415.4 4140 . J

iJu
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L.t.t

4.; (15..1 63 .L.t. 4.1.5 :

ji a:S."1. I L. 41..a.t...0 .5 I 3tar (.153,4 4:LW

_1 J., e.)-4 4.11 JJ-"...)

New Vocabulary

Nuuns PeoblQ

hiusehold 112 [khell J. Ebarayl J.!

trouble, dirt 113. Emardar11 (gwal6y1 0.1.5

behavior 112 Isult.ild

area [puz61

Isham6y1

[sayabzada sayabl La e La

[mula shuki.ir akhw6nd1 L.

[sagid rastil pachal LL J

Adverbs. phrases idioms
take hold of phr. [las achaw-1

accept phr. [m6kh man=1

woman phr. [syaskaI J... it..
let alone phr. Ina ... ts6 tsei 41%

let (them) do what they will phr. (las khlas tura azadal

have patience phr. [awsela kaw-1 4..L.0
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Have You Understood?

1. Put the events in chronothgical order.

4-1:lv4.1 L54-t' 43._

4"; z (51:5

.5" I 4:" 9-5 4"..17 11

Ji (5" -1 4Qj,J c5J-e

4'; .1:4'413

J 47'.4.. s5--1 t.r 3 (5-1
(5 I -4 (54-t' 9-."13 JJZ ..t1-.;:" 4-1 c5.)1

4"1-/ Is" t*4
c5.pr.1., " I _t;:' rY. 4:; (.5". 4t, LPL+

2. Discuss whether Shamay's behavior is justified.
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Section 4: Diversions

Khushal Khän Khattak on Pashtun Honor

Textbook 143

LCej bjz I z (5z

c5-14 4.:)1J-15 41 C.' . 5 .)-5.5 t .5.J.:' _1

The man of honor has these two duties in the world:
Either to lose his head or to be victorious.

.5.1 ,?- (115 45-::' 4-'v

41th
4.. L.L4-;1 ..t c.,1,4

c.)1_,..) 4-1 ..). 4-' 4;v

I wish you had died young in Pashtun honor
Rather than going to your grave from your bed.

6,_,:. 4J ,,,.....- , ss.. .S..::, 4,,,,

Di. 4.,:_,.

I have tied on my sword in Pashtun honor
I am Khushal Khattak, the man of honor for these times.

quilt n, (12 RaltIkl.J.I.:41: I wish phr. [kgshkel 415.5.24(.5

time n, t12 [zamtn] cji-.3 lose one's head phr. [kakar6y khwr--] ...).1i ,t..5.)-5.5

victorious adj 1 [k5mr5n1 ()..)..i..5 grave n, 112 [god

man of honor n, 113 Inangyaláy] tit...4.:

1 6 3
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Unit 27:
Section 1: Reading

z z

,r4.4 j it 4j r`41°. I 4'5 g=e:.

j.e. 'I/ 1 j c5.1e1.5 jar sszs 4k1.)

Ja. ci JJ 4;

S5-5

Textbook 144

4 o j...c

4S.J- 4;

4÷t .5,)1..ti c J

JJ- -rf"-`1:#

j..1.7; _II ss.S. 41

(.? 14:4' ./AY4 J 4:; c5tle J7- J-1

.7.1a 0.) Lwow,

at,. Li-0 J-4-1. sse. 5,71 J1 c5J `I:" 1 J.-.3. z :)Le. J-t
c5J 4.5 zi 4.L. A...! .1.

411.; 4 I yS J.;_zJ Lc

ke cs."5

j. 1.5 4/ 17...a. 1 j.411.+ ss .1-4-L.a .5 1 4.1

(541 trO (Z 4.51!

4.° c5j11-. ss5 J-5-1:1` (:)1 1-t- J1

t J w.4

tc5.1.5.3 r.ljz J.& 4i.I 4.1 1

L5 c.5i° 9;1' Itq

z
S 4.1. 415 J.1.

(..5"" s

j I c,I 4Z rab 4
I
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Ls J93 (.15z

91-5-z11 9:119-4- Ls- jJ ji ys-4

41. JS L.5 :it:m.4 Jr:3 te.Jt.; z

y--L1 _1-AA ç5 <srl
31 j 4..az 4 s5a:I 4

1 a s5.5 i J 41, ,r4,5 I'VVY jig 4.11 1,7.4... 1

eJLej ''1:J°43:; (.../j:.13 L5""64/ (.5"°,)".jj

c5 s5&)-t.

49-" *19 " 91 9.:19.419S991 .9-1-4

ss-C I z c.59-1 z

z 4.5.1.; 4;

LS-, L.5 p-5 J-51; 44

New Vocabulary

flouns

dispute, problem 112 [janAl]

solution tI2 ja.
formal meeting F 1 [jarg61Z.,.t.

reconciliation F 1 fr6ghal 4.a j

third party 113 (dreyamg6cayl c.5.75.-ey

antagonist 111 [modayil

issues tl irreg. [mas5y611 tit I.-.
procedure 112 [jirySnl

beliefs F1, Ar. pl. [aqgy1c11 LLa

opinions FI, Ar. pl. (nazariy6t1

freedom F2 tazadil c5.1131

courage 1-I2 lzghardi

difference 112 [IkhtilSfi

courage 11 2 Ejur'260

representative 114 tnamayIndál Le;

knowledge F 1 Ip6hal

(good) character 112 [sacit6b1,e_,x-2ro

initiation I12 [IbtikSrl

law 112 [cignLinl

approval 112 Etaswibl
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Adjectives
economic 4 [IcitIsadi]

complete 1 [kEm611 J... L5

democratic I [dimokrEtIld s

elected 4 (intikhãbfi 0.1

obliged 1 [moka16f1

political 4 [siyasll

primary 6 Dumran6y) Phrases

basic 4 [as5sIJ (5...L 1

1. Give

Textbook 146

Verbs

solve der. tr. Malaw=1

express der. tr. Ibayanaw=1

challenge der. tr. [ghbargaw-1

convene der. tr. [d5yeraw=1 jt z
select smp. tr. [1W-] -.5141

authorize [wSk warkaw=I

young people [pa s6n kashrgn1 }1.)-t-S.

normally [pa "ddi halatiino kel ti5.5

accomplish (tar sara kaw=1 jf-;

actually [pa wa-qiyát kel 415.5

Have You Understood?

literal, then idiomatic, English equivalents for the following:

-9"'I" cr...:1-0 LS

J95_,4 e

45

4.5..11 4

2. Discuss: Is the traditional Pashtun jirga democratic, in the American sense of the
word 'democratic'?
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Section 2: Conversation

fc-Js LstC

c.5-1 c5,75

45-1
45IS

tci:Vt, L-?:t (.2.

tt.L. ..).; A.., j 4.1.1.4 .5 ye.

rt..1.a. e 4.Lia..4..6. j 47;1. 41. I j I

Lt :1 4; IS A.Ij 4J j . 075

78 Jr*, ye. *Z.11

L. 0 j

:

c ij 4.)-5 r-rJ.-a .1 4-11-4-" (kJ., 4:3 -01.'4 4LL.
j1

4; '4.:J J.5 jI 4.11t.ita . 1---e..;;

J.,...) 4* 3 .5.).3 _0.1 '5 d. 4 .tj*1
4. j

Sge

J.) 4. 1. ye.

j /1.-14 sge 4; j J.! c : l

4Lt :

45_rr..! 4-t (IA eJI 47; '.; rab :(DLI
I

J.fr-U c5J3 ssA 6.)4
. crt. I Z. J... 4.1. trst CIA I 3 j 1

j,,Sj 4Lt.

16'1
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ji jj e . Lb.5 j 4. 4.A.4 : L. I

Lr5 47... c c5 j j..1 r-k j
y.75 ss 3

Li J.LAJj
Lt.!

,)-5 L5-"3 i ss,.5.3

jj 4.115 :

4..%-) JJ

j.r..; 4..t 4 15

s5S-Yin "'AI cis« 'tejJ jI 4:44e., 1J 4SJ÷ i'Lt; Lte L. I

sg.e. z Is z ev j j 4 °J1J9

(.5_13 z sSzs °J-s'JJ "A)." 4; c5J

4J j ittt .1 4.1 j.ri 41174%. j 1

New Vocabulary

relationship n, irreg., pl. [munasIbSt]

he had a lot of support phr. [pa mat x6 pura w61 3 e

wealth n, N2 [dawiSt1.z...J

prisoner n, 1 finnan .5.1.:.;

shoot at ... phr. [pa ... daze kaw'q

166
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Have You Understood?

1. Who is related to whom? Finish the following sentences along the lines of the
example.

Ex: . e3 1,J 11.

. 1

.1"

r--615 .0
c.; .1

V

2. Discussion questions:

4:0 le. 3 4.i ssie o j.4 .5 j1-54 415-0 I

. A

3. Review the conversation in Unit 26. Convene a jirga and decide who is at fault and
what should be done to end the matter.
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Section 3: Reading

[Excerpted from by Habibullah Rafi. pp. 32-41, Qalam , Vol 2, No. 5

(December-January 1987-88).

J J1 )11.a. c5 j1..).12.411 J1

cS-L,w- ss.5 *-".1

.11-)rje (165 ) 4;) *5 .7-14v) y" ,1

.1 J15 E NV 41 s5 crsS c7A

I j 4:. )

t" I sse. ji I J,y5
LA.& L;...; I 1)1 (15 . 4:8

I jab L.6 yz . ss....2 j
5 .5 yJ

4-j L I -13

rt_5 41! cJ
. c5 4.1..* .1 4.!

ic.SL rJ LI

4.4 4 6,75 Sge

4.; LL LJ
I

4. t S .

tg NN., o

0 0 L I y 3 J.!

z

(.7Y-s. ss5

41

"=-4_1k., sst .5.3" .91 .,?-5

1 «

z (.5.4"1 "

j.".7.1 L. 44.1 sszi 4-:**

a ozzL7/1

1 u

j s5-5
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New

Nouns

cruelty 112 [zuWm]

savagery 112 [wahsh6t1

terror 112 Edahshát] z

period F I [dawr61 ejjz

business 112 Ituj5r6t1

tradition F I [ananál

measures t12 Ar. Pl. [iqdgmSti

outline 112 [landizi

oath 112 [sawy6nd]

friend 11 irreg., Obl. hie] 4..L.

rule 112 hvgkl JI

state 112 [dawl6t1

Verbs

send smp. tr. [astavel I

bother smp. tr. [dzawrawq

encourage der. tr. [hatsave=1

bring an end to der. tr. [khatmaw=-1

implement der. tr. [amen kaw=1 7,5

Textbook 151

Vocabulary

People

Persian dynasty n, NI tsafawfi

name [gorgin]

title [biglar begil

name [mirwais hotákl Lre

Places

thewkil

[kokalnl

n, F 1 [mEnj614..?.:,1,.

Adjectives

crucial / thasSs]

emergency 4 (iztergril JI j..12.41

difficult I [drundi

Christian 4 [isawl1 (abbr.)

bloodthirsty I [khunkhór]

unprecendented 4 [besSri1c5

busy 1 [1361chtl

cruel / [zSlaml feJUZ,

Adverbs. phrases and idioms

bring to the middle phr. tramandz ta kaw-q 4r_Lal

freedom-loving phr. [pa azad6y may6n1

apparently adv. [zaherani

on the holy Koran phr. [pa quráne karim)r.e.).5

conveniently adv. [maslahátan]

with practiced expertise phr. [pa pakh6 tadblrl

shortening of his hand [de Ms lancled6l1 ja14.:J t.0

161
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Have You Understood?

Textbook 152

1. Answer the following questions:
to,Z S t 4S ,t5; 4; j1; o .

cr4S...).

.L

4." ss:C.)-t .0

4.1. ..1.1 4.46.A j 4116.5 L; _9-IL:L..' . 1

J.., ssS (15-1..,-1 cr:b 4-1
V

I c5.)1.10 4; s5.5 sge s5...4,,a . A

1. pJJ

2. Give literal, then idiomatic English tranplations for the following phrases:

s$5 Jvt.
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Section 4: Diversions

lover n, P11 [y6n6n)

star n, 113 Istórayl

l4.4 s5.4

44p.-1 4:" J.) t:JIA-s-41

s5 .1 Le e 11. e

In prose:

j (.15 j L5_7

the One God phr. tgawa khvid5y1c51...

meeting n, Fl (marakál 4
completed adj 1 Ram6m1
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479"?

Unit 28: jejj Textbook 154

Unit 28:

Section 1: The Story Begins

.1 03 .1/45.1 (DLL) .111 . 0.3 j.24 0311.

4tt.

r"-" 9J _4 -LI-a' 'Z )91_1 '1 9:' (14 415-4-1"

i;1 rab 4.; 111...p. 45 415

.t.1.4 a JILL% 4.; 4.11.5 4J L5S.;1.! L531i.e

cp:-15 (..54:,3S crszi); .c5.5

j"iJt1 ji4 ji4 Ll."! Jle 't s5.11.;÷
ssie yie Le 4.n.; z . c.5.z

trit fr `LiLI e 41 I

ji LP.. 1 LI (5,54-er 1.5 3 41 (se 14 At 0

y...<15
(1.5 vt.U. ';-104 Ij 1..

s91..s ejI4J. .. 0 J.! <,.- To .1 j s5-5.1.5

(..5111°, S5Jil ti5AP-t5 7: J.J.1 ce. ss-L: 4.1 1

(5àJ 4- 5 3 -1.31:' ssgt. .1-05 - ;-*.i'
1 ! 4.o j.a .te Li tsa.

se. k.5..t5

JI ss.11 a L$ a Li

c..595 J.! 4.-;

164
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New Vocabulary

Nouns
roof 112 tiArni tea;

boyhood 112 falaktóbl

shovelful F 1 [pinc)61

blizzard F1 [bädkoyál

neighbor 113 (g5wancláyl

sock F1 [jirSbal

age, antiquity l'12 (zat-6)(t1

hole 112 [ghat] ji.&.

heavy cotton fabric F3 [khamt51

pantleg F 1 [lAyts61

drawstring 112 [partugSx] LielS

strip of cloth F1 [ritSca1

sash 113 [mlawast6nay]

edge F1 [ts6ncjal

tail of turban Fl (shámlal

head F2 fkopc6y1A...5,77+5

nape of the neck 112 Itsat) 4-1

eyebrow Fl (wrtidzal

skull F2 (kakar6y1A.5_,(C.

donkey saddle F 1 (We] 4.;

firewood 113 [larg6y] L5S)

load 112 [bar]

roofless shack F 1 (kandw5lál 443 4.:.5

Verbs

spread der. int. [khparég-1

shovel smp. tr. [tog=1 -44;

cast smp. tr. facaw.=1

be patched der. int. [paywandég-1

tuck in smp. tr. Ingifac-'-1

fray smp. int. [shkeg=1

wrap smp. tr. [pech=1

is called smp. int. (bol-(-1-J_te

wrap der. tr. [t5waw=] - jib

Names

Mullah Bangi (mula' bangil (AL!

Rasul Kaka

Spogmay girl's name [sPogrn6y]

Adjective

gray 1 Ikhacl ).1.
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Adverbs. Phrases. Idioms
while phr. [sara simi

picking his way phr. [pa ts5p6 ts5p61

however-many-year-old phr. [tso kalSneI

tightly adv. Ring]

over phr. [de pSsai 4-0# Lz

as phr. [pa tóga)

muffle one's face phr. Rembuzka wah=1 j
last night adv. [bary11

Have You Understood?

1. Describe the people the narrator has seen so far.

2. Sketch the kalà, placing the writer, Rasul Kaka, and the various structures mentioned.

3. Answer the following questions.

(5:4 4-L1

4. Speculate:

t.)

J1,5,
4.5 3 4J.R.

S j I _.,gb

c:L5"t37;! t-CIS

c.5 z C./15 _A

.0
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Section 2: The Story Continues

0 eLL* ô j.e. I l51.5

sge. c.1 674..1 j1j
JI 4JJ 4.ZML* cise. L5la. çL 4J 4J 0.j.vo 4..I

ji s5 Lit J 4.5.1 J:C ss.:: 4.4

c5j s5.1_, 1 j j a: j..01.1 31; if j...a

91 Ji Ji c5:?e. z LCL.1 it Ls-4.1J c..5..4-.:4;

c5' 4-;.)

j.1.1..1. I cs s5-7-4J j z z

c.5.)-..S J 4-1 91 0-7'. 1 ("--"1-'.. 4-.; I 9T:

. 4:$ j.L. _01 .01

SS» J:J9 J9 J9 91 & .51:

C53,1

L I (Ise 4; ji 4; 0

J., 91 tjU 4-51: c P'S (15---b J1y4 .,7.14

(Ise. j _01 j I t, 4. ç$i dJ j j J. 1515

4..I l5 I c5i.5 4.1; j.r.1 aLi

L5.-"..3 4-; °J-'4

z cs,,S j131.; c$,?11.).a. j1

c5 k...) j I 4 tt. 41 0 j (.7.9 s5.4 s51..4%.0 z L.
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c5.5.1.1.1 J èj .Z J<4.31 J J1

sro 1 .Z 1 J J1. ,v) sst

ssia ss11..re..31

c5-; j`i c5 Cr:V'w 'ct z,)rJb

ss5

4n.4 I .) 4.; j I z 42. ,11, z s$,. 4.5 j I ji I 3

_1_11 4.1 j1 ss..)3 ssa, JLc

4-; 4:; 31,1 JJ
-) rab JL L3 L53-1:1 4:° SS;s. -)/4

J.; 4:1 1 j 1 jja.r.1 LW .Z J 1

New Vocabulary

Nouns

breast 113 Rag]

side 112 Etsangl S.:.4

patched cloth F1 [dz6lal

cotton F 1 tpZghund61

cotton boll F1 Ighoz61 o ji

curl /I irreg. (wall

hair growing around one's face 112 (worbáll

twig, sapling, green branch F 1 fl6xtal

grip F 1 (a) [mangwêll

face, countenance F 1 [tserál

time 112 ImahSll jc

jealousy F 1 fr6khal

porch F 1 [chotral

door 11 irreg. [war] ji
landlord Pi 1 [b-ddSr]

preservation F 1 [saSnal 4.Z Loo

meal F 1 Ish6mal

tear F 1 (w6xkal 41.«

drop 113 ftsgtskay1 L5S-tl-t

dew F 1 [Orkhal

rose 112 [gwalSbkr,)&

movement 112 tharakatl

wind F2 [selSyl

force 112 [shid6t1

oven 11 irreg. 05g. ItarAról e

imagination 112 [khy511
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Adjectives
strong 4 (tratá14.;

delicate 6 Etankáyl

soft irreg. MP! Ipast614:-...1

round 6 (gard6y1cyz

dirty 1 ImardSr1

tousled 1 Ejacl

thin 6 (naráyl

bent 1 [kt-upLej,..5

open 1 [w-az] 31j

unfortunate 4 Ishamatli Lts

Verbs
resemble MD. tr. Ebrex-I

open dbl. irreg. Prt. (pranastSle-1

bend toward der. int. kagég-1 jf.05

lift der. tr. [porta kaw=1

appear der. int. Etsargandég-] -j?...L:S

flow smp. int. (bay4-1-....)pl

picture der. tr. Rarsimaw9

Adverbs. Phrases
only phr. [Oki yawal

inadequately dressed phr. Eltitsa lapacai 01?-4.1

clearly, from far off phr. (la wrSyal4.e I j j 4.J

bareheaded phr. (hits sari

full moon phr. (de pindzalasSm spogm6y1

completely adv. (g6rda]

helpless phr. [hak aryan] cjLe.

start to cry phr. (zat.-6 wardz-1-

accompany phr. (malgaray keg-I-Jr-5 c5

Have You Understood?

1. Revise your sketch of the kalk incorporating the additional architectural details
given in this section of the story.

2. Revise your answers to the speculations in Section 2.

u
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3. Answer the questions.

4

Textbook 160

=1.1. J.) t.5 .t.54V-4*".

I 3 4:1 Ui c5A4
4:,,).Tht 151 5

1.1.e. 4.; j .)1.4 k54 4,7* j

C. "Id & at;

Section 3: The Story Concludes

. o

.1 (>1 11:0

J.1 -td7: L,F1 e -)-`w 4 4 b: -71 'LI 4--Z. crs:'

eJUL

-)J 4C; SA ye. " 4 3 '1,..4J

I LA. 13 Lc_pfJ7r, ss5 JL; J-51 ,b c5J- t .,e
LL. 4.1 ss7s. 4.1 I 4J 0.1-2 I tai.)

.11.4 Li

e 7'4 '.3.).11_,

-)L7e° 4Li 4T:5

t

sss

L. rab

L 3

15-ft. f5-5 jj I 3 Its ss.....$ J.:a 0_4.; 4..L.1. A-)r

c)L---1 4.3 .$.1.r 3

c$

ip u
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L 4
L J z J"."L'-' s gi j s34 La 3

...11
c5i) d4

i 4 46 0 ..,-.4 ti Z o J.! 0 4-1.. 0 Z 1.4.:......" WI j 0 ..).:i I Z Lei

41 91 k..5.3 ".---4--.1. e - 13 4.5

.is_t- J.; c.5., J(.5 4.1 e 45 .)''
415:;11

' it.:1. I ./

4.1 '"" 1

4:$ 4-1'. 1°14

j.)..1 4" (-;'*

4'3

4-I

Lzi

r"
.)-:'

_11.4-1

J3L; _)14. 0 j.> 4.A.4 1.711- rti, 0

)Ajb L. 3 ss-S: (15-4-4, z e.)*44 6.A! Li14` 4-1

't.5°-11) 4.5,7A1 (1517! 4Lt 47: c5,75 s5,p_rt. csz 4 11_,JJ
tc5z LL j .1_4 j 4.1 I

jj jab J.:S. ii574 _trt (T5 4.A.t. Le

c.5.1

5.1 t"

z 4,5;1,5 Sgia 4.A.A Li
c53 z ... _II L 3

ss;J.5 z L5I-5 41;i1-L. Lt, L5-;J:; kis.5 (1.5 -t 47!

4I jito 4.1*.LI L _II s5.1..;1.

: 4,1541 v)

4LC t.,57: zi-4 I L4.J L. 415 415 ra6 63 4-1-

I.1 4.; j _pl.... a:: .n.t,
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91' 4-7-4"..199 rb...1-4" 1-.41 9-1.05 s59919 1 91 J1'.99 cis-a LI

,75 ,5-5 _19 Jr-4-11J L4-1 tis- .,j.".1.)..***1

1.4 tt tis5 S 1 4 AT; ..yvt 015 4.1 .).1. 4.1.)1.5.4 151.5

I ê 474..4.,"1. (.5 U. c..5 crio J.; J j 4+0., 44/

L5 3 I -,19. S511. 4j 3J1:1 1 LI "IIJJ S95 eJili 4t rrbJ'S

c.5., 1,-,)1

Nouns

edge F2 [zay] 45.5

jaw F1 [zSma] .1_01 j

cheese Fl [pótsa]

lower cheek t13 ighumbilraylc5

quivering F3 frapS1L,e

sigh 113 [awsel6y1L5L,.... I

mind 112 Idamgh LL z

child 114 [band61

stomach Fl [g6clal o

cornbread (12 [sokr6k]

good fortune F2 (nekmarghil tsa

stone Fl Rlabaral j14

New Vocabulary

heated room Fl Rawakh5n6l

man's name [bEzgwal kh5n] LJ..) .

family 112 Nagso

morsel, mouthful F2 Imar..6y15.,?..4

clay pot Fl lal [kat6wl

burner 113 [ngharául L5_4;

summer (13 td6bay) uti.z

family 112 [kahallj

throat P13. Istilnayl (5; j-7-4

baby donkey 113. [katayl

chain Fl Isalsalál

shovel P12 tr5shpéi3 LiT_fr.;., 1j

7 2
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Verbs

shiver smp. int. (regdég-1

create der. tr. [paycla kaw=1 1.1-4

shine smp. int. [cizalég-1

miss der. tr. [chal369-1

drop der. tr. [toyég-1

pasture smp. tr. 1PONV"I

stick der. tr. [neghawl

look for der. int. [dzirég-1

move smp. int. [khwadz6g-]

prop up der. tr. [wuchatawl

struggle der. int. [acamég-1 -jr-,31

Textbook 163

Adjectives
skinny irreg . [dangárl 3

dim 1 Ratl

poor, solitary 4 [bewázial

foreign I [pardésl Lr-e.

sitting, loaded 4 [barl

immersed 1 [dubLe

melancholy 4 [malikhulya]

obsessive 4 [sawdayil (.5..e I

occupied, busy 4 [1agy51

PreDOSition

under [tar ... landel s5 ...

Adverbs. Phrases
almost phr. [pa nizdél 4.1e

huddled phr. [1.dgha mughal

how long? phr. [tar tsól

depends on work phr. [pa kar wil _OS

be no worse than others phr. [la ch5 na wriista ná pate keg-I

(15-1

at a boil phr. [pa khUtahSrl..)1;.)

enjoy, savor phr. [cnacché pe kaw=1 -

suddenly adv. (nEtsgpal 4.;ALL

I was startled phr. Itakan me wakhdcl 415- cji-5:0*

way of thinking phr. [de tafaktir tarzl 3.).1

in the same place, stationary phr. [dzay pa dzau15U.

4:1 4
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Have You Understood?

1. Do a final sketch of the kalg (add the relevant portion of land outside the kalg as
well), incorporating details from the conclusion of the story.

2. Answer the following questions.
jib 4.1 4; y;_tg ojUZ

.t7! Li I

da.

JIAJ
c.,4" crs4

't" J-1 4-1 _1 J*1-1Jz z jJ .0
1515 j

3. Discussion questions:

a. The author of the story had three purposes in mind in writing it. What do you think
they were?

b. Why do you think the writer was taken with the glimpse of Spogmay?

c. What was the central theme of all Spogmay's questions?

U. The narrator surmises that Spogmay is not capable of the thoughts he has ascribed to
her but he has such capability, although the girl is probably older than he. On
what basis do you think he concludes that Spogmay Is less capable than he of such
thoughts?
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Section 4: Diversions
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0, ,Lwts 4..LU

. j Co Lt 44 j L. 0 ale r 4- e .

:

Nouns Verbs
fertilizer n, F 1 [saral take care der tr. vb. [p-am kaw41

plowing n, F 1 Nolbál 4.J.3 be afraid smp. int. vb. [werég-]

relaxation, comfort n, (12 [ErSmi

trickiness n, F2 (chglãkfl Adjectives

bone n, 112 [had) 4.16 sick adj I [bernSrl

friend n, 1 [ashna) LI upper adj 1 [barl

Kanda, place . n, Fl [kándal

butcher n, 111 [kasSb1 Conjunctions

knife n.. F 1 [chgt-61 because conj. [wale tsei ul
business as usual n, 112 [ka"robSri j jig if conj. Ekachére) 4.5

Adverbs. phrases

for sure adv. [zararl

quick, soon adv. [zari

back adv. [wgpás) L7-7,1

thank phr. [shukriya RdS kaw=] 1.51 41:J-5.24

thanks to (you) phr. [Pa w61a14-1-i
41!

think phr. (soch kaw-=) E."...

perfectly well phr. (rogh rarnatl Lj
resolve phr. Itoba bas"l

in the future phr. (ayindá de paral e

41,4
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CAL Pashto Materials Overview

CAL Pashto Materials Overview
1993

Over the last six years, the Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL) has developed a

set of materials to teach the Pashto language to English speakers: Beginning Pashto and
Intermediate Pashto introduce students to the spoken and written language; the Pashto
Reader provides extensive exposure to authentic Pashto written materials. Pashto
Conversation L.. a set of taped lessons, correlating with the units of Beginning and
Intermediate Pashto . The Pashto-English Glossary for the CAL Pashto !Materials is a
glossary of all the words that appear in the components listed above.

The language taught in the materials is Afghan Pashto, in particular the standard
central dialect spoken in Kabul and used in the official media. The materials have been
proof-read and field-tested by Kandahari Pashtuns; the words and phrases in them are
familiar to speakers of the Kandahari dialect as well. In Pashto Conversation, there are
several exercises contrasting the Kabuli and Kandahar! (and Peshawari, as well)
dialects, to give students more experience with the major dialects,.

Beginning Pashto and intermediate Pashto constitute a set of materials teaching
oral and written Pashto. Each of the twenty-eight units (fourteen per book) provides
about ten hours of class work, and therefore should be sufficient for four semesters of
academic language training (three hours a week in class, with possibly two hours of lab
or practice), or about ten weeks in an intensive course (six hours a day in class, five days
a week) The materials are designed to bring an English-speaking student to a 2+ or 3 on
the ILR proficiency scale, or an Advanced on the ACTFL proficiency scale; all the
grammatical structures of Pashto are presented, along with about 2,500 words.

The Pashto writing system is taught in the first unit of Beginning Pashto, and is
used in the presentation of material from then on. In the first three units, material is
also in a romanized transcription. After that, the transcription of a word or phrase is
given only when the word or phrase is introduced, or when pronunciation is the focus.

Beginning and Intermediate Pashto teach the language via dialogues and readings
on various topics (e.g. food, shopping, weather, family, etc.) , with accompanying
presentations on grammar and vocahulary, and exercises for oral practice and
conversation. Each unit contains a Diversion a proverb, poem or story intended to
amuse the student, and to provide him or her with a glimpse of Pashto folk literature.

The dialogues revolve around the activities of a group of Pashtuns and Americans
at an American university, so that the American student is provided with language and
vocabulary of immediate usefulness. The readings for the most part describe Pashtun
life and customs In Afghanistan, and are related to the topic in the corresponding
dialogue The dialogues and readings in Intermediate Pashto continue along the same
general format, but the focus of attention shifts to Afghanistan, and to more detailed
study of Pashtun culture and Afghan history

The Workbooks, which are mostly in English, provide background information on
points in the dialogues and readings, discussion of grammar points, and information on

7 9
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Individual vocabulary items. Each unit in the Workbooks contains a number of exercises
providing additional practice on the points covered in the Textbook. There are listening
exercises in the Beginning Pashto workbook which require the student to listen to a
prompt, then respond in some way.

The Teachers Manuals, In Pashto, are written for the educated native speaker of
Pashto who might not have a background in language teaching or an extensive background
in Pashto grammar. It explains the presentation of grammar points, and gives other
information of use to the teacher. At the end of each unit, the prompts for the listening
exercises in the Workbooks are given for the teachers convenience.

The Text Tapescript and Workbook Tapescript for Beginning Pashto have been
developed for students who do not have regular access to a native speaker of the
language. They provide the means for such students to identify a Pashto speaker, then
make arrangements with him or her to tape the important parts of the Textbook and the
listening exercises in the Workbook. The tapescripts are not necessary in situations
where there is a Pashto-speaking teacher.

Pashto Conversation contains fourteen lessons - each lesson corresponding to
two units of Beginning/Intermediate Pashto - which provide additional speaking and
listening practice on the material contained in the units, as well as exposure to different
dialects. The lessons have been recorded there is a set of cassettes at the Center for
the Advancement of Language Learning (tel: (703) 312-5040; Fax: (703) 526-4523)
and another at the Center for Applied Linguistics (see numbers below).

The Pashto Reader presents selections of modern written Pashto, with extensive
notes and guides to comprehension. Six different genres are exemplified: essays,
articles, stories, poetry, 'public" Pashto (street signs, ads, etc.), and "fractured" Pashto
(published Pashto written by non-ntive speakers). Pashto Reader Originals presents
the passages of the Reader in computer scans of their originals, to provide the student
with practice in dealing with Pashto as it actually appears: handwritten, without
conventional spacing between words, etc. Pashto Reader: Passages in Transcription
presents the passages in the roman transcription used to represent pronunciation
throughout the series; it is intended for the linguist interested In the Pashto language
but not necessarily the writing system.

The Glossary for the CAL Pashto Materials contains, in dictionary form, all the
words taught in the materials - about 5,000 entries. Each entry includes a word or
phrase's Pashto spelling, a transcription of pronunciation, English equivalents or
explanations, and grammatical information.

All these materials are In the public domain, and copies may be made of them as
needed. Each component is listed in the ERIC system with a separate number, and has
been designed on the assumption that a single hard copy will be bought from ERIC, then
copied and bound. Each component accordingly has a cover page, which should be copied
onto heavy paper (a different color for each component makes it easier to identify). The
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title page and rest of the component can be copied as usual, then bound with the cover
page and a back cover. We have found that comb-binding (available at most copy centers)
is best, because it allows the "book" to lie flat. To facilitate copy-making, every page of
the materials has been numbered and labelled in English, in headers like the following:

Beginning Pashto Unit 12: aa aitii sr! /se Teachers Manual 82

Some of the components in the ERIC system are now obsolete. Here is a list of
everything that has been deposited in the system, along with identifying number (where
possible). The items marked with asterisks (***) are obsolete.

ED 323 763
ED 323 764
ED 323 765
ED 323 766
ED 323 767
ED 323 768

***Beginning Pashto: Textbook
Beginning Pashto: Textbook Tapescript
***Beginning Pashto: Workbook
Beginning Pashto: Workbook Tapescript
Beginning Pashto: Teachers' Manual
***Beginning Pashto: Glossary

***Intermediate Pashto: Textbook
***Intermediate Pashto: Glossary
Intermediate Pashto: Teachers' Manual
***Intermediate Pashto: Workbook

Pashto Reader
Pashto Reader: Transcriptions
Pashto Reader: Originals

Beginning Pashto: Textbook, Rev. Ed.
Beginning Pashto: Workbook, Rev. Ed.
Intermediate Pashto: Textbook, Rev. Ed.
Intermediate Pashto: Workbook, Rev. Ed.

Pashto Conversation: Tapescript
Pashto Conversation: Manual

Glossary for the CAL Pashto Materials

ED 338 074
ED 338 075
ED 338 076
ED 338 077

ED 353 815
ED 353 814
ED 353 813

(number not
(number not
(number not
(number not

assigned yet)
assigned yet)
assigned yet)
assigned yet)

(number not assigned yet)
(number not assigned yet)

(number not assigned yet)

In the revised editions of the textbooks and workbooks for Beginning and
Intermediate Pashto, we have corrected misprints, recast some of the grammar material,
and (we hope) made some of the explanations easier to understand.

If you have any problems or questions about getting the materials, please contact
ERIC /CLL, at the Center for Applied Linguistics in Washington, D.C. (tel: (202) 429-
9292; fax: (202) 659-5641). If you have any questions about the content of the
materials, please contact the authors: Barbara Robson at the Center for Applied
Linguistics, or Habibullah Tegey in the Pashto Service, Voice of America, in Washington
D.C.

1
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Introduction

This Workbook is one of the three components of Intermediate Pashto . The other
components are a Textbook, a Teachers Manual, and an Interim Glossary.

All the components of Intermediate Pashto are available in microfiche or hard
copy through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service.

These materials have been developed by the Center for Applied Linguistics with
funding from Grant No. PO17A 00022 from the International Research and Studies
Program of the U. S. Department of Education. The same office funded CAL to develop
Beginning Pashto, the components of which are available from the ERIC Document
Reproduction Service as well. Intermediate Pashto continues the study of Pashto
where Beginning Pashto left off, and the two together censtitute a relatively complete
overview of the spoken and written Pashto language, as well as a fairly extensive
introduction to Pashtun culture. The development of a Pashto Reader has also been
funded; the reader will be available through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service in
early 1993.

This Workbook accompanies the Intermediate Pashto Textbook, and provides
additional explanations of Pashtun culture and Pashto grammar. it also provides the
student with exercises in addition to the ones in the Textbook.

The units and sections of the Workbook correspond to those in the Textbook. The
Preview sections should be read, along with the parallel sections in the Textbook, before
the class session in which the section is worked on. The exercises at the end of each
unit are to be done when class work on the unit has been completed.

The exercises marked with a T require oral prompts, and are intended to provide
the student with additional listening practice. These prompts are given at the end of the
corresponding unit in the Teachers' Manual.
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Introduction to Revised Edition

Since the completion of Intermediate Pashto in 1990. CAL has continued, with
grants from the Department of Education, to complete the Pashto Reader (1992). An
additional component to the materials, Pashto Conversation, has been completed (1993),
along with revisions of the textbooks and workbooks of Beginning and Intermediate
Pashto, and a final Pashto-English Glossary to accompany all the materials. All the
Pashto materials have been deposited in the ERIC system, and are available.

We are again indebted to Mr. Anwar Ayazi for his proofreading and comments on
the revised materials.
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Unit :

Overview.

The topic of this unit is Pashtun/Afghan weddings, the urban type discussed in
the dialogue, and the rural type talked about in the reading. You will also learn how the
Pashto perfective participle is formed, and how to use it in phrases equivz!ent to the
English perfect tenses (e.g. 'I have gone' and 'I had gone').

Preview to Section 1: Dialogue

Theresa has been invited to the wedding of a friend of Asad's, and is asking LaylE
what to expect. LaylE is describing a wedding of the type that is put on in Kabul, and
that has been carried over into the Afghan community in the United States.

Cultural notes Lay15 is describing the part of the wedding that is parallel to
American wedding receptions. Tnere will have been a religious ceremony before the
party, at which a mullah \sill have read parts of the Koran, and the couple win have
exchanged vows similar to those in a western religious ceremony. Only the bride and
groom and a few very close family members will have attended this ceremony.

The part of the wedding that Lay15 is describing is put on by the groom's family,
who also decide how many guests to invite, who to do the music and food, and so on.

As Lay15 implies, the wedding couple does not attend the early part of their own
reception. At some later point, usually after everyone has been served food, the z:ouple
'processes' into the room, surrounded ')y women from the groom's family, one of which
follows behind them holding a Koran over their heads. All the guests stand and applaud
the couple as they proceed to the platform. When they reach it, they are showered with
candy, as LaylE describes, and also sometimes with flowers. On the platform there is a
couch or sofa for the couple to sit on, and there they take part in other ceremonies.

One of these is a traditional Kabul ceremony in with a mirror, specially handled
(no one but the bridal couple should be reflected in it), decorated and wrapped. The
couple's heads are covered with a large scarf, and then the mirror is handed to them.
They unwrap it under the scarf, and look at themselves in it. This custom is clearly
based on the premise that the bride and groom have not seen each other before the
wedding; the writer of the dialogue comments that the bride and groom are supposed to
look not only at each other but also at themselves either to congratulate themselves
for being such a handsome couple, or to reconcile themselves that neither one is
particularly handsome....
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Another ceremony involves henna, which is put on different parts of the hands of
the bride and groom depending on local or individual custom.. Close family and friends
may also apply henna to their hands.

There are other ceremonies as well that might or might not occur. The particulars
of any one Afghan wedding are different from other Afghan weddings: Afghan families of
course vary in their customs and beliefs, and these variances are reflected in the
weddings they put on for their sons.

After the reception, the bride and groom go to the groom's home, accompanied by
a subset of the reception guests. There, a breakfast is served, and finally the guests
leave the couple to start their married life.

One element which appears to be constant is that the women involved in an Afghan
wedding make it a point to dress up, as Laylã mentions. Most woman who can afford it go
to beauty parlors to have their hair done, their face made up and their hands manicured.
Younger women wear the equivalent of western cocktail dresses, although with more
modest necklines, sleeve lengths and hemlines. Older women might wear a western
dress, but will cover their hair with sheer white tikrays. Some women choose to wear
saris or dressy versions of the Afghan kamis and partug.

Word stuollit. The word for ceremony, , is an Arabic word, and has an Arabic
plural

You might encounter another word besides .t.t for 'bridegroom' Izumi r.i.3 is a
term which usually translates as 'son-in-law', but many speakers use it to refer to
bridegrooms as well.

.j.2. is an alternative masculine oblique form of jt.
and _I are forms of (.74-.21, the participle formed from the verb This

verb has the following dialectal or idiolectal variants in the past tenses:
Pres. Imp, Pres_ Perf,

[gd=l Ekágd-1,7,s
Past Imo.

(kexod(6l)-1

fixod(6l)-I

Past Perf.

[kéxod(a1)-1

[ixod(al)-1 -J,1.3.4-e

The phrases jj.,.1. 'are eaten' and jit 'are invited' are parallel in
structure to the phrase j 'have been written', which occurred in the reading
in Unit 14. J.It and jgt..I are ordinary infinitives, and whet they are followed by
the verb (not the auxiliary) thelj translate almost perfectly as English passives.

In the sentence

trs..e. 4.; :)L.1. 5.4.

4.1 translates as 'for themselves', and the s5..2 refers to the food mentioned in the

previous sentence. In other words, the food at an Afghan wedding is set up buffet-style.

1
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The word (sa'zand6) JL is the first example of an M4 noun. This class
consists of masculine nouns ending in [a] 0, with the following case endings:

DSg: [sgzandal .1..) 3 L.

OSg: (s5zanda1

DPI: tszandag5n1

OPI: [sa-zandag5nol

Sentence structure. Theresa's question about whether she should wear her own
Afghan clothes to the wedding:

involves a participle different from the one you are learning in this unit. These
participles with ss...t, etc. will be studied in Unit 16.

The underlined part of Layla first sentence:

4--N c 47! 9-1 (195

icS 65 4 .7, j I
i S a relative clause (a sentence which modifies a noun). The clause translates as the
English relative clause 'in which on average more than a hundred people take part', and
modifies the noun

Note that in the sentences

ii j

I J1 (:)1 4sq.1).0.14 4.s c J L:t j I ea
c5 1.74 1-4-1 (15 I

it (15-'1 Ls.Le.

the verbs in the 415 clauses (they're underlined) are present perfective, and the
verbs in the following clauses are present imperfective. in the first sentence
above is a stress-shifting verb; the perfective isn't shown in the writing systhm, but
the stress is on the first syllable rather than the last.) In general, any verb in a clause
headed by 4t will be perfective.

I ju
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Preview to Section 2: The Perfective Participle

In this section, you are shown, first, how to form perfective participles, and
second, two of the constructions in which they are used. Participles are adjectives
which have been derived from verbs. Participles in English are such words as rilnning in
the phrase running water and broken in the phrase broken record.

The participles shown in this section are used in high-frequency constructions in
Pashto. They are called 'perfective participles' both to show that they are derived from
the (past) perfective forms of verbs, and also to differentiate them from the imperfec-
tive participles which will be studied in the next unit. As is shown in the notes to "Using
Participles", these perfective participles have the same agreement patterns as verbs in
the past tenses.

The construction involving the perfective participle and Ls,' etc., is fairly
close to the English present perfect tense; it is used when the speaker or writer is
talking about an event that has occurred at some unspecified time previous to the time
he/she is speaking or writing.

The construction involving the perfective participle and r.j, ,Tsj, etc. is parallel to
the English past perfect tense; it is used when the speaker or writer is talking about an
event that occurred at some unspecified time previous to a reference point. The first
lines of the dialogue in Unit 12 illustrate this, in both languages:

R'aby5: You weren't home last night.

David: No, I wasn't. I had gone to the

hospital to ask about Asad.

4:8 is.L+ : Lt.!) j

z :

4:8

In this exchange, R'aby'd establishes the reference point as the time she called or
dropped by. David, by using had gone in English andl.,1 4..U.s in Pashto, shows that he left
for the hospital before she called. The Pashto construction is used in broader contexts
than the English past perfect, as is illustrated in the next exchange in the dialogue:

R5by5: No! What happened to Asad? t (15.1

David: His car=g. [not }lad beent in an accident. :

and in the following exchange from the Unit 14 dialogue:

Laylg: You weren't around for awhile; S '
S.5-/ 45-)7. '15

. .6 6 .S.,..4 4...i.L I Z : 1._,J

where were you?
Rgbyä: I went [not had gone] to Maryland.

1 " 4 61 1
. . i .d. e ) . ( - . : L.?! I j
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Preview to Section 3: Reading

In this reading, rural Afghan (including Pashtun and non-Pashtun Afghans)
weddings are described.

Cultural notes. The major difference between rural and urban Afghan weddings is
that in the rural weddings, each family gives a party, whereas in the urban weddings,
just the groom's family gives one.

Another important difference is that at the rural wedding parties, Vie sexes do
not mix: while an entire family, including servants, is invited to one or other of the
parties, the father and older sons join the men's group, and the mother, older daughters
and babies go with the women. The little children are aliowed to play wherever they like.

The religious ceremony with the mullah usually takes place, in rural weddings, the
evening before the all-night wedding parties.

Word study. Remember that refers to the evening before the

wedding, not the evening after. The phrase 4.11. .); LC; z J 4.11j

is talking about the afternoon before the evening of the wedding.

ai.% is the ordinary word for 'boy or 'youth'. Older Pashtun men also use it in
addressing one another, as in the equivalent of ault in such contexts is "Look, guys, we
need another touchdown." In other contexts, the term refers unambiguously to the
professional dancers described in the passage. There is an interesting and accurate
description of one of these dancers in Caravans, James Michener's 1940s novel about
Afghanistan.

J.:, is another of those phrases in which the infinitive plus - translates
perfectly as a passive in English, in this case 'is called'.

5entence structure. More relative clauses: in

t.hreZ 1.1 44.0 4-.5 4t. Li.r4

0.s4 tpl. 4.1-1

the underlined relative clause translates as 'who are usually women and a number of the
bride's close male relatives', and modifies the noun caar... In

0 e.;
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the underlined relative clause translates as 'in which there are many women and men'
and modifies And in

ss.1:4-e I 4r._ L.% cASIsb

c.5.p.P.S :)" ,/ 4.) 4.1i;

the relative clause translates as 'who have put on special clothes and put bells on their
feet ', and modifies And finally, in

c..5.pr5 J _1 1 J..1 ($1 4..r5 4.15.91:'

the relative clause translates as 'who go to the bride's house', and modifies

Preview to Section 4: Diversions

The first story (which has also turned up with Mullah Nasruddin as the husband)
revolves around the requirement that a woman cover her face in the presence of strange
men. Every family apparently differs as to which of a bride's male in-laws are
'strangers' and which are not, hence the bride's problem.

The second story makes Pashtuns laugh, but leaves most westerners wondering
what's supposed to be funny. The Pashtuns who laughed explain that the joke is in the
fact that the mullah, who has disrupted the proceedings considerably, can think of
nothing to advise his daughter about except something trivial.

1 L;
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Unit 15 Exercises

Workbook 7

Exercise Tl. Listen to each of the following sentences, then write down tho subject
and direct object of the sentence.

Direct Object Subject Direct Object Subject

. v .

. A

.1`"

l
. \\ . o

. 11'

Exercise T2. Listen to the statements, and mark whether they are true of a rural
( ,T4S(515 4.,) or urban (ss..5 ) wedding, or all Afghan weddings (uj, Ljj).

. A
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Exercise T3. Listen to the sentences, and write the participles.

. 1

. V

Exercise 4. In the previous fourteen units

4.1
s5J-)-tl-

. T

. V . '1"

.

1 .0

4...3.,) L. -S. t..)1 jj.....--j ,:j1j.)1S ci,l5 z .1

...,-0_,-°.' _.).;'...,- (--?. z

c " Y?'5 1-..----4.-. L_

c csz 0-1-7-.1 .,it, i_

. T

. T

c
ea s5,?.5 4-11-,»1. 4L4. L.. . 0

q c5 .z c5,"5 j LS l__ 4rs-5 sg; l: 1.1.1 ,.., .1
e ,

qt..s J-1:--_,-1 f53. it . V

4.......v.. I...-) . A
v

C
C I inJ 'LI' '''. ..).1'4 tri-l--:' l't

.1S5

. 1.
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Exercise 5. Fill in each blank with an appropriate word.

z 1; LI z .

c.59-t. a; 4.11_, ç5L I z 41

ozli a .1's5.5

.91

I o

cs 4;
..p.s" (15.5 iz 4t c:}" r.,5

As" z `;' s5-rt . v

(..01' s5_1(.; a:, ari;

Ss=
.fr; j 41.4.A y...5 è.Ij *A

(.59.5 I s5 4 ss5 4...,

.5.pr. J391 4s Llo. . 1

Exercise 6. Read the following passage, and answer the questions.

j 4...0 4J
ss 7C.

.3 I ojz

o

.)

3 ss5 L'Y o zli

c)(-5-6 ss5t1'..3

_14 I I z .114
" 4--*.1411

band, combo n, Fl Wast6) such, so adv. IdSsel criHrz
be surprised dz..r. int. vb. [her5neg-1
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Exercise 6 (cont.)

4195 e ezli .1 L. .1.1.0'.1)

6.11 j .

(.15 L c . T

c.5' uUl ,,SJ-1 4-1

0.1. j 14 4J

. o
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Exercise T I.
Direct Dbject liubject

S..::.:.

1.H...., LI-s..I.)

,

Exercise T2.
1.4,4114_4,1 jel

Exercise T3.

Y-W 42.
4; .11.1

Answer Key

Workbook 11

V

Direct Dbject Subject
4$1..t.5 .1.41.-1.. I

A 4. J.« I 4.1.41...s..._

1 * JJJ..1 %Lbw I

. t \ r1.5l... c)t...1

1 1'
s5-4 4 =1.1.-J.

4)

X

.5 . 1

c.5 (5-L1-1"S JLW .

(..5.1 .5 . A

c5.3 0.1.e j .`k

z .

J

____x____

. V

. A

. t

. T

. 0
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Exercise 4.
.0 jj Li .T

. t...)14, I . I . A

Exercise 5.

SA'
3 L.5.,-1

. T

I-V.q1J V

Workbook 12

C 4; 4.; .0,gj

OZI J.&

. 414,144,1 tr9.5 bal.., a T

Ji krit 5 jC-1-4 L5-«: Z"j;

Exercise 6.

j j ç ssg

4.1.5

c.5

I 0 . 0

4. 1.5.1.1b .

a 4..A ail 4. L. LI-. tr4.1....t. 601.., . \./

_31

sse. 91 L.5.1 ss- 4-7----e ssg 4.01 4 .1 . A

J.',
4L- j I 415,:,,a s5.5 I

440.1 1.5 j .

s5.5 j 41 01j j I I .

4 boli ci I i7,71.5 4. .

6-, (15, Oi

.4,15 "
4 ..4.)J 44-/ 4141" J".5 01M

.1., j 0.." .3 .Q...:..43Zo

1.)
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Unit 16:
Unit Overview

The topic of this unit is the engagement process in Pashtun society. The reading,
in which the parents actions in forming an engagement are described, is Section 1.

Section 2 presents Pashto relative clauses. The dialogue, in which Ama'n discu.sses with
Theresa some of the effects of the custom of arranged marriages, is in Section 3.
Section 4, Diversions, gives some of the landays Arnti was thinking of in the dialogue.

Preview to Section 1: Reading

This reading describes how engagements are made in rural Pashtun society,
focussing in particular on the actions of the boy's family in initiating negotiations, the
girl's family's acceptance or rejection of the boy's family's offer, and the ceremonies
announcing a successful engagement.

Cultural notes. The reading makes the point that in traditional Pashtun society,
the boy and girl have no input into the choice of spouse: marriages are effectively
political arrangements bRtween families. If the boy and girl are relatives (first cousins
are frequently married ,o each other) or neighbors, they might have gotten to know one
another in childhood; and if they are from the same area, the girl might have seen the boy
as they both went about their business in the village.

The secret visits of the engaged boy to his fiancee, mentioned in the last
paragraph, are arranged by the girl's mother, and always take place at the girl's house.

Word studu. The word e.;Nii consists of 'sitting' plus
Pashtun associates sit and stand with one another!

The syllable at the end of is a Pashto suffix roughly parallel to
English -hood.

The word ss.;.,* is one of the one-word forms which substitute for a prepositional
phrase, like ,T5.4 and

Sentence siructure. The verb (.5...t,j in the phrase 4.5.4: j J 4.5 is a past

perfective verb, although the translation is 'if they are able'. This is an instance of the
Pashto subjunctive: verbs following 4S do not follow the same pattern as English verbs
following 'if'. All of which will be the subject of a future unit.
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The sentence

atc...,A. b.. also
(..5-1

.3 based on the author's knowledge that the girl is more likely to have seen the boy (who
goes about with his face uncovered) than the boy is to have seen the girl (who since
puberty has covered her face).

Preview to Section 2: Relative Clauses

Relative clauses in Pashto are formed very similarly to relative clauses in
English, and are therefore relatively easy for English speakers to understand and use. In
both languages, they are most easily thought of as sentences embedded in other
sentences dependent clauses, in traditional grammatical terminology. Any sentence
with a relative clause in it can be converted into two sentences, for example:

'The girl who is buying the

dress is Rabya-s sister.'

1: 'The girl is Mya"s sister.'

. z lj z Lst...

2: 'The girl is buying the dress.'

. o z

Note that in the second sentence the one that becomes the relative clause there is a
noun that is identical to the noun being modified, i.e. This identical noun

always shows up when you break a sentence with a relative clause into two sentences.

The rules for converting a Pashto sentence into a relative clause are very simple:
a: change the identical noun into the corresponding weak pronoun;
b: apply all the weak pronoun rules (e.g. delete it if it's the subject of a

present tense sentence or a past tense intransitive sentence; delete
it if it's the object of a past tense transitive sentence; move it
to a position after the first stressed element in the sentence.)

c: add the clause marker 4..% to the beginning of the clause;

d: drop the clause after the noun it modifies.

Applying the rules to the two sentences above:
Sentence 2:

After rule a:

After rule b:

20i

Z 1-:.! j 4.54.1

* y-e.*

3 J_t:
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After rule c:

After rule d: Ltel.)

itt I 46t

z tt.

Preview to Section 3: Dialogue

In this dialogue, Theresa and.AmEn are discussing the Pashtun custom whereby
the parents choose one's mate, and the repercussions therefrom.

Cultural notrati. When Am5n talks about a , he is doing so in the context of

Pashtun society. In that context, the term does not necessarily imply a close
relationship: a might be, for example, a neighbor boy that a girl has seen countless

times and formed an affection for, but never spoken to.
Part of the engagement and marriage nejotiations have traditionally involved a

hefty bride price an amount that the boy or his family pays to the girl's family. Given
the size of the bride price, a man is frequently relatively old when he finally becomes
able to afford a wife and, of course, he and his family are most interested in finding a

young girl for him to marry. The young girl compares this "old" man to the young boys she
sees; the young boys yearn after the girls they cannot afford to marry; and the result is
as Am5n describes it.

As Am5n comments, girls in Kabul and in the refugee community here in the United
States are allowed more freedom to meet and get to know young men, and are given some
say in the choice of husband. In their freedom, and their use of it, these Afghan girls
appear strikingly parallel to the heroines in Victorian literature of the late nineteenth
century cf. the novels of Trollope and Thackeray.

Word studg. and are all pure Pashto words. The suffix
is the same suffix as that in j,J : is literally 'lover-hood', or 'romance'.

The term in general means 'stingy person' or 'one who does harm'. In the

context of love and romance and marriage, however, it clearly refers to the girl's
unwanted husband.
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Preview to Section 4: Diversions

These landays are some of the ones AmEn remembers which reflect the feelings of
a woman married to a man she had no part in choosing, as well as those of her lover. It is
the lover speaking in the first two landaus, the wife speaking in the second two.

The term t3A.., in the first landay refers to a glass bracelet of the sort
worn in Afghanistan, India and Pakistan one more easily broken than one of silver or
old.

is an adjective, the usual translation for 'dead'. The verb for 'kill' is -IS

but only in the present tenses; otherwise [waz6l1 Jjj is used. The verb for 'die in the
landay is the simple intransiti,fe verb (note that it's without the retroflex Lt1). The
simple verb has been replaced by the intransitive derivative verb -S in modern

speech and writing, but the simple verb is preserved in folklore.

203
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Unit 16 Exercises

Workbook 17

Exercise Tl. Listen to the following sentences, then write the word that is described
with a relative clause.

.1 . 1

. A

.4k . t

. l . o

Exercise T2. Listen to the following sentences, then mark whether they describe a
wedding or an engagement.

OZIj 0,Ili

. V .1'

. A .11'

. ' . t.

. o .o
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Exercise T3. Listen to the passage, then answer the questions.

(i95 JJ5

L._::..........1...... ss.....4 (4.5 in! i)./ 4.1. J J.11 4;64 .

S J.01 .... :IS ...1.4..%1 z ...1..t. .st

4.... J...2.1 z .5.L. 4.A.o. z j I (.5 .,ye. ....) .t.t. ..d.,t, 4..;...h . Tv

1_, 4; ..17.1 4:.; ...),,.1 ........1 LL. L. I . t

jj (st. I j 4:3 1....,- ...I, . 4.. ..1, j.e. U _t.* 1.5 4 I 4; Lir-. ..)..0 . 0
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Exercise 4. Read the following letter, then answer, in English, the questions below.

.)14 L5"5 Jita r".!**1 .../11. te (15 IstS 47:
LS 45.Ijj ss..)13 .z j1 j.1 44 rab 411.

aLs j..)3 j13 ut I ji ts.,5 y1! 4%).'....5 I

. e.,75 ç5,j c51.1.1. .c5.1

1. What does L9Sitt.. probably mean in English?

2. Does Layla's sister seem to know her fiancee well? What clues does the letter give?

3. Is Ezr:awarI jis,3 likely to be a good quality or a bad one? Why?

4. What does 4:4,SL; probably mean in English? Why do you think so?

5. What were LaylTs parents apparently looking for in a uoung man for her sister?

20G
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Exercise 5. Read the following passage, and answer the questions.

J1..A 4; Lt.... ZI tTs J.5 z

4:; etLeftti Ji .4%.1 tr
J 1 ssji.A r.1.L. 1J Z .v)

1 66., - 4J
**s (15-4

4 4.Z J J (SI' en"*. (157: ic4b

beauty parlor n, F3: Iardyishg61 eLt ji

It's my wish.... phr. [zr-6 me dal L5z

rs1 4%, 4 J;e1

gift n, F1. (tufifál

brief, short adj 1 lkaml

God willing that ... phr. [khway w6ki tsel L575 c51.1.1.

c.$ 445 .11.3 .

cs .1 IJ-415 iz

4-4.4 t. 4. t.$,1

ozij c5z -$.1A

ks J.C. 1 (52.. 4..t. 4.1 .51 4 z J.L. 1 z . 0

207
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Exercise 6. Relative clauses are often used in definitions of nouns, for example

..)-1 9:*-11 (15 -$121 411 4":"LL: 1t

Give Pashto, :13finitions for the following words in sentences constructed alcng the lines
of the example.

. r

1 3 .

oLt .

U...0 . 0

(54)

L*.

. 1

. v

. A

. r

Exercise 7. Rewrite the paragraph below in the past tense.

gL5i I 41.4 z 4 t. I z -5 I

4-1. rab. I S I . Lt. J..:

LI 41-d 41. J.) '4 )11 JI
4..L. I 4J .);_t Le L. I .1 I 415.5 AL.t,

41. Lt..1 cr5 z . 4.4 Li 61
cs, 4.; 4J 415;1.... In; ,Z j j ssj

S z 6-01+ 0-:"%1-.: J.)" J1 (s-C-2 e,n- J. L; ss5

203
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Exercise B. Write out the sentences from the second exemise in the Practice section
of Section 2.

1

1"

0

.1

V

A

k

.
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Exercise T I.

(..)

Exercise T2.

Exercise T3.

4.:.;

LL

. I

Answers

Workbook 23

_x_

01-1"; -)L z c.J; la

y

.èn.,jI 415.e. .

oie ,) 4; JJ'S 4:;.) 4..Zj Le° L.-w .

9_, Lyi- I t J-11.5 41 t-,17" (7'.
.o

Exercise 4.

1. It probably means something like 'congratulations'.
2. No, the sister doesn't, or Layla would not be describing the boy to her.
3. Probably a good quality; Layla seems to approve of the boy.
4. Probably something to do with education: is likely to be borrowed from English

facultu or French f aculté.
5. Apparently they wanted a boy who was educated, and who came from a good family.

2iu
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Exercise 5.

41.1

Jira C.)"

Exercise 6.
4t-AA

Unit

1 4J

s95
..)1

Workbook 24

1

ozIj lo 4;

.LLA. I

At L$ 0 .1.1. z .

L5 ..s./ 1 . 0

I..

91 - 94 4't c5U r"-,5

j ,) Ajr..10 .

.c..5 J. j dji.A ut j ty. J At..v. -LJJ.L. .1"

. oLt, 4; 4 c5).5 z

cilL9 <LA.:6 0 L.) 4J . o

t. .J. (5' 3 JJI ss-C 4...) IJ 9 9-4 .

4;_,L, 4.; s5J,A

c.5S Lb". J-a

Cit.5.9*1 4:1 `L.5i)-z-t

L5 J.) 4:". c. S.) cls--5

Exercise 7.

V-4*

c5 001.,

tt-4'

v
. A

4t fr"-t5

A.

J 1 4-U.I.Aa J.e. 41..ae 1 0 4..! è.5 1

SSe --)J.'C

0 ,r)..S J 4.; J 41..1 J 1 J 1 0

4j '19 z Le z ' ss5 ":.':":"..-'j 41,

o...,1L 47: (75 (.5.4b 4.41.51; 41 41..1

CI" ss.S. 4. jj 4J ,ez ,3 z
Dt..41 J 1 le vnb... L51.1.4b 1../

2
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Unit 17: 13.,L...z

Unit Overview

The subject of this unit is children's education. The dialogue in Section 1 gives
you a sample of a child talking to his father. The reading in Section 3 is a discussion of
elementary education in Afghanistan. In the Diversion in Section 4, you are given a
sample of a fourth grade textbook. The grammar covered in this lesson (in Section 2) is
the imperfective participle, in particular its use in phrases equivalent to 'can' in English.

Preview to Section 1: Dialogue

Amn's son Khoshal has come home from his first day in junior high, and Arna'n is
asking him about it.

Cultural notes. The words and fax.. refer to elementary education, not

higher education.

Word stuctu. You have seen the adjective before, in the landay in Unit 1 of

Beginning Pashto . The landay is repeated here; you now know enough Pashto to
understand its structure.

ç5L J

student (Arabic) It-alai:11

remember, think of [yRIaw--] jzLe.

blue tshinkil

b2auty mark

The word c):.; is a noun, and as such translates as English 'individual'. A more
idiomatic translation is 'of them': the phrase j.f_; z in Khoshal's comment

L5- I +'
for example, translates best as 'some of them', referring to his fellow students who
don't like one of the teachers.

Since always occurs with a number, its plural ending is the special masculine

plural [a] that occurs with numbers: rather than

2i3
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Pashto eouivalents. Some of the words in the dialogue referring to education are
of Arabic or Persian origin. These words have 'pure Pashto equivalents which have been
constructed by the Pashto Academy, and which are sometimes used instead of the non-
Pashto words. Here is a list of them, with their Pashto equivalents:

Non-Pashto Pashto

n., 11 3 [xowandzáyl

rbla.4

4L:..da n, 11 3 [tolgSyl

Impersonal transitive verbs. You might have noticed that in Khoshal's sentence

.3 9 J..,;" 9-C-1-16 3-4- z JI L.

the pronoun L. is used, although it's an intransitive sentence and you would expect the

pronoun .3. J.. is one of a small but frequently-occurring class of simple verbs

traditionally called "impersonal transitive verbs". Others in the class art listed below;
note that most of them denote movements and sounds made by animals (including
humans!)

'bray' [hang-I 'cry' [zac-I 'dance' [Wats-]

'bark' [ghap-i La 'sneeze' [pri nj 'swing' [zang-I -.13

'whinny' [shishn-I 'cough' [tukh-] --1.);:' swim' [lamb-I t4
These verbs are odd, in that

1. In the past tenses, the subject is in the oblique case, even though the verbs are
intransitive.

2. In the past tenses, they always and only take a third person masculine plural

verbal ending, regardless of the person of the subject, for example
'I was laughing' [ma khandal/khandalaI 4.1 L.

'you were laughing' [ta khandaUkhandala]

layla was laughing' [layla khandal/khandalal

'we were laughing' [mung khandal/khandalal

and, moreover, the j suffix never drops.

3. In the verbs with [al in the present stem, the [a] changes to [al in the past
tense.
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A out of place. In Khoshal's sentence about Mike's reaction to the pizza, the

that occurs after is not the relative clause marker. In this context it means

'when', and is one of the uses of as a conjunction. These will be studied in the next

unit.

Preview to Section 2: The Imperfective Participle

You'll immediately realize that the perfective and imperfective participles of any
particular verb will be different only if the verb has different perfective and imperfec-
tive past stems i.e. if they are derivative or doubly irregular verbs.

Preview to Section 3: 'can' Phrases in Pashto

As is mentioned in the notes, the imperfective/perfective distinction in Pashto
'can' phrases isn't reflected in English; for example, an exact translation of Myg's
statement that she couldn't find work la.r1 ss.. is something like "I

wasn't able to have found work", which doesn't work very well as an English sentence.
For practical purposes, we suggest that you learn to say the imperfective 'can'

phrases, as they are the ones that most frequently occur in ordinary conversation. Keep
in mind that there are perfective 'can' phrases as well, so that when you run across one
in your Pashto studies you will be able to deal with it.

You will often see an imperfective 'can' phrase used with a future adverb like
'tomorrow'. Pas.,to is like English in this respect; note the following Pashto sentences
and their translations:
'She can cook aushak today.'

'She can cook aushak tomorrow.' . ci

Preview to Section 4: Reading

The topic of the reading is the education of children in Pashto-speaking areas in
Afghanistan before the Russian invasion.

Cultural notes. In the passage, the verb is used to describe what the

children in the mosque schools were learning to do. Our usage of the English verb read
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does not match as it is being used in the passage, in that read includes

understanding of what you're reading, whereas in the passage refers to the

decoding process only. The children were being taught just the correspondences
between the letters of the Arabic alphabet and the (Arabic) sounds they represented, not
what the words meant.

The students would first learn the Arabic alphabet, via primers showing the
shapes of the letters of the Arabic alphabet. Then they would learn to read ( = decode)
verses from the Koran, which has always been written with tashquil diacritics
written over and under the consonant symbols to indicate which of Arabic's three vowels
to say.

The writer of the passage, who attended one of these schools, comments that the
work was fiendishly difficult, as it consisted of brute memorization.

Infinitives. There are several infinitives in the reading, all of which translate
straightforwardly as English 'to study' and 'to read'.

jy .z 4.; 4:.) LJ

5 " JL; tt-f JI _)*a ji 45 " 14
at5

tc175 0.33 11wast611 41' 44 L511 4ZL:j I

j.,5 (lwast611,0Ljed..4

[lwast611

Infinitives, you recall, are formed with the imperfective past stem of the verb plus the
ending. For agreement purposes, infinitives are always masculine plural. In the first
sentence above about where boys go to study their lessons, the infinitive jiej is in the
oblique case (it's the object of a preposition), and as a plural has the final

Word studu. Note the differences in vocabulary and structure among the
following:

memorize der, tr. vb. [pay5daw] j1.1-4
be reminded der. int. vb. [Odeg-I

think phr. [fikir kaw-I

remembered (= in (someone's) mind) phr. [pa yb'd dal
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Preview to Section 5: Diversions

The passage reproduced in the Students' Text is a photocopy of an early passage
in a fourth grade Pashto reader. The reader was written in 1968, and was in use in the
public schools in Pashtun areas until the educatijnal system fell apart after the Russian
occupation.

About half of tl.o selection is given; the other half goes on in the same vein,
exhorting the students to follow the rules and work hard. The selections in the textbook
have been hand-written rather than typed or type-set, for aesthetic reasons and to be of
a size the children could handle. By comparing the photocopy with the typed version
below it, you can easily figu, out the characteristics of the handwriting.
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Exercises

Exercise T I. Listen to the sentences, then mark whether the sentence refers to the
present, past or future. Some of the sentences are ambiguous; mark both possibilities.

Present Past Future

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

a.

9.

10.

Exercise T2. Listen to the passage, then write the answers to the questions below.

.o.)S t 4195 . 1

q. 4.J1j .

.5(-1 4-4.4

le .3 4'5 C.;trg

Exercise T3. Listen to the following sentences, then mark whether they are talking
about remmbering something or memorizing something.

. L

. o

Remembering Memorizing Remerntering Memorizing

1. 6

2. 7

3. 8

4. 9

5.

b
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Exercise 4. Read the following definitions, then give the English equivalent of the
word listed.

c5..)(:. 4 j..a j 4 4.4

= (gharmanargy1c5 jl.; 4.4

L5.ptS J L.5-:Lt5 k.11-65 3,?-`4 rbj
= (kabgbi1

(.5.-.1 "

= Nshpazkhgngl

42; cs LIS z

c.S.PtS JJ

495 c51-1

= Rigm6s1

k.S inS crs-"-4° cis-C 4 ;' ; 5 4
= (ghojall

Exercise 5. Answer the following questions about the characters in these materials.

.0

C w w1.0...1 tg L., I ...,- c.5,eg

v)..5 4:, -re .1.4,4

cs"

-17.-1 (-5-, I .

L575 I all, j_S. i.J JI L. I z .
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L50-t 4_14 kr 4-7-;U JL -0()J.)

(3..1 01:L....,1 I LAi I j..,;&. L .`t.11j

Exercise 6. Change the following sentences to past tense.

crs..%,7; .ker

Lsti-+ .)14 S-ut. T

s2.13 ji; .L

. "(-5)" -71'

. '1 4.11A .

(eZ,o
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.11- ss-C 'te 4):1-,-* V

Le-t.e. L5J s5-5 Lt.; j jab -)L. . A

.5-:-"J s95 L t
4k

Exercise 7. Read the following account of a mosque school for information.

1_51z. j I L. 4.; . ,r4.. 4.; s5.5 L.

4-7--v Ji 4.$ 4 *-$1SI.) ç5L te.
. LS I j 3 II dj 4.1 4.5 L 1. 4.! 4.15 4.1.5 J 4.! 14 :115 è 3

j.e J I j 4.; 4.1. c5jJa 4.J.5 4.1.5 4.!

J1 4A 1J J -7-1L.12 6.1.4 1.43

,)-5 _)-0
little boy n, 113. Ewacakáy]

beat smp. tr. vb. [wah-1 -Ai
didn't mind phr. itsa na rdta yeâyal1 1.

fight der. tr. vb. (jangaw]

injure, hurt der. tr. vb. Izoblaw

22i
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Answer Key

Exercise Tl.
Present Past future

1. _x__
2. _x__
3. _x___
4.

5. _x___
6.

7.

a.

9. _x__
1 0. _x__

Exercise T2.
.3 ,"L" CP:r$'"

3 s5-5 `t 415 .

.

. J.J., ç384 :_L:., 3 .

. 0

Exercise T3.
Remembering Memorizing

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Exercise 4.
1. lunch 2. ken!) seller 3. kitchen 4. dictionary 5. barn
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. 114. IS L I 4 1- -
4.1 41..0 c5 .

k.5.5 1.1.4 JL 4.; s5.5 4 .

J-41' ..).5 C)LI L
0-1 z -0

crt

" .

.c541 .sg"

ut Le. .3 _314

ss-S Lit.;

Cre. 1

s55 Vr

Lit/J cisS 47; .4
ss.e. Liv) s5:11.4 .
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Unit 1 . ,Lk

Unit Overview

This unit is the first of several about agriculture in Afghanistan. The reading is
an introduction to the subject, and lists the principal crops grown. In the dialogue, you
will see how basic gardening activities are talked about in Pashto. The grammar focus
of the lesson is a review of clauses with which are nta relative clauses - i.e. those

which function as subjects or objects (noun clauses in English terminology) and those
which are simple time clauses.

Preview to Section 1: Dialogue

In this dialogue, AnAn, LayM and their son Khoshal are planting their garden.
They have just returned from a trip to the nursery.

Word study. Many, many of the nouns having to do with agriculture and the names
of crops are irregular, which reflects the age of the words as well as the central
position that farming has in Pashtun society. You will notice, both here in the dialogue
and in the reading, that most of the names of crops are mass nouns, i.e. they are always
plural in form and in agreement. (Note that many of the English names for crops are also
mass nouns, e.g. rdlni, rice, wheat, etc. English mass nouns are always singular: we can't
say, for example, "The rices are being harvested.")

Be sure to pronounce the word 'fence with the stress on the last syllable.

The same word pronounced with stress on the middle syllable means 'cow that is
reluctant to be milkedl

The word L is a noun, although it usually translates as 'behind', which is a

preposition in English. It is used with the preposition 4.; LaylE's ".5 z

can be translated as 'We're planting the leeks behind the house' or more literally as
'We're planting the leeks at the back of the house.'

Many dialects of Pashto use the word [s6ra1 .). for 'fertilizer' or 'manure',
instead of jilt Other dialects use both words, with referring specifically to manure
that has dried to powder.

(j`)
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Sentence structure. AmEn's phrase cs$J.S with the verb
J.+ and a clause is an idiom. It translates as u whole as 'Do whatever you like.'

LaylE's sentence .L5.z 44 4; sse 4.;,2U. contains a sequence of weak

pronoun possessives in an order required by Pashto grammar but logically out of place.
The sentence translates as Their (i.e. the plants') places are well known to your father.'

Preview to Section 2: Clauses with

This section is a summary of the clauses introduced by which are not the
relative clauses studied in Unit 16.

The 4.a clauses discussed in the section are for the most part clauses used as

nouns, or clauses modifying whole sentences (i.e. clauses used as adverbs). The 41.

relative clauses, you will remember, are clauses used as adjectives
The structure of 4.u. clauses used as nouns is much simpler than the structure of

similar clauses in English, as can be seen by comparing the clauses with their
translations. The clause is is simply an ordinary Pashto sentence prefaced with

whereas the required English clause is sometimes an infinitive (e.g.'to buy a guod, big
lamb') sometimes a sentence with subject and verb tense altered (e.g. '...that he had sung
the whole year.'), and only occasionally an ordinary sentence (e.g. '...that I will bury him

In short, the biggest problem with clauses is that as an English speaker you

might find yourself trying to make them more complicated than they are.

Preview to Section 3: Reading

The reading is an introduction to agriculture and farming in Afghanistan.

Sentence structure Phrases with meaning 'for' or 'in order to' or 'for the
purposes of occur in the reading. Here they are, with idiomatic and literal translations:

2,2'o
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'for the purposes of agriculture'

'to carry manure]
'for the carrying of manure'

1_J zcrs"

'to carry other things back and forth '1
'for the carrying of other things z i:dt°4 .11

back and forth'

Preview to Section 4: Diversions

This poem was written by Rahman Baba, one of the most popular of the Pashto
classic poets. In the Peshawar area and in the Northwest Frontier in particular, his
poetry has been widely used as a textbook, in mosques and in literacy programs for
children and adults. His poems are in a language and style close to the spoken language;
many of them, like the one given here, have become so familiar as to be almost proverbs.
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Exercises

Exercise Tl. Listen to the descriptions of farms in Afghanistan, and write
information about the owner, the location and the crops raised.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Whose farm? Where? Crops mentioned

Exercise T2. Who got married? Listen to the following sentences, then write the
name or description of the person(s) who got engaged or married.

.*1 1

V .

A

. .

227
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Exercise T3. Listen to the following sentences and questions, and mark whether they
are comments on something that can be done, or has been done.

Can be done Has been done Can be done Has been done

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. 10.

Exercise T4. Read the following passage, then answer the questions.

4 .11 j (.5 j LS. s5.5 4 . 4. 4

Le _915 ..g4 17: 4": L. J15 4-111- ss.

farm n, Fl [mdz6ka]

farmer n, 11 irreg. [bazgárl _4.31

servant n, /1/ ImuzdCirl j

. (.5...t.g_nm tr.

take care of phr. [khidmat kawf-]

hunt phr. [xlear jlg-+
buzkashi (Afghan game) n, 113 Ibuzkashi] c52:-.531

ej 4. L . 1

4J.,5 J.; 1. J L.43 .

L L z L. 3 .

LL, s$.4 4.; j.*AS L. L .t
L .o

22 k-_.;
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Exercise 5. Group the following words under the correct heading.

J ."5 .,J

15-L 4 S tJJ I -1-1 LI" 4.:, 1 .3 ..1-ta J..,-**1-4-5

j- j 4.5-1-. 0 J..*

Lii it (.57: 1 -)..i; J '15

J 4JL. at5 4,....,,5

IJ .",' 3 L:...-;., .j.:.; _, ._,--1- Z....4. < -
(.> e

Vegetables

Fruits

Grains

5
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Actions related to farming

General words related to farming

Exercise 6. Transla:.? the following into Pashto.

1. Asad's father said that he would buy another orchard next year.

2. Lay lg asked if Theresa wanted to come to their house for dinner.

3. Did you know that the leek seeds had come from Kabul?

4. We understood that the exam would be on Thursday.

5. Khoshal said that he could use Mike's math book.

23u
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Exercise 7. Read the following passage, and answer the questions.

L.., JI (15; J.I (57., I J.a

J-1,5 z 9.1_1*-1-"Jz I _I-J.)-5 1 9.5" z

Ls1-1

60(.3..7.... I se.

15 .)

owner n, 111 Ikh-dwándl

cow n, F3 [gwal

sheep n, 112 [pas61

stack n, 112 [dSrmand1 jz

0..)y (1500
e

I.! 0 4.1 4.1 . O.) y z

c5i)e..)-4.-04
-7; J1

thresh phr. Imayda kaw=1

milk n, F 1 [shlid6]

meat n, F 1 (ghwáxal

load n, 112 [bad ji.;

1..5 jt_51 JL z .

.1t.:1 )Lc t. 4 4.; 441.)
J.5.4..4.. .

eLJ .1

Lct, z z .L

c.5 L 41 0 4:1 . 0

t
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Answers

Exercise T I .

1.

Whose farm? Where? Crops mentioned

CA4-11

2.
c:)L:% rbl."4 49."

3. 4.); z (5./ojlt je1 5 o 5-)L5
4.

7-4-7-4 J1 r°171-5

5 LL o

Exercise T2.

cA4 I o . V

. A

.4"

L3-c I o ...

Exercise T3.
Can be done Has been done Can be done Has been done

1. 6.
2. _x___ 7.

8.3.

4.
_x_

9.
5. _x_ 1 0.

_x-
x____

Exercise 4.

is i:41..431

4J J:d I

cre-53-: ss- Le. eiL5 JtS':' 415' dte .o
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Exercise 5.
Vegetables

.L5

45.im
L>1:5.

fa6s44.4*. s5"L4:'-,5

31-7:7!

Fruits

9J1z.)3 Yt-'j 1
.2.1U JUI

Grains

z_rt.

tS
Tools

4JL.

Actions relating to farming

JJ Ji,)1 arC 47:-)9'S

(1).5

EiangraL2argalpdating_u/suming

(..541 Lt.! i..)1t.
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Exercise 6.

Exercise 7.

.

Nt..1

c5 .'Yr s-4". .? z t...)6` 4t 9 "lab.

I .73 LzS crai J L .o

. JI c _te _)2..51 .

J-1 o .31 J.J 4C, 4.1 .

e jy
cp; j1.1.J o .

.5.1)-:.S LPL e.,y s54,-a z .0
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Unit 19: .L.5i

Unit Overview

In this unit you will learn about the processing of wheat, corn and rice the three
principal grains grown in Afghanistan. The dialogue in Section 1 is a conversation about
the problems a friend of Asad's father is having with his crops. The reading in Section 3
is a description of what happens to wheat, rice and corn after it is harvested. The
grammar focus of the unit, in Section 2, is on statements of comparison and equality. In
the Diversions section there are landaus having to do with agriculture.

Preview to Section 1 : Dialogue

This conversation takes place in Asad's father's house. Jamal Khan is a friend of
Asad's father. A young relative of his is passing through Logar, and is receiving
hospitality from Asad's father.

cultural notes You will remember that Asad's father's land is in Logar, south of
Kabul. Jamal Khan's land is in Baghlan, to the north of Kabul. Ghoray is an area in
Baghlan province. aghórayl is the Pashto word for a big, round plate; the place

[gh6ril cs.".a. is a wide, flat round plain surrounded by mountain.) Baladuri is an area in
Ghoray. In general, wheat and corn are grown everywhere; rice, cotton, sugar beets,
melons and various seeds are primarily grown in the north; barley, grass peas, and
ordinary peas are grown primarily in the south. Vegetables and fruit for local
consumption are grown in all the arable areas.

You can tell that Asad's father's visitor is young because Asad's father uses the
title 1I when he asks about Jamal Khan. The visitor would address Jamal Khan with that
title in speaking directly to him.

When Asad's father's guest says he has heard that the Ministry of Agriculture was
distributing an antidote to (51..).- he is reporting a rumor. The ensuing remarks have to

do with Asad's father's finding out whether the rumor is true, by sending someone to
check it out.

Word studg. The phrase ssil , which means literally 'May you be in health",
is used in rural areas to mean "Thank you". is a city phrase.

233
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refers to rice plants. refers to grains of rice. Either term is used in

talking about the crop yield. There are several spellings for , by the way,

reflecting the different dialectal pronunciations, e.g. and

In Pashto, diseases and other problems 'beat' crops rather than 'strike' them,
hence jo J, (5.?..4. and Jo.)

A is about 1440 pounds, and is the common unit by which crop yields are

measured. Note that the visitor talks about his sugar beets in tons, !iowever. Sugar
beets are sold to an East European processing plant in Baghian, FA-n-1 are sold to the
processors by the ton.

The word by itself means 'good taste'. In the following sentences from the

dialogue, however,

Lil5

(311 z

the word is used in an idiom which means 'didn't turn out well.' The sentences above
translate literally as 'The good taste of his crops wasn't.' and 'The good taste of his
unirrigated wheat wasn't'.

translates literally as 'reflection', but it is closer to 'peaceful frame of
mind'; the idiom t.5.1 then translates as '(one's) peace of mind is destroyed'.

Preview to Section 2: Comparisons

Pashto does not have constructions parallel to English comparative ('older thani
'more studious than') and superlative ('o1dest'Pmost studious'). Instead, a prepositional
phrase with 4 .., ai in conjunction with an adjective, conveys the notion that one thing is

being compared with another. And the superlative is expressed either by comparing
something with everything else, or by reordering the words in the sentence.

The only difficult aspect of these sentences is remembering that sentences like
. o z trs..5 L Ui

are possibly superlative in meaning, depending on context.
In writing, the phrase is usually used to make a superlative statement

unambiguous.

Preview to Section 3: Reading

This reading explains how wheat, rice, and corn are processed in Afghanistan. If
you are a 'city type' not familiar with these grains, the reading will make more sense if
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you read up a little in English on them. The children's section of your local library can
provide you with a quick background.

Cultural notes. Wheat is by far the most important cash crop in Afghanistan: the
grain itself is used for bread, and in the north by the Turkic groups in making pasta-like
f oods; and the dried leaves and stems ef the stalk are fed to animals or used as fuel.

The processing of wheat in Afghanistan involves essentially four steps: an initial
threshing (separating the heads of wheat from the leaves and stems, and crushing the
kernels, which at this point are each covered with a hard hull); then an initial winnowing
(throwing the crushed material into the air: the wind blows the crushed leaves and
stems aside, and the heavier grains fall to the floor); then a second threshing (crushing
the hard hulls by walking oxen over and over the grain); and finally a second cleaning
(passing the grain through a sieve, which allows the smaller kernels to fall through but
retains everything else).

The next most important grain in Afghanistan is corn. Curiously, there is no
recognition on the part of Pashtuns that corn, as a new world crop, is a relative
latecomer to agriculture in Afghanistan.

Rice was first cultivated, anthropologists think, in India, and its cultivation very
probably quickly spread northwestward into Afghanistan. In Afghanistan, where there
is not so much rainfall, the flooding of the rice plants is controlled by the farmer. There
are, moreover, types of rice which do not require great amounts of water.

Like grains of wheat, the individual grains of rice are covered by hard hulls, which
must be removed before the rice can be cooked. The reading describes the parallels
between the processing of wheat and that of rice.

Preview to Section 4: Diversions

The first two landays show the Pashtun attitude towards popcorn: in the first,
the implication is that whoever the shrine was in honor of was angry at the gift of
popcorn, so he made the offeror a widow....

The third landau hinges on the collecting of ,..5.9j: it is the custom, as wheat is
reaped, that the heads of wheat that are accidentally dropped ,..5" can be gleaned,

and need not be given to the owner of the field. In the landau, the woman expresses her
desire to follow behind her lover as he reaps wheat. Ordinarily, gleaning is very hard
work; but the speaker of the lanclay considers it an opportunity to be with her secret
lover, and therefore wishes for harvest time.
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Exercises

Exercise T I. The following table has been taken from Louis Dupree's Afghanistan
(Princeton University Press, 1973, p. 45). (The years 1345 1348 are Islamic years,
and correspond to 1966-67, 1967-68, 1968-69 and 1969-70 respectively.) Look at the
figures, then indicate whether the sentences you hear are true or false.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Total yield 1345 1346 1347 1348
(in 000 tons)

Wheat 2,033 2,241 2,354 2,450

Corn 720 768 773 785

Rice 337 396 402 407

Cotton 61 69 71 85

Sugar beets 56 67 62 68

Vegetables 590 638 654 671

Fruit 372 826 834 842

True False True False

6.

7. _

6.

_ 9.

10.

Exercise T2. Listening challenge: listen to the poem fragment, then answer the
questions below.

1. What is the poem apparently about?

2. Which processes are mentioned?

3. How many lines does the poem seem to have?

4. What does the rhyming scheme seem to be?
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Exercise T3. Write the passage that is dictated to you in the space below. Then read
the passage and answer the questions.

hill n, F3 [ghuncl6y1,54,1:%,.a

stalk n, Fl [ttn1.61

set fire to phr. [wor g,:haw-1 *2.1

s

burn smp. int. [swazég-1

jackal n, 111 [shagh611 JUL..%

JJI 4_0 914-1,

c.5

JU61. 4'5 °,3 *C

s5-5 47! J.)
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Exercise 4. Convert the figures in the table in Exercise T1 to and fill in the
blanks in the parallel table below.

11"LA 1 1" tAi 1Tto

Exercise 5. Rewrite the following sentences (from the 'most section in the Students'
Text) using the phrase 4 ,J.2;; 4.

`r"."1 Ss"L` SsAY.
L.:Li 4..J

C

e e J.; LPL.S.

2,.;
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L.5....t..53 ,c..s_ti o j jrt-4 o.).1+0 t:jt..7........A.3.11 .1 .0

. c5 .1 4;,:.; I Lt.:. 4.. I..c e ...).0 1.:...z...+.1 ,z . i

-..5-1 *4-:4; °sr °.)4-4 e_reo J.5t-- z

.t.5z ..4;.. 4.50,10 44 ii °J.P.1:.,-1. e-n 0 J. Is z

. v

. A

-L5-I ci-g .)1-4, ..)_,3 ..1.0 c)a-....1L.61 3 .'

1/4.53 3.......1.4 4..t... 43t11 4 Jo

Exercise 6. Rewrite the first paragraph of the reading in the past tense.
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Exercise 7. Read the following story for pleasure.

szt 415
L5, s5.1 I j j 4; 31...1 0."7.2 ç5W j.e

d 4.1a . L5.e I s5.1

637Ji....e., j1., al; 4.ZJ. Jjj 4:; j 4.1:c t.p5 4-t 4::Ja

y.Z.Z L4 je. jj j 411 ss.J..t5..1.3 cid ja.tat l

. 4; j.e. tt ssi e j LJ

y e J.jj 4.1.0 5, 415J J.1.1j ss-c ji
ri

kitchen garden n, 11 irreg. [13-616z1 3-4-1Le.

steal der. tr. vb. [pataw=i

pick smp. vb. Eshkaw=1

sack n, N2 fjw611

owner n, NI [chext6n1

thief n, 11 irreg. Eghal] J.. obl. and pl. [ghla]

was wondering phr. Iaryan warn]
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A ns w e rs

Exercise T 1 .

1. T 2. F 3. F 4. T 5. F 6. F 7. T 8. T 9. T 10. F

Exercise T2.
1. wheat 2. jj..1_,J, J1 3. Six 4. Rhymed couplets

Exercise T3.

Exercise 4.

Exercise 5.

c.5

V . s95

JI .z..) .

ss-C c.54:'_,S

L.

J.J1 41! sszz J-d-d

NTLA rtv N'Tt.1 1 o

TATl T 1 1 o TYVY TLl

1 l A I V t 14k1

LlA o o oodk oll
A o

VA `l T A l 4\0

AT AAv `k ' `kYT

o 1 V I 1 t../ 1 1 o *k Iv

V

ss.0 _ ,J); 4.J j I j1.), s5s u...;

.1"

.z-*, Ida Lab 4; 4.J JILS jl_tt
. 4.*-4.00* 4.1 4J ji
4.;_at.1 ê.L i 4.1 .o
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Exercise 6.
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.e U 4..1 4.1 4.-7; 1

. Z irA j i; _t.SL. .v

4; 4-1 J..! .5-,-11 A

.c5z 4J jt.
. Z 4v 0.Z1.!1 4; 4J j z

J1 J.11 t:j LW' 4.z, J.J

4J Z1.1.7-.41 j ji j.0 .31 1.-4-!

o JZ
"1 krs-7,.

4 :" J-re. ye. 41' 415

j1.5 c 4.! 4; 4J . 4J e

4.1 y, j1 0, 411 4;

(.5...1 J.; 4.4 at. o - 4.15 tist 4.15 41.5 .

s9.).11 e'."5 O 4.J
.)-;2N% ssj.1.+7s rjb i)-4:1

41 Ji; cri.).)-;,. L3 41 z kJ-
JD,. 44.1)(7: J J, ..1.1 j1 4.! 0J....1Lp. Z Z

J J'a Jt'S e j..1s1 "T" 44 4t,
, 75 44; Jg tTs..1.2 s5.e 4.! 4.:1.A 6J-as.4' at-o 44 11 Co 41. 4.! 4.15

4.1 j cis z J.7.,1 J1.5 4.!

trqt 1°-` .11 ,Jw2rni LC 4; Z11 JI

(TS c51-4 c51-4` sge. r-La J1 j,)J 51-: s$7'. Le J.

J*5 it..1 J9 4"; )t.5

J1-5 L74' "7"4 r`b 4';-1S 41. Ji-IJS ssJI _1 Ji; e_)-`m S-Lt
_401 j..th .Z ..174.5 J;91 e 4.;

ozL1 4:8 Jit 4.1 0,LJ .1.5 I. . jj1; jI

2,
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Unit 20:. ji.Si 4.e (546...0 _As 4..5

Unit Overview

The focus of this unit is the use of manpower on an Afghan/Pashtun farm. The
dialogue in Section 1 is a discussion between two landowners. The reading in Section 3
describes the different ways in which landowners can arrange for the farming of their
land. The grammatical focus of the unit, Section 2, is on conditionals statements
about future possibilities. The Diversions Section presents a Aesop-like fable about a
fox and a wolf.

Preview to Section 1: Dialogue

The dialogue is a discussion between Asad's father and his friend Jamal Khan.
The two are talking in the late fall, and are discussing Jamal Khan's plans for the
following spring and summer.

Cultural notes. It is usually possible to predict, from the amount of early spring
rains, whether there will be more rain in the summer. Hence Jamal Khan can wait until
the spring to decide what to plant. Seeds can be kept for a couple of years and still
sprout, so if he decides not to plant cotton, for example, he can keep the seeds for the
next year. Another factor which gives the landowner some leeway in planning is the
different planting times for the different crops. Exercise T2 will give you more
information on planting times.

Sentence structure. The A.., clause in the sentence

crt--4;_r5 too JJ-
is placed after the first stressed element in the sentence and after the

weak pronoun The sentence translates literally as "Last year when we tried

everything, we didn't find more than four workers", idiomatically as something like "In
spite of our best efforts last year, we didn't find more than four workers."

Preview to Section 2: Conditionals

The sentences described in this section are directly parallel to their English
equivalents. Notice, in the English translations of the example sentences, the verbs in
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the 'if' clauses are in the present tense, although they describe something that might
happen in the future. Many of the Indo-European languages follow this pattern; but
Pashto takes the pattern one step further ir, that the verb in the 4S clause can be in

either the present or past perfective.
Pashto conditionals also differ from English conditionals in that the order of

clauses the 4.5 clause first, then the result clause is rigid, whereas in English we can

say either "If I buy the orchard, Asad's father will be pleased" or "Asad's father will be
pleased if I buy the orchard".

Pashto and English conditionals are similar in that they imply that if what is
predicted doesn't happen, the result doesn't either. For example, the implication of the
sentence "If the weather is good tomorrow, we will go on a picnic" is that if the weather
isn't good, we won't go.

Preview to Section 3: Reading

The topic of the reading is the different ways Afghan/Pashtun landowners
arrange for their land to be worked.

Word studij. The suffix in is the same as in

The c.).4. suffix, as in can cjiL.., be attached to any number, and

translates best as 'the twenties', 'the hundreds', etc.

The conjunction LI , which translates most of the time as 'but', is sometimes used

to indicate a shift in topic, and when it does it starts a new paragraph, cf. the next to
the last paragraph in the reading.

Preview to Section 4: Diversions

This diversion is a fable, showing as usual the cleverness of the fox. Don't
forget that gardens and orchards in Afghanistan characteristically have high mud walls
around them. A is a small hole cut into such a wall to allow a stream or irrigation
ditch to pass through.
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Exercises

Exercise Tl. Write the anecdote that your teacher dictates in the following space,
then answer the questions.

door n, F 1. [darwazál 631j shoot smp. irreg. vb. Iwa1=-1 -J

window n, F2. tkat-kgy1 0.5.,75 call out phr. tghag kaw=1 -

entered dbl. irreg. vb. [n6nawot--] anger n, Fl. [ghus61 J.0

c d. ...)Jz3- i);_1-3

(15.7r-t c.si 4j. ss-59,4

s "1.5 J.11..5- 4.15j

5 3 ° 4"-11 J.4 "1 .5 JI Lej

`3 J1.3 cri- cSJIJ .0
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Exercise T2. Listen to the following account, then list the crops that will be planted
and the conditions under which they will be planted.

Exercise T3. Listen to the following account. List the crops mentioned and the time
of year they are planted.

dc.W
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Exercise 4. Give the English equivalents of the indicated words.

rz (se, r-u 4; 4-;" L5St'i 'L'''' c..S.rw 4`7,' (-52.' 1°-t5 411

Utli C5Jt:1L:' 45 $s" c5i)1-. ci)..11* Jtv" 4t ..5 3., 3 4'..."5

t..5J ":"°'

. Y

ist I j us. 1_,--e 45 4A-A l.5 z27. ss5 6 ).-<.a. 4.4 4 ..z.. J j..1
., , . T

L5.4 i j (....*:, 45 .,...;..h 4 c$j.5 LA...:1 J 1.5 AL L547...o A-t ss,.........4:1 s5.4 ..,5 . L

6....:,

o .).: j ..) 45 4.114.6 c .5.1.5 evw I j 1.1.t. j 1 rt...te ...11.6. 41. 415S. U

(.570.,

i 0& 0 la-.. 1 4; 4.i.lb i L5 in! J J 0.....e. i J....4 4.-ar ,r5.5 c5U. ic....4 ill i

ut 1 J 4-77.1 L:15 4; 4.i.4 i (..5J.5 4......S.J 4...5)... 4.1., ss.S. 4-7* LT-5 fc...4 4..: V

4.,.- LI-S,

0 J..... L5 1...41. J...-2 1.4 JA.G. J 1 c.5 J J J. J 1 J 1.:., Olt 4J 41. 4,4.11.1. 4,,J 3 4... ig A

. utI j 4..0.).".5 4; J....A c (...5 .. i 1
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Exercise 5. Read the following pairs of sentences, then construct a conditional
sentence incorporating the information.

Example:

(5"' 4,5-41÷ (.15-i' 41* 0,)1-0' c5,.5 1%11:1 ss---:1 41 it (5:,.

J I 4-4.6 I 4.5

It) -,"1 ..5 in: $.1 cr4S "Ij 4r: 41 4.4 ut Li,

4; c.)1..,_)15 jqL5 ç5Ij.a (.52.' I 91 4".t. (se.

c.5.3.31

j_t5 ss5 . e .13 4.4 4., 4.t (.57'.
. T

z

4-t t5i 44 1..)JI b.) 41 4-t (57..14 .0

4t'. c5,) 1,1 4'; C.5.P5 C.5 Ji I _1 1-0-: '="" 1 4 'Lt

<.5,75-, J15 tiS-5 4"1.1.J.,-5 s5.5

4../1 (s. z)... (5.e. v

25 u
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c5., I 'Limb .Z (51! Lio . A

J-11'1., (-:S

I je c). . 4 I . ) ;. Os? uti.4

S 7 sst ss5

.),7-5 I .
r7s. ra4 4" ut1-4

4tt. cs,.5 utt4 1

rAt.a G 1.4 I 4-a 0 .L.1.
71

tr"

Exercise 6. Review: give the plural and oblique forms, and the English equivalents, for
the following nouns.

English Obl. PI Obl. Sg, P1 D. Sg.

1/45_13

L.L.

25i
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Exercise 7. Read the following passage for information.

(.5 .40 j.).1 4.$ 4.1 z uts
oj.:. j J.! 4; 01.5 4J . 45 4;

C5
4;

1:.1.4

4; L5 J.., .1'1 Le I js 4.i

4j 1".?! k.5 t15J"t 4jVZ

51 (55;_v-11--. Lis -1 cs.3 4.)."5

4 urw'.,- z

.)-.1 45 _4 4 J-Lr-L 4-1 ce ()5 z 4 S (i
c5 .)S %='t.e. u1-5 _prw

c.594 j-zt--4 z c5JJ'a' (>15 s5 -Lad' z e.)=-51

f" tr4-11-1* 4-":" .)--'

lower adv. Ekuzi j.5

Pulikhomri, village in Afghanistan n,112. [pulikhomril

upper adv. [bar]

parallel, be parallel to der. tr. vb. [teraw=] j.r.5

Musayi, area in Logar n, 11 irreg. [musayS1

immigrate smp int. vb. Degdég-1

government n, 1412. [hukumát)

officials n, irreg. [mgmurin] cre. j J.. L.

driver n, (rnotarwSn)

truck n, F2. flar6y1

drive smp. tr. vb. Ichalawq
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Answers

Exercise Tl.

e 4-e- (..)-" Ji '13-* .1):'..)- . 1

s5.1L,7 ..
. 46Li I .y..)

(Actually, the narrator says that the path to the canal was directly beneath the window,
whereas the door was on the other side of the house. The boy was takin:i a shortcut.]

Exercise T2.

-
3 1. .

4414 .0

ssi (is:i Le. 3 4-sjI
s9J-'24.

ark,
(.114L5 p-5 t.-)JJ-13-

cst, (i) cDI 13-4

Exercise T3.

cs..- r"`. J.)---e.

(..1.)-.--;.' 5 j1.5 j.,:. ejtS1

J.)---::
c5.>JI c..5.X11 S.5j.-t

Exercise 4.

soldier = breakfast = .

bus stop = .1 mill = eXa."3. .0 salapreyn = .

family = .A

250's

notebook = .
T
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Exercise 5.

$.3 ra° 4.: 43 4.1 ss-C
4. 4;

t..) I L.) _91;". .91

c..53-91 cise.

. T

. .L.01 LF.1.) 4.5 . L

44 I jai A. j 0 4.5

L5 j.5 g j . 1

c5p.' J.91 J 6.)11) (5.
j 4.A.C11 .5 4g . A

L I ? 4.)i .L5

° 4:1

4.! ) _13 L 4.; Lt... 4.5 .

(...1.1.1) (15.7! 4.? . \

(S-'"

.1Ij 4-4- 4%5

J.9-1 '191'5 1 4'5

.g) 19.17...* 4.! 4
(...5 y".5.; 31.5 415..5 0.1;j3.5 41 4.!

1126-,5-) (54jj

j1 . 1 . k . . 4 . ;

Exercise 6.
English

'mother'

'father'

'son'

'daughter'

'brother'

'sister'

'mat. uncle'

'pat. uncle'

'pat. cousin'

Obl. Pl, Obl. Sg, 2,111, D. Sg.

J-1-:-.`. _.).9- t-15'-":"-* ..;.).

.9 ,.

c5-,)

.).9.9.1

..1":'..9' Jil Y`":'-' .),":

..4LL L L ,..,SL L (.. L
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Unit 2 1 :

Unit Overview

t.:-. °J ,LS

The topic of this unit is the Pashtun family extended families, clans and tribes.
The dialogue in Section 1 is a discussion between family members of an unpopular
engagement. In Section 2, the terms for blood relatives are given. Section 4, the
reading, is a discussion of the historical evidence for the tribal structure of Pashtun
society. And Section 5, Diversions, gives a pair of stories about Mullah Nasruddin and
his relatives.

The grammar focus of the unit, in Section 3, is past unreal conditional sentences.

Preview to Section 1: Dialogue

In this dialogue, Asad's father and uncle discuss an engagement that has been
entered into by one of their relatives. Asad's father is absolutely against the match;
Asad's uncle doesn't like the boy's father, but maintains that they should, as members of
the family, be supportive of the engagement.

Cultural notes. Everyone mentioned in the dialogue is a member of the same tribe
as Asad's father and uncle.

The mention of Tarina by name indicates that Asad's father and uncle know her
fairly well otherwise they would have called her "Khayray's daughter".

Pashtuns, like other Moslems, consider dogs to be unclean; Asad's father's
comment about marrying Tarina to a dog is a fairly strong statement.

Asad's father's assertion that Almar is "not a Pashtun" reflects the Pashtun
cultural opinion that being a Pashtun involves behavior and ethics as well as lineage.
(Note that the sins of the father are definitely being visited on the son; neither man says
anything about the qualities of Almar's son!) The list of Almar's shortcomings are
transgressions against Pashtun values, which will be discussed in following units on the
Pashtunwali, the code of Pashtun honor. One of these transgressions:

c5i c.5.)J1_, 4 - 4J tIst c5?- ii
reflects the custom that the body of someone who has died is absolutely the property of
his relatives, whatever the circumstances of his death. That Almar didn't collect his
cousin's body from prison implies that he was afraid of the police or government or
whatever official body it was that imprisoned the cousin.

Ahmad BEM was the ancestor of the Ahmadzay tribe, and is traditionally
considered the authority on the Pashtun code of honor. Asad's uncle's comment that his
father expects people to behave like Ahmad B5b5 is a gentle comment that he asks too
much of people.
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4

The phrase J...1.4.J ,..5j .5 41 ye 45.) Lt... reflects the Pashtun custom

whereby it is required that everyone view the face of a recently deceased relative.
Asad's father is saying that if his brothers heart were aching as much as his own, [and if
Almar had diedl, he could not even bring himself to observe the proprieties by paying his
respects to the corpse.

L. 'A broken arm hangs [by a sling] from the neck' is a Pashto

saying which backs up Asad's uncle's point about doing the right thing by one's family.

Word studu. A is a woman, usually a distant relative, but occasionally a

non-relative with whom the family has a relationship.
-;S, in the sentence .c.si .2 .)le J1.:%, translates in this context as

'avenge'. Ordinarily, means 'win' or 'gain'. Apparently Almar's father's death was
not avenged properly.

translates literally as 'honor and honor' is the Pashto word for
honor; is the Arabic word for the same. & is one of the elements of the

Pashtunwali, the code of ethics or honor of the Pashtuns. The word j_z_+.1 also refers to

the Pashtunwali; it doubles as the name of the language and the name of the code of
ethics.

Sentence structure Many of the sentences in the dialogue are unreal condi-
tionals, which are explained in Section 3. For the moment, they can be recognized as
those starting with S, and involving the imperfective participle plus csj. All but one of
them translate along the lines of 'If .... had...., then would (have) , as in 'If I had
been in his place, I would have given (would give) her to a dog...'

Asad's father's question L5..) Lis...1.3 translates most naturally as

'Does he have so few relatives (that he couldn't find a more fitting match for Tarina)?'
The S's in Asad's uncle's comment ..).1 j1 S translate

best as 'whether': 'Whether he has honor or whether he doesn't...'

Preview to Section 2: Relatives

This section includes the kinship terms for blood relatives. Note that in some
ways the Pashto terms are more detailed than the EnglWi terms: we have one term
'uncle' for Pashto L.L., and In other ways, however, our terms are more detailed: we

have, for example, terms for grandparent's sister ('great-aunt') and grandparent's
brother ('great-uncle').

The term is parallel to our 'stepmother', i.e. a woman not one's mother,

married to one's father. As such, it includes the (current!) wives of one's father other
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than one's mother. Pashtun stepmothers, whether current or serial, are supposed to be
cruel, and to influence one's father against one: the stepmother in Hansel and Gretel
fits Pashtun stereotypes.

Preview to Section 3: Unreal Conditions

These sentences involve the Pashto subjunctive, about which you don't need to
know more than to recognize that whenever you encounter a participle with csi, the

speaker or writer is talking about something that didn't happen. As you can see from the
example sentences, the particle + L5j in the 4.5 clause translates as English past perfect,

the 4., + particle + c5.1 in the result clause translates as English 'would have ', and the

past imperfective in the result clauses translates as English 'would ...."
In the dialogue, it's not stated outright that Tarina's engagement is a fait

accompli. The use of tenses in the 'if' sentences places the engagement in the past, just
as the English counterparts of the sentences do, e.g. 'If I had been in his place, I would
have given her to a dog, I wouldn't have given her to Almar's son.'

In some of the sentences in the dialogue, e.g.

cr k.SJ çj JL JI-JI
the verb in the result clause is in the past imperfective tense. These sentences
translate as past unreal conditions, with the results in the present, e.g. "If Almar hadn't
been Jam'al Khn's son, I really wouldn't expect Pashto of him".

Preview to Section 4: Reading

This reading discusses the nature of Pashtun society within the framework of
anthropological notions of the extended family, the clan and the tribe.

The tribe is the largest really meaningful entity in Pashtun society. The Afghan
government is of course a presence, but it appears to be regarded as an outside force,
rather than an entity that arises from popular, personal interaction.

A tribe, in usual anthropological terminology, is a group of people who combine in
warfare against outsiders, and acknowledge the rights of their members to compensation
for injury. Pashtun tribes are actually closer to the western concept of clans: groups of
people who believe that they are all descended from a common ancestor. Among
Pashtuns, the "blood" relationship is the driving force behind the social responsibilities
required by tribe membership.

Pashtun tribes are associated with certain areas, although tribe members live in
areas outside those associated with their tribes. The Niazi tribe to which Aman and
Asad's family belong is mostly in the Logar/Paktya area; there are Niazis in other areas
as well, however including Lahore in Pakistan, whose Niazis don't speak Pashto, and are
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culturally very different from the Afghan Niazis. Despite linguistic and cultural
differences, however, a Niazi is a Niazi, and is bound to all other Niazis by virtue of his
ancestry.

There are hundreds of Pashtun tribes within Afghanistan, grouped loosely into
two confederations: the Durrani and Ghilzi. Every Pashtun knows what tribe he belongs
to. In fact, the common answer to c was traditionally not one's name, but the

s5=.

name of one's tribe.

The writer of the passages alludes briefly to the power that women especially
mothers have in Pashtun society, and cites proverbs as evidence. Two of them,
however, are also comments on relationships within a polygamous household :

'If he isn't from your mother,

don't call him brother.'

'If the mother is a stepmother,

the father is a stepfather.'

J.* .1 4:1

4.).JJJ 4t
47.1 4" 4t""

Word Studu. The passage ib ficademic in tone, and is therefore formai in its
structure and choice of words. Note the several words borrowed from Arabic, and their
respective plurals:

Plural Singular
documents (asnSd1 document [sank!]

passages [ibratt.lna] passage [ibrát] 4.1J

individuals [afr6d]

services [khidmatCina]

notions [matal6b] /[matlab n a1

evidence [shaw5h6d]

individual [fard]

service (khxdm6t1

notion [matlábl

piece of evidence [sh'héd] Lt

Many of the nouns borrowed from Arabic have been 'regularized', i.e. they have
become regular (usually M2) nouns. Often, the regular and irregular forms will exist side
by side in the language (for example given above), the former being used in informal

conversation and among Pashtuns whose education hasn't progressed far enough for them
to have learned the irregular forms, and the latter being used in formal writing and
conversation among educated people.

The adjectives j33 and (..5:,3.11 belong to Class 6, which you have not

seen before. The forms are as follows:
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Masculine

[wrustáyl

[wrustll

[wrustil

(wrust6yol

Feminine

[wrust6yl

[wrust6y1

[wrust6y1

[wrust6yol

Preview to Section 5: Diversions

The phrase in the first story is clearly a combination of /..A and [dzol6y1

but J as a separate word doesn't exist any more in the language.
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Exercises

Exercise T I. Listen to the following description, and write the relatives the speaker
mentions.

Exercise T2. Listen to each of the following sentences, and mark its time-frame.

Past Future Past '.72.11Le

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. a.

4. 9.

5. 10.

Exercise T3. The passage to be read describes the two major Pashtun tribal
confederations [durEni] jz and Ighaldzil (.54-11 Listen to the passage, and write
below which confederation each tribe belongs to.

Confederatiorl Tribe Lonfederatiort Tribe

[sadozil [atsakzil c5.5.5.1.1

[curl] Iishaqz11 (.53 jLI

[ludil [barakzi]

tpopaizil L53.iot,

[khogy50]

2Gu
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Exercise T4. Write the description as gour teacher dictates it.

Exercise 5. Read each of the following sentences, then write a sentence with 4S based

on it.

Example: 1Jb .f) .C, at.

*c5.1 Ji" ')15-31 c.5J-57:4;

(-51"5 -9-1 e.).1_, 4; e

-Ls.z (1.5.)-J

ssia Ij 4 a.:; I . T

e.;"_1.5

c5,5-%, c5i3
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4- .4_,.a j . .1 1 L U L.5.)1j.a, iJ .0

s5.). LS"Ir! (..741 (51-1'1.) tfdl JJ'.1

S.51.141

J.).1.9 ss- "

Exercise 6. Read the following story, then answer the questions.

ss-4.4 JJ 4;1_4 S-L-t LI-t crs-5 J-1-4.1- °J.! °in"

41. . 44% L.5..1.3 .5 ye. 4.!

" 4L'Z' 415 ckl., 4 4" -"'4 (IA ss.)-1 er- 41%

4--z. 4 Jj J cis» ss.'-+ c5A1
re..4 412.1 4-5 z J,7S rat. _ttg jva.

(5_1'5 9,)5 I J ki95 t';''
44;-S yn,..4 ji 4. j.e. sp.; 4.Z.S sg.4.40 kis.5 47;

L51 SJJ J la. I .z .

1..55 °L.:" 9..,A / 4Lt c..5_,5_)9 4:1 <Ts 4:; Lt.1-4.

bed, platform n, 112 [kat] .5 finally phr. [pa natij6 ke]

daughter-in-law n, F irreg. Ingorl destroy phr. [tan kaw-1

thus phr. [hamda vi6 tsel 1.1...4 apart phr. [sara larél JJ a_ 1.040

2
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From context, guess the meanings of the following phrases:

.1f-;) c593

4:; trle

ss; .95 .

Exercise T 1.

L$.?.5

A ns w e rs

Exercise T2.
Past Future Past Future

1. _x__ 6.

2. _x____ 7.

3. _x___ 8.

4. x 9. __x__
5. _x_._ 10.

Exercise T3.
L_Q rt f e d e r a t i o ri Tribe Confederation Tribe

I z
(.54 -) (.57'...3_,1--' (.5.:,1 j.1 c5..)(-11

(.5.:.,..111 I z c53 (31--Nq1

c519-i 'I z

I z .)5L. 'I

LL1 .1 .1
LT'
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Exercise T4.

-1.1"; Ji crsS 4;:'

crJ e c I ss-C .37: .1-4 47: 1: -,114'

LS-J-1 41.44-ti Ji Cr13 Lrj-IJZ

Exercise 5.

. ss.tt t.5 oso 11. .1 45 .

.4..W 4.; 0.11j 4.1."; c5Zzi, 0.1.5 4.5 .

. L.5...a; 4.! 4; I j; j j 4 4; .

4-19.5 .5.1 ° .)-= Ij I kr95 40 . o

3 sse.

k..59 trs' .)J1' `L.5.) 4 11.3JI 0-J

c.5_, ye's 1) 1Jz (,5-

Exercise 6.

. 1

v

1'when we have a son' 9-4 LIV-7,' _ .,4 415

Y'to one end of the room' 4_11 .s5-;".9.5

'to the other end of the room' J.!

L'destroy the father and mother's marriage' ..5 At; jj j.. j I
.)1.71
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Unit 22: jj
Unit Overview

This unit continues the discussion of Pashtun tribes. An inter-tribal conflict is
discussed in the dialogue in Section 1; in Section 2, you are given the genealogies of the
major Pashtun trihes; and in the reading in Section 4, the relationship between
marriages and inter-tribal relations is explained. The grammar focus of the unit is on
present unreal conditionals sentences equivalent to ''If I were you, I would go."

Preview to Section 1: Dialogue

In this dialogue, a distant cousin of Asad's visits Asad's father, and in asking
where Asad's brother Zmarek is, he finds out about a cooflict between the Niazis and the
Ahmadzai s.

Cultural notes. Nasrullah's honor has been sullied by his daughter's having run
away to Wahabi's family. It is assumed whether the daughter and Wahabi's son have
consummated their relationship or not that if she feels strongly enough about him to
run to his family, she has been dishonored.

When Asad's cousin asks if the government knows, he is referring to the Afghan
government's security office in the region. Asad's father's answer, to the effect that
the commandant and police/soldiers went to the village but so far hadn't taken anyone
into custody, suggests that the authorities were not anxious to interfere in the affair.

Word studv. The phrase consists of cy:_ 'white' and aye 'beard',

and is exactlu parallel to English 'graybeard'. L5y,,,.9 is a more respectful term than
'graybeard', however.

The word S.; jj is related to the verb jj. The parallel form [rR6g]
'coming here' also exists.

Preview to Section 2: Genealogies

The genealogies ashajaré],15y...,..t,) given in this section are the result of Sir Olaf
Caroe's lifetime of research into the history of the Pashtuns. Caroe spent over fifty
years in the North West Frontier, and his book The Pathans is considered by those
Pashtuns who are aware of it to be the authority on Pashtun history. The details in
Caroe's genealogies are disputed from one Pashtun to another, but by and large they

(-4 .6
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represent as great a consensus as can be obtained from traditions passed orally from
generation to generation.

The Pashtuns who have read this lesson all agree that Caroe left out the Zadrans,
and that Chart V should include them as follows:

I I I I I

Mani Lumen Mangal Zadrati Khugi

I I I I I

Faridun Khataks flangals Zadrans Khuglanis
I (Kohat, Pe- fludbfls Turfs

Afridis
(North Tirah,

shawar,
Mardan)

(Khost) Zazis (Jajis)
(Kurram border)

Bazar, Khaibar,
Kohat Pass)

Caroe makes the point that these genealogies are largely mythical, and points out
that the document which supposedly establishes Qais as the ultimate ancestor of all the
Pahtun tribes has the prophet Mohammad conferring upon Qais the title of 'Pathan'.
Says Caroe:

This is all great fun. But it smells of the Delhi lamp, the lamp of the courtier of
Afghan ancestry but now speaking and writing only Persian, trained to raise a

titter at the expense of an uncouth Pathan soldiery to amuse the Mughal court.
Even the Delhi courtier who had forgotten his Pakhtu ... must have known that no
Afghan or speaker of Pakhtu or Pashtu ever referred to himself as a 'Pathan', and
that the word was an Indian usage. The corresponding word in the classical
Pakhtu of the Peshawar Valley is Pakhtun, plural Pukhtanah, of which the Indian
word Pathan (with a hard or cerebral 't') is a Hindi corruption.' (p. 8)

Despite the mythical elements in the genealogies, however, they must not be
dismissed:

"It is well to remember... that, however shrouded in myth may be the names and
persons of the eponymous ancestors, these tribal tables, or shajras as they are
called in Islamic lore, do represent something real. They in fact reflect what

these tribes themselves still believe to be their origin and cousinship, one to
another, and they sort out and categorize racial, and other, affinities and
differences which can be traced today in the physical appearance, habit, dress,
language, or history of the great congeries of Pathan societies living up and down
the North-West Frontier, and in Afghanistan beyond. To Pathans shajras are as
the breath of life..." (p. 11)

If you should happen to read further into the early history of the Pashtuns, you
should keep in mind that the term 'Afghan has referred exclusively to the Pashtuns until
this century. The official policy of calling all the ethnic groups in Afghanistan 'Afghans'

266
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has been tn place only since the thirties. Before that, and even now in informal
circumstances, non-Pashtuns in Afghanistan use the term 'Afghan' to refer to Pashtuns.

Preview to Section 3: Present Unreal Conditions

The types of sentences presented in this section conclude the three-unit
presentation of conditional 4S clauses. There are other kinds of 4.5 clauses notably

sentences in which 4 means 'when' or 'whenever; these clauses don't involve particular

combinations of tenses, and, moreover, are directly parallel to their English equivalents,
9

'If [whenever] I am in Quetta, I buy books.' s5.5 0 3 4.5

Here is a summary of conditional sentences, with the relevant information on
tenses and English translations:

Future possibility:

+ present perfective or past perfective, At + present perfective

'If Layla comes here,
4-1 ss-17" j.~1

we won't go on a picnic.'

'If I am in Quetta, I'll buy books.' ss..5 3

Present unreal condition, result in present:

4.5 + imperfective participle, past imperfective

'If Layl arrived here, we wouldn't g o . 4.;

on a picnic.

'If I were in Quetta, I would buy I s$5 4.; _,g 46.0 03 AS
books.'

eict"
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Present unreal condition, result in past:

4S + imperfective participle, ; +imperfective participle +

'If Lay la' arrived hare, we wouldn't (51-1:-; c5.) 4., 4.; 154-
have gone on a picnic.'

'If I were in Quetta, I would

have bought books.'
44-4

Past unreal condition, result in present:

1-7-5 c.5.1 tri-5 .."5 4-se 43 45
. I

+ imperfective participle + past imperfective

'If Layl-a' had arrived here, we wouldn't

go on a picnic.'
frs-17`4 f.59 p -LIT-4 J J

Jit; 4:1

'If I had been in Quetta, I 4.45.. C,LZS g cis.5 4.; J.5 43 .t5
I would buy books.'

Past unreal condition, result in past:

4.5 + imperfective participle + c5j , imperfective participle + c5j

'If Layl had arrived here, we 4.; 4.3
(75"17.- c.5-, (15-"t-'4 J

wouldn't have gone on a picnic.'

'If I had been in Quetta, I

would have bought books.'

crs-m 4:1 c.5 s.SS 4-;°. 43 4-5
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Preview to Section 4: Reading

This reading continues the discussion of Pashtun tribes; it focuses on the
Pashtun custom of intra-tribal marriage, and discusses the conditions under which
marriages are arranged across tribal boundaries.

Cultural notes. The comment in the second paragraph about its being expensive to
marry a girl outside one's family refers to the Afghan custom whereby the groom (or his
family) pays the bride's family an agreed-on amount of money (the anthropological term
is 'bride-price'; the custom is parallel to the western dowry) as part of the marriage
arrangements. Depending on the area and the local customs, this bride-price can be
prohibitive, and effectively restricts the choices of a man of modest means. If
marriages are arranged among close family members (e.g. first cousins), the briu:-price
can be negotiated or even done away with entirely.

Preview to Section 5: Diversions

These jokes were taken from a joke book published in Peshawar.
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Unit 22 Exercises

Exercise Ti. Listen to the following sentences, then mark whether they refer to
future possibilities, present unreal conditions, or past unreal conditions.

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7

a.

9.

1 0

Future Present Past Possibility Unreal LD11ClitiOn

Exercise T2. Write the paragraph that your teacher dictates. Number the sentences,
then answer the questions.

P.' u
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Exercise T2. (continued)

1. What is the subject of the paragraph?

2. Guess the English equivalents for the following:
[mudakhalá kaw-1 jg

El kaw-I

(ham16 kaw-1 414_1,

(la zor na kgr akhl-I 4.; j3 4.J

Ijangég-1

Emajburaw=1

3. How many reasons are given in support of the assertion in Sentence 1?

4. Which sentence contradicts Sentence 1?

How do you know?

Exercise T3. Listen to the passage, then mark the sentences below true or false. Some
vocabulary to help you:
consider smp. irreg. tr. vb. (bor-1 -JJ.!

generation n, 112. Ipuxt1

family tree n, Fl. (shajarál

ancient adj. 1. [qadlml

mythical adj. 4. (afsa'nawi1c5

fact n, 112.

it should be said phr. (bayed w6wayal sil j

csz J.4 Ja;, k.5.9 4; .9,7 9-1J'; ic.?"3

951::' 91 ..9.; -I -"II .); 9.51:.

c5-1

4.; 3 .

c.sp"..,7: (15.:".1 .; - -1

.0
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Exercise 4. Construct sentences along the lines of the example.

Ex: ss- ..,.5 L 5 -4 - - ).1 (:)l..1

c.5..)-1 4:' c.5.)-7-1-1- Li' WI _)-:

I
- La L. 1 4.5

4,.. kr jS 4.4._V tiL.a..1.,

4,:i j....2 (...5..........-4. 4-p 4..5,p 1 j.a 4 .....1. t..0 (.5.3.1C . I

.(21.1.1

t...5.)...0.0, .3.1.. t t..5,75., ..j..ra La. .),..e. 0 s5.71. 4..... 4%1. L.5.1)1_,..a. ,..:,U.1.;_il . v

.c.5,.J .c., i, j.-...:...t.L.

4:' (...)..)-P1-3'. i'l' `c..5.."5-1 r"-a. -;-.1 3 4-t cs,)1.). (.*JU rl.,Y: C

.9-:' i-I-44. J-4-1. y)

c .. 5 -1 sgt1/4 -WI., 47:

.L

.J": ' J 9-1.) '-r:. y'S <J11'5 ';'. 4-" .o
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Exercise 5. Assume that Khayray is at the moment only thinking about giving Tarina to
Almar's son. Rewrite the first four lines of the dialogue of Unit 21.

: 0 ..) ...; 4....ro I .1

J.....* ,..1..... I ZJ ,

: o...,....) ..1-.0 I Z
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Exercise 6.

t.53_,Ci I

.J.,....

:.77'...):;

k..5.37:1-P

Unit 22:

Match the spellings from Caroe

Z jakro....111

t.53-5-t I

c:J= .). J.,.-;

c.531_,15

L53 ,...1.....,....

Abdali

Achakzai

Afridi
Ahmadzai

Alikozai

Alizai
Bangash

Barakzai

Chamkanni

Daudzai

Durrani

Ghalji/Ghilzai
Ishaqzai

Kakar

Khalil

Khatak

Khugiani

Lodi

Mahsud

.3 5.1

with their Pasho
c53 a.a.a. I

k-5314.-4

L.szi-1

111.41 ...,..

Workbook 87

equivalents.

011-41

cri*-1 t53.5J1:

&I-V.S.,.'.

(siii

ci-.1-:. cy--"..,- J.1.;...
,J

51.5

Mangal

Marwat

Mohmand

Muhammadzai

Musa Khel

Niazi

Nurzai

Orakzai

Popalzai

Saddozai

Safi

Shinwari

Spin Tarin

Sur

Tor Tarin

Turi
Wazir

Yusufzai

Zazi

274
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Exercise 7. Read the following passage for enjoyment. (Background information: The
Miakhel tribe are considered to be holy people automatically entitled to respect, not to
mention contributions from others. Members of other tribes pretend to be Miakhels, to
collect the respect and contributions. To guard against imposters, the Miakhel elders
learn the tribal genealogy...)

ss5 e_H 47! ss.5 ° t- bi 4'9»
4"7"-IJJ `J-1-1J (.15-1;1.)i I.) 45 ss_re..5

3 . . iv) 1 J.a LtA : 4.0 4.1

eA, 4 .1 z 4J .11. J1

'.) "-t;J 4:; J.) 1-4 c.5t-1 f".,"5

SL-4.6 1 4J 4.1. (15.; L.?!

41. J.71. j,, 4..; s5.4 . J.-Lou 4; 1 j .1 4.1 1 .1

. .Z O.Z 4.1 4.1.,;$ J.4 c j7.$ jj J.A.C1 .

4. 4 %

J-5 41 _II tSi...)-4-w °_.)-&

s.5.1 J.)

41 1 i.e Lc"..

4.4 J.5 4.., 15-t5 CA-4' ssg

(15_01 cis...Ls

blacken der. tr. vtr. [toraw=I

gathering place n, F 1 [derál

protect phr. sara x4 kaw-I 44 ...

contribution n, NI [kal6ng)

sieze phr. [Or kaw-1

traveler n, 112 [laraw6y1..))1

Miakhel Emy'dkhéll

members of Miakhel tribe [my5g6n]

#,"
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Future Present Past Possibilitu Unreal condition
1. x_
2.

3.

___x._.

x._

4.

5

6 x_
7.

8.
__x.__.

x__

9. x_
1 0.

Exercise T2.
1. The government and tribes
2. interfere -j.5 411.1.1.4

solve

attack

use force --1.1 j15 4.;

fight

be obliged

3. Two
4. Sentence 4: it starts with

Exercise T3.
1. F 2. T 3. F 4. F 5. T

Exercise 4.

L5,75

44 sslo. 4.1 ) 4.; Uj I 4.5 .

*LS., s.97.. W-1 ,...)1J,Jz.:1- 1-1.),4 4g .

2
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Ju-t, c)ti 1,-.J-0, ..5..) 4; (15471! _WI.)v 4.-, , - ...).f? y 45 .1.

.jat.1

v -LI; 4-t j j 4 ., 4 ., Ilf J.J:; 1 4.5 . 0

7....7-5- sse.

Exercise 5.
s95 I. a 1,5 tis_Lt a : 4.; a

LFr' c5U 4 63 4.5 c5."-C J15 )13 J-6s1

4:° 40. z

tis 4Co. .1.0. I

s5-4 L.5.1"' c.5 z..) ss- (rs-6

"1.15 J.) (le 4:7 °J1..)., 4-1-'5

4j .3'5 C15'4 4;

j se _IL. 1,5 4.5 JI
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Exercise 6.
Abdali

Achakzai

Afridi

Ahmadzai

Alikozai

Alizai

Bangash

Barakzai

Chamkanni

Daudzai

[abalil ()I .1,1

[atsakzli

[apridil c.5

[ahmadzil

[alkoz11c53

[alizil c531-1..

lbang6x1 04CA,

[bErakz11

itsamkanll

[dawudzil L.53.z.31-t

Durrani [dui-gni]

Ghaiji/Ghilzai Ighaidzil

Ishaqzai [isaqzfl c$3

Kakar

Khalil [khalill

Khatak Ekhat6k1...d.,

Khugiani fkhuggatill

Lodi [Wail c5,31.1

Mahsud [masLidl

u

Mangal

Marwat

Mohmand

Workbook 91

[mangáll LS1-*

[marw6t1

Imornandl

Muhammadzai [mahmadzi1 c53

Musa Khel

Niazi

Nurzai

Orakzai

Popalzai

Saddozai

Safi

Shinwari

Spin Tarin

Sur

Tor Tarin

Turi

Wazir

Vusufzai

Zazi

[musakhéll

[nyazil

Inurzil c5.3 J.1

[orakz11

(popaizi)

[sadozil L53.3.1.0

[sgPf1

[shinweri]

[spin tarinl

Isurfi

It6r tarini cre.

[turil

[wazirl j
Igusufzil

IdzadzI1
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Unit 23: S A:, ut..5 4.! _,1k j
Unit Overview

The discussion of Pashtun tribes is continued in this unit, with the focus on the
'detribalization of the Pashtun tribes as a result of the development of a central
government and the attempts to modernize the country. Section 1 gives a description of
the movements of one tribe. Section '2 is a long reading on the history of Afghanistan
over the last 100 years. Section 3 is a passage on national unity by the Pashtun writer
Ulf at. And Section 4 tries to divert you with some jokes. There is no grammar focus in
this unit, as the vocabulary load is quite heavy.

Preview to Section 1: Dialogue

Asad is giving Theresa a description of the decentralization of the Niazi tribe,
from his family's point of view.

Cultural notes. You can tell, from previous dialogues and descriptions, that
Asad's family is very much a Pashtun family and a Niazi family, although they are
separated from the largest part of the Niazis. The movements of a tribal members,
brought about by many factors, can result in the assimilation of the decentralized
families to tha surrounding people whether other Pashtuns or non-Pashtuns. In many
instances, the assimilation results in families which are in all respects non-Pashtuns
except for their name and the knowledge that their family belongs to a Pashtun tribe.

Sentence structure. The phrase 4.7iji j 4 ... J with the verb in the present tense
(nc, in the present perfect) is used to express 'since' phrases in Pashto, e.g.

'He has been living in Logar 415.5

since the wedding.'

Preview to Section 2: Reading A

This reading gives a brief sketch of Afghan history since 1890, covering the
development of a central government for Afghanistan. A review of the facts in English
they are summarized in most of the currently available books on Afghanistan - will help
you understand the Pashto.

Cultural notes. The sketch focuses on the effects of the development of a central
Afghan government on the structure of Pashtun society, and implies that nationalization
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of Afghanistan has involved extensive battles for power between the kings, various
Pashtun tribes, and religious leaders. Amir Abdurrahman, in particular, exiled or
assassinated those (whom he caned 'robbers, thieves, false prophets and trumpery
kings') who interfered with his goal of establishing a central government.

As the reading points out, the movement of Pashtun tribesmen to the capital has
frequently resulted in the loss of Pashtun customs and language among the people
involved. You might have talked to Afghans who, when asked if they are Pashtuns,
answer to the effect that their grandfather was a Pashtun, or their grandmother, but that
they themselves do not speak Pashto.

Word studu There are a number of Arabic and Persian words in the passage so
many that grammatical processes in those languages are apparent.

The majority of the adjectives, for example, end in [-i) 0 and are Class 4:
'royaF (5.c.(2: 'tribal' (.5."4.13 'civil' L5S.L. 'religious'

'governmental' - 'traditional' 'military' L5.-elia.1

'urban' cy

The Hi 0 suffix is from Persian, and in parallel with Persian adjectives, which do not
agree with the nouns they modify, these Pashto adjectives don't change form. The 0
suffix attaches to abstract (and some not so abstract) nouns, and converts them intoadjectives.

Many of the nouns in the passage are from Arabic, and come complete with Arabicplurals (some of which are irregular in Arabic). Some of the nouns have regular Pashtoplurals as well (M2, usually) and the Pashto and Arabic plurals are both used. A Pashtunwill probably use the Arabic plurals in formal conversation or writing. The same Pashtunwill use the Pashto forms in informal writing and in speech.
The plural form of Arabic borrowings is frequently the suffix [Etl . Don't

confuse this plural with another Arabic suffix, [at] with a short (al - which often
shows up abstract nouns borrowed from Arabic.

Arabic plural Arabic abstract nouns
institutions' 4;.,' 'prime ministership'

'establishment' 'migration'
'conveniences'

'characteristics'

'430
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Preview to Section 3: Reading 13

This passage has been taken from a book on Pashto rhetoric by the respected
Pashtun writer GulpachE Ulfat:
Rhetoric: Orthography (likwäll: im16 aw inshS1

and Composition

The book was written to illustrate correct spelling and composition for Pashtun
students; the passages are on subjects of interest to the readers.

Ulfat, who died in 1977, was from Laghma'n province; his dialect is therefore
quite close to the Kabul dialect in which these materials are written.

The passage has been 'cleaned up': typographical errors have been corrected. You
might already have encountered a major problem in the reading of Pashto from original
sources, i.e. that typographical errors and infelicities abound. There are few printing
houses in Afghanistan, and the printing house employees do not have well-developed
proofing skills, nor are they necessarily Pashto speakers. In Exercise 6, we have
reproduced the first paragraph of the passage exactly as it appears in our copy of Ulf at's
book.

Word studv. Be careful! The word [till .4...t. which appears in the phrase

is a regular Class 1 adjective meaning 'low'. The word [tit] which

appears in the dialogue in Section 1 is a regular Class 1 adjective meaning 'scattered' or
in some cases 'wide'.

Preview to Section 4: Diversions

These jokes were taken from a jokebook bought in a bookstore in Peshawar. The
second joke might be funnier if you review the names of the months in Unit 14 of
Beginning Pashto...

23.1
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Unit 23 Exercises

Exercise Tl. Listen to the explanation, then write the dates of his reign beside the

name of each ruler.

..)-:.-4 1

4.J I I

_)7._.. 1

4J1 ._..........,.

e U.

Exercise T2. Listen to the paragraph, then answer the questions.

(15.5 JI-4, 4".,71 jg '/ 4t S.)-L.° ..,13. f°,5 . Y

L57:1.i 4-:.5

4:" c51-'' r ' ."5 4; J4 4J 0 ..)1"4 _,. A I-, :S I . I"

iL5_.1 3-_,.; 6,...... j:,_i_,....,.:., 4..1 ...i..,...., z (5...,... 4..t. j_:,..L.,_,.9. z j.g a . t

" .,7'. 4=-8
I J.. .1 . o

2 8 '7

1
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Exercise T3. Listen to the following sentences, then mark during which Afghan rulers
reign the incident occurred.

. .

. v

.A T

. 1 .o

Exercise 4. Give English equivalents for the indicated words.

4.5 J I ..5 J.5 .1.; j

. -L 4.AA cs) 1 j I

-.)1.,": Ls J-L: aL

(.57.'1., 4LL, 4; 4j.ijb C.5 3 L.L. I

.
C51-re$ 4:; .L." -Pr `1' I 4t. SS5 ..)14 47;

c511 . (.5t1

< c5 in65 4; 4." C-5...)-1 4:s cr""1.-.7! 4.t

= 4-L..."1.3 c5 Lb! 4"" 7-v 41- . 1

L. I L.
.51!

4.; 411.. 4.t s55 L5 il:.)5 V

4..) 4; 4.{.1% 464. 4; it .)A . A

.o

283

4:d1-4 c.5 .pr5
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Exercise 5. Group the vocabulary words listed below in the categories:

Pashtun tribes:

Ethnic groups in Afghanistan:

Words referring to Islam.

Words referring to government:

Words referring to royalty:

Words referring

Words referring

Place names:

to tribal structure:

to traditional life:

J
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Exercise 6. In the space below, the first paragraph of the Ulfat passage is retyped
with exactly the spacing and typographical errors of the original. Rewrite the passage
with 'conventional' spacing, and correct whatever errors you can.

`c.5 9714 t.;) Le. 3 .) (54-5 yJ 4. 4t lA.A

icr÷-e.1 9 9-e 5

L.5.5 criz I .L5 j.4
41.<.1 c5 re. J:a (.5.5.; if J...t;

14.4 e JI J ,ez J J I e L (54-5 U.:, I

i)TS 1 trila 3 .):%4 47! 4 t. 4:j..0 4 j
(15:1 e,, J ..75 411.. 4.7.01 J.1.1. 3 I j (.5.4.5 3 j

=t7e, 6 -X c5 5 4 S-':" 4-;-4

At. L51.5 4.A.A 4 j (...5 _,J 4 J.:L.0 I 4.; iz '11 if 15,1-4

t-4 3 4_5-Low tT5 47: LZ: Li":4` ciSj `Li-w4

41. f" _1J 95 (15-"" 4 L54-5
I (b--# 91 (5-47: ..)-.^* ss" lie 9-4 I L.: .tsw

..5 1.1 ..1-"_11

`4d5
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Exercise 7. Read the following passage for pleasure.

415-t

r-s1 4.4 -1 )
. 4., L. L. i); e e j I 15.).....

d! 0..yS j I 4:0 j to tr. t
4151' 415St S5j ss= 4-1

ssi."5 ss_)4 ss.5 015 .z eJt-5i
4. e 4 41. 4., cost tist 5 sst 4. (153 1_11

G

41 4. sst sst .4,5-1.5 4-1 41 4'1 tt !

1st c is5 4 41 AI sst 4. JIS

ois

tiny adj 3 (wacabagáyl

kid, child n, 111 [rngstnim] cjl..1.2..

rumor n, F1 [aw-dz61 631 jl

spread der. tr. vb. Ritaw.q

almost adv. [taoriban1

every morning phr. (sahgril

2J6
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Answers

Exercise T 1.
1A 4k 140, 1 J.1 I ..)-1-

14l 1 ik 14k .JI

rkl4k 1akrk 4.11

4_11

141"k

1'ky1" eL.t.

Exercise T2.
J1 ss5 j I j X.-1

UT! .

j I .

Cril 4-'91_, 91 4-4

*(51:1-1
.0

Exercise T3.
eL .

&LI I .

il . A 11 t.4I .

I 44.. 4.11 c:A.1 l .Z

eLt . >m J I I .o

Exercise 4.

1. nation [milátl

2. tree-grower [baghwSn]

3. daily (newspaper) (wradz 13E01 44L,-! t_.)j
4. capital (payt6lcht1

2 67

5. poor person hiskin],:"...S- .

6. job [wazifál

7. mosque Emaj6t1

8. hero, expert Nahramánl
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Exercise 5.
Pashtun tribes:

Ethnic groups in Afghanistan:

Words referring to Islam:

Words ref erring to government: (.5...U1;

Words referring to royalty:

Words referring to tribal structure:

Words referring to traditional life:

e j13..ct.

Place names:

L.53.5..)1e c53 1

4=1--1; 431
(5:4, a.. 4./414 cs"

.,41

usb 12.4 4.11

L$ -

z inJ uti-C
..)."1. " L.)-1

Exercise 6.

c5J (75.e. 4,t5 _1 4.'7: 4 7°. L'Z'

cs in-1J; 1.) 4-1 csi 4,?1-1 s57: c.rSli z

L5 .1 C.r6 c.)1-7---; I c.5
JJ c5.)

J.";
Ia..* j1 6.1je; ov)L., 4-5J

c5p-5 c5J-r-4 L5-4 ,t 4 :Lt., J.e.

J 0.75 At jJ.. 3 1 J 3 1 J rib ss.S . 31 j J. s5.4.SSS

CJU S 5 .1 ;$ t -)L5 41! 4.; c5.)-1

J a..;, (...5 4.i J ult. J.5 J1 4-Lao 4.1. J75 0.1.1

L51.5 4:9.11 4.; J 1 1 41 4:1 J J 1

LA ) J 1 J J icbil j-.4. 4t (55;J 1 J;:o

J ssit 4-1 4`; 4-7-6t rab Y--'°°

J..41 )11 J-.1. .1 0 iv) ji 45t1SI 1.71

c5i .);*
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Unit 2 4: 4:4A.1 44.40-4

Unit Overview

In this Unit, we start a three-unit discussion of the 'pillars' of the Pashtunwali,
the Pashtun code of behavior that receives so much attention in western writings on
Afghanistan and the Pashtuns. In our discussion, we focus on those aspects of the
Pashtunweli that involve behavior. Many western discussions of the Pashtunwali include
character traits such as bravery, generosity, and steadfastness as part of the
Pashtunwali. From a Pashtun point of view, however, the Pashtunwali focuses on
behavior alone.

The first aspect of the Pashtunwali to be discussed is the concept JL or

hospitality to guests. The topic, which was introduced in Unit 9 of Beginning Pashto , is
discussed in greater detail in the reading in Section 1. In c_st.=tion 3, Ama'n explains
some of the practical aspects of JL 4.417.- to Theresa. And in Section 4, Diversions,

there are some jokes about hosts and gueF. . The grammar focus of the unit is the
particle 4.; and its various meanings.

Section 1: Reading

cultural notes. The term 'Pashtunwali is a manufactured word. The Pashto word
for the concept is simply

It is important to keep in mind that a can be a stranger, or a friend. When

the is a close friend, the 'rules' regarding his entertainment can be bent:

treatment of close friends doesn't seem to differ much from the way we entertain close
friends in the United States. On the other hand, peer pressure as well as genuine
feelings of hospitality play an important role in the treatment of a who is a

stranger.

You have probably already heard a great deal about Khoshal Khan Khattak, the
f :arm is seventeenth century Pashtun poet-warrior. Translations of his poetry can be

in most serious studies of Afghanistan or the Pashtuns, and some educated
;'..tuns can recite lines and couplets and whole poems of his at will. The 'dastar in the
'Dastarnama' mentioned in the reading is conferred on kings and mullahs who have
completed their studies, and is therefore, supposedly, a sign that the wearer has
achieved maturity and wisdom. The opening couplet of the collection is:

k..51 J1.3-14 J1:-"
Loio 47;

2z)5
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Itse dastEr tari haz6r di
de dastEr saci pa shmár di.]

Workbook 103

'There are thousands who wear the turban;
Men of the turban are few.'

Word studu. The word is not particularly polite the term should be

used in conversation and writing. The writer of the passage used .).;1.5 when he was

talking about the passage by Khoshal Khan Khattak (who used the word), and c,L.L.-.1.;

elsewhere.
A Sit is a rooster; a hen is a &..r. Chicken is more of a delicacy in Afghanistan

than it is in the United States, and less frequently eaten than lamb or beef. Hens are

kept for their eggs; it's mostly the males that are eaten.

The verb contains the adjective (p.a., which means 'ritually slaughtered'.

There might be a 'halal' butcher in your area. Such butchers come from Islamic
countries, and provide meat that has been slaughtered according to Islamic principles
the animal's throat has been cut with a knife, and appropriate prayers have been said at

the slaying.
The phrase c5.4z c).,.." 4.: translates literally 'with open forehead', i.e. without a

frown.

Preview to Section 2: 4..1 in More Detail

You've probably noticed that the particle 4.; seems to appear in every other

sentence in Pashto, and that it frequently doesn't seem to have anything to do with

signalling the future.
4.: appears - there is a lot of dialectal variation to have two different semantic

functions: one to signal a future action (or an action happening in the future relative to
another action), and the other to signal doubt, uncertainty or indefiniteness. These
f unctions become clearer when ; is coupled with the different tenses and aspects, and

the resulting sentences compared.
In genera), 4.; coupled with the various perfectives usually has the meaning 'will'

or 'would', i.e. it functions as a future marker. Conversely, 4... coupled with the various

perfectives usually has the effect of implying uncertainty.
An interesting bit of fallout from a comparison of sentences with 4.! and the

contexts in which they appear is that if Pashtuns want to make a statement about

something that is definitely going to happen in the future, they use the present

imperfective tense, as in the sentence given in Note 3. Pashto present imperfective

2y
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sentences are parallel to the use in English of the present continuous to indicate
something happening in the future, e.g. 'We're leaving at six,"The fireworks are starting
at nine"He's arriving Tuesday, etc.

Preview to Section 3: Dialogue

In this dialogue, Am En and Theresa are discussing some of the practical
ramifications of 4.:JL ;,

Cultural notes. <:-1L. is a double-edged sword: for every proverb linking the

guest with the bounty of God, there is another illustrating how upsetting to a household
the guest can be. AmEn mentions a few of the problems involved with guests who show
up around mealtime, and how a household scrambles to be sure they are appropriately
f ed.

Word Study.. The word is used here to mean table; AmEn says that

sometimes special food is given only to the guests and those of the host's family who are
sitting at the table ) with him.

Be careful not to confuse 'burden' REwEn1 with 'ability' [twEn]
The phrase .,..54.1.0 4...z., disambiguates the term .,..54.34 , which can refer to bread

proper or to food in general. ..54.14 is a plain loaf of bread, which the host's family

can run out and buy (in the city, at least) without offending either the guest or the
neighbors. The writer of the dialogue comments that the 'real' term for bread on its own
is (spóra dociSyi ,30.30 but he was told as a child not to use the term, as it is an

insult to God to use a disparaging word (e..)11.- is not particularly complimentary) in

Connection with something God has given to you.

Preview to Section 4: Diversions

Here are some jokes about guests which illustrate the mixed feelings Pashtuns
have about being hosts and being guests.

The verb --b., frequently occurs in phrases like , which is literally 'beat
[a] support', and idomatically 'lean back on', or in the context of the joke 'park oneself
on'. In phrases like this. -A,: functions very much like -jg:-.1.5 means 'lean on'.

2Ji
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Unit 24 Exercises

Exercise TI. Listen to the following sentences, then check the appropriate English
translation of each hrase.

'will/might' 'would (have)"might have"used to' tentative statement

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

a.

9.

1 O.

Exercise T2. Listen to the description, then finish the sentences.

..5 -?Irjr-r-;° c5.p 4-44-4 4-11 ss-C 94-4-4 LI 'L.e.

-)L4

gcsj.ra.
(-5 -P1=4"7"1 15-5 -)14 41-44- r:-."-C

kr/ it I'LL. I Le c:r1J-1,

..,14 c.%)..) I .14 3 ill" <3 .1
kis.5

195 LI' 41
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Exercise T3. Listen to the following passage (written by Ulfat) , and fill in the blanks.

J_N-4"-4 5L4 (3 ss-5 (.51S

-- Z 0 Z J . 1 j .4 4.... 'I'LL+ ../4 e_).)'"" 4" J'S 41' 41 Lt. -)A il
G .).J.5 ci-4- s5J_It. 4.):1 .,:" 4t._..

e
ei 1 Z 4. 4 : oil! J o L J

(.5.1.. .4., _AI (.3.,.; 4.15 4.5 41 J.e. .3 J1 . 4......." .0 J 4.,

(.5-'_ ,-a. .., 4. ..)95 -,I

ss.,5
e

.."; z 41.4. ..)1 0.1

Jts IL...La. .1
I "11-.71.3 V

Exercise 4. Read the passage in Exercise T3 and answer the questions. New
vocabulary:

wisdom n, F2 Iwuxyar6y1

advice n, F I Emashwará] e j-t-

cautiousness n, 112

sign, example n, F I [n6x,.1

until the end phr. [tar akhéra pore]

electricity n, 112 [bull

electrical short n, 112 [shartl

fire n, 112 [ariql

habit n, 112 [adát]

ride der. int. vb. [swarég-1

accident Inf. [ch6pa ked6l1 J.ITS

light n, F I 1ran51 L,

2'33
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Exercise 4. (cont.)

4-;., (LI LSI

..1 k3..) LS I (.5"

15.1z."4 (5to 4.1. 4-4; 4.4A J LSI I .1"

Jse I LS I 4 L

L.51 J 4.5 J I j Lze .10 LtJ LS I t. z . 0

Exercise 5. Complete the following sentences.

jjtab c5

csps

4-.1 J.;

L5t I

4 .

c.5.--...-5 J-I1 t.../:'°. ',,-: 4-" 4...,.. LSI.T

. L
T

c 5PS je -1 t 5 .)1 4: 4L 4 JJ.L .o

c.5 z?tS ci-II )1-,:."-z--# -1 4..i.o -1..,,. . i,

,.5._.:s ty.t (Az 4A,A 4.... s5.5 (.5...., r.,5 41 . V
e

Jjq J j .3 LI 4j8Jb 4..Z. L...1 . A
T T

C
IC/ %j '71
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Exercise 6. 'Soften' the following announcements.

c..5pS J.JJ1J 4 L,Lz r1.5 (Ts 4 4ijg cl,;$ .

L5 r..-,5 E..).)-.1 9-N .7-4-

c.5::,1-d. cjlgo .o

Exercise 7. Give the Pashto and Arabic plurals for the following words.

Arabic DPI, Pashto DPI DSQ,

4.1;q1
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Exercise 6. Read the following passage for information and enjoyment.

tr, I z

4..t; ig.a. (.5 j z

4; LIT" Cr5 c. ,c 0.'0 ° z Jj r-t1 91 5 JJ c.51-a

c5.p.e.5 rib

`') Ltq "
c.59 3 11'. J1 ---,Le-3 4"

(5-4.'

45

4:1

4;JJ.5 4. 0 .1 44; J.5. j.r. . I07.1 j

s5--< r 0 s5-1

c 5i c5LI (15 s5-1-"t z J., 4-Le. Jk:'

L5 Ji s5.)-?-' ..50..)" 4j 4-7*JJJ

L5-1., 41 J.) 1-;cis5

(...51.4.

ra4 "4" L5..1 6.5 I j 4÷

tp5 ) 41

.) t.i
crS:':". I _,:..1t-4°

e _rd 4j C) Ltm?e15;

c.5 Jj. (15., ""g J-15"

sufficiency n, Fl 1guz*&-á1 j1_-.:C take care of der. int. vi-. keg-]

guest quarter n, F 1 [wujrál musical instrument n, 112 [rabStil

gathering adj 1 [ghwSncja] 4.*.s story n, f12 En6kal]

music, instrument n, 11 2 [s'Jz] story-teller n, [nakalchi]

song accompaning a story n, Fl [na-rál eL ;

(2;G
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Answer Key
Exercise T I.

'will/might"would (have)' 'rnight have"used to tentative statement
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

1 0. _x_

Exercise T2. Various answers.

Exercise T3.

2, Jr-4" (15.)14 cr15 (>15 J 1 4-.;' J- LC 1 (5"
. 1.) 4 4; .1 41.7-.1 jj-1-.. 4.4 4.; Lt....A j I

to.5 4-11. oj Z 0J71. Jat.-4.2.-n.. .1 L5 Jaz tr5Z OZ

L.5 .)-4 J ys-- 4. j."5 L5-4. L-319 'Y (37

ss..)."7! 1

c5 c5.)--J J14 J1 "41J.9-

.)14 4.1
T T

fz"

Exercise 4.

ss.S. j.41 4 LC. I J .1

,s4.4 c) OZL-0

LJ(.5 sge

s$S J.S I zlt.;. 4.1.4.A 4.).0 4J c.5

j

crt V T J.; j'.4 Ajli .."11%)

4:;

`,)
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(151'. -11 .o

Exercise 5. Something like ...

(se Li..);J:z-4.-7,, Jjab .01.) l JoI .9-4_9.5 41

4.;ab c5j 4.t .

L5 1

c5 Lill L53..1.) c..59' ...)9 °J1-,t-i -L).,:' z L5 I J.1. (.52; .

c.5z)TS (..h. j t.p..)7! 4.1;
4u-4 C5-) 4; .ij; L.5 ,)"4 Lt

L.5 i)t-5 jjq C) -J";"'" 'L" c5 y c 71 r
(.5 r..-5 LF-C71. 4Lt tri-C Lrt

c5 JJ 4-L4th at-L- t

Exercise 6.

Exercise 7.

4. _t4

.o

v

. A

. (52: W ilj .c.' V .1'

(.5-4t L9.)-L''' .9-7-.' 3---1 4:' 4": c7-4- .1'

_)_,-C j-?"11 Ji'l 47'. 4-: 491 ,).A4 tz.

4 Le al. 4::_. .o

Arabic DPI Pashto DPI
I <

'

DSg,
z..

4.16elj
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Unit 25:J..1.!

Unit Overview

The focus of this unit is on J..le , the second pillar of the Pashtunwali. In Section

1, Amgn gives Theresa some basic definitions. Sections 2 4 present a story of
Pashtun revenge. And in Section 5, Diversions, there is a couplet from Khushal Kha'n
Khattak.

Preview to Section 1: Dialogue

In this dialogue, Arnri is explaining to Theresa what the term J..1.; means. He

talks in generalities about families perpetrating wrongs, and families avenging wrongs.
It will help you keep straight who is doing what to whom if you remember that the
demonstrative pronoun az usually refers to the first-mentioned person in the sentence

'the former in English and the demonstrative pronoun usually refers to the last-
mentioned person 'the latter' in English.

Preview to Sections 2-4

The Pashtuns who translated for and taught Pashto to the British army officers in
the nineteenth century were given the title 'munshi' by the British. One of them, Munshi
Ahmad Jan, put together .7..S (..5;L: 4.4a.; a collection of stories, readings and sayings

f or his British officer students to read. Nothing else is known about Munshi Ahmad Jan,
except that he presumably wrote many of the pieces in the collection including the
story you are about to read , and that he wrote very well.

The story was apparently included in Munshi Ahmad Jan's collection to illustrate
the concept of Lis.... Its plot is in general very reminiscent of Shakespeare's revenge

plays, with lots of bloodshed, righteous anger, unequivocal villains who get what's
coming to them, and (relatively) innocent people who get crushed in the process.

We have adapted the story as follows: sections have been deleted which do not
f orw a rd the action of the story (notably two very long paragraphs which go into detail
about the evilness of malangs). Modern words have been substituted for those which are
now obsolete. The original paragraphing has been kept (including some with colons
which usually but not always indicate that someone is speaking), but periods and commas
have been inserted.

The story is presumably written in Ahmad Jan's dialect, but no one knows for sure
exactly where he came from. You'll notice that many of the words are synonyms of those

2'JG
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you have learned, for example which is an exact synonym for You'll also

notice that the phrases 4:aI.), 4.7,iz and jj are not always immediately before the verb,

and that meaning 'when often starts a sentence instead of appearing just after the

subject.
The structure of the story is as follows:

Scene 1: The characters are introduced, and one of their conversations
begins.

Scene 2: One of the characters tells the other a story from his past.
Scene 3: The two characters act as a result of the story.

The sections into which we have divided the story do not correspond to these three
scenes; our sections are of roughly equal length (with some effort to interrupt the
action, Sheherezade-style, at interesting points) so that the new vocabulary words can
be given in more manageable lists.

Preview to Section 2: The Story Begins

This section includes Scene 1 and Dart of Scene 2. Sentences have been deleted in
the first paragraph of the story which summarize Gwalmir's life after he moved to
Mardan: He had moved there a year and a half earlier. At first, he had done menial work,
then had opened a small shop, and had done fairly well.

Cultural notes. A malang is a cross between a hermit and a monk. The traditional
rnalang travels from holy shrine to holy shrine, supporting him.,elf along the way by
begging and by praying to God on someone's behalf. (Many traditional tales involve a
malang 's special powers, for example tales about a childless woman asking a malang to

use his powers to give her a son.) The stereotypical malang carries a begging bowl, and
wears a turban of the Islamic sort, not the Pashtun sort and old, patched clothes. A
malang does not have a home. He wears a heavy -;oat (also patched) to protect him from
the weather, and might construct a temporary shelter for himself. The malang in the
story has apparently established himself under a tree, and hung his belongings
including his sword! on its branches.

Direct and indirect Quotes. The author is inccnsistent in his presentation of
conversation. Sometimes he uses phrases like 4_,t, ..1.0i; and at other times he gives the

speaker's name with a colon. Sometimes he has characters talk to themselves in the
present tense as in the last paragraph in the section:
'I said [to myself] that now was the (5..1.2.3

time; slowly, slowly I approached him.'

3uu
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and when Gwalmir is following his wife:
.... I shivered: what is she doing here?' 4.&

Word studu. Throughout the story, the author doubles words for effect, for
example

4.'She went, she went, until the woman LsIS 4-I 4.1.; 4± ;

went out of the village...'

Sometimes the doubled word is changed slightly, in ways parallel to English expressions
like "Story, shmory, get to the point!" The phrase 1 LI with which Gwalmir describes
the scene at his house is an example.

The phrase is obviously the Pashto greeting. Here, the phrase is

used as an adjective: if you are (.5.t. 4.. with someone, you know him well enough to

talk to him a lot.

Preview to Section 3: The Story Continues

This section includes the rest of Scene 2 and the beginning of Srene 3.

Cultural notes. A is a tar,loor-like oven effectively a large clay jar which
has been dug into the earth, a platform or a wall so that its rim is even with the surface
of the surrounding structure. A fire burns in the bottom of the oven, and corn is
suspended over it to be popped. The area around the rim of the oven ( 4.e .1) is

tiled, and is warm from the heat of the oven which is why the children are sitting there
in the story.

A customer brings his or her own corn, and the keeps e oortion of it in
return for popping what the customer has brought; or the customer can buy some
popcorn with money.

You will remember the proverbs about popcorn and popcorn makers from Unit 19:

and

4.1
4.1-* 1:-. 4-11:

b ;
cS9 ss7'.

4"; L5-13

301
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which intimate that popcorn and its makers are very low in Pashtun society. That the
children are in very desperate straits is communicated to the Pashtun reader not only by
their answers to Gwalmir's questions, but also by their having been taken in by the

Sentence structure. Sohbat Khgn's comment

LS- z Le. r-4 J1 J)..; J 1...1

3 c.57C. ej... r...4 L.

is one of those that contains a direct quote. It translates idiomatically as "Come, lets go
there and put an end to this, so that shell learn what she has done to so neone."

Preview to Section 4: The Story Concludes

This section contains the rest of Scene 3, plus the 'moral' of the story.

Cultural notes. The door mentioned in the first paragraph is the door to the
compound in which Gwalmir's wife and her husband are living. The compound is enclosed
by a mud wall, and rooms are built along the wall, all facing into an inner courtyard. One
of those rooms is a bedroom; the ciVlz in which the animals are kept is another. There

are presumably other rooms, e.g. a kitchen, that aren't mentioned in the story. The wall
that Gwalmir escaped over in Scene 2 is the outside mud wall of the compound.

Unidentified bodies are a common enough occurrence that a Pashtun reader's
credibility is not stretched when he reads that Gwalmir's wife found a body to mis-
identify as Gwalmir.

The husband's answer to Sohbat's accusation c5.3 LstS ..),3 is a

proverb, and translates roughly as 'No one can force a village.' In other words, no one
can force his will on an entire village.

The next-to-last paragraph consists of the 'moral' to the story, which is also the
cornerstone of Pashtun Jae and a point of pride among Pashtuns that a wrong will be
remembered and revenge will be taken, no matter how long it takes.

Word studu. The word cjVla, whiz% is glossed as 'stable', is not always for

animals. The word refers specifically to a three-sided room, i.e. something like a garage
without a door, which can function as a bedroom or kitchen or stable or whatever.

r
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The phrase cli; ..;,.,.; 4....j. refers to tying someone up in a tight ball the victim's

hands possibly behind his back, his legs doubled up in front of him.

Preview to Section 5: Diversions

The poet used the word 1,1.;:._,-I instead of J.I.,, in the couplet for stylistic reasons.

We have given the 'normal prose rendition to give you an idea of the difference between
prose and poetry.
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Unit 25 Exercises

Exercise T 1. Listen to the stories, and write the punchlines below.

cat n, F 1 [pisháka]

weigh smp. tr. vb. (tal-1

simple-minded adj 4 [s5dal

dov n adj 4 [xlc6ta]

commotion n, 112 (ghalmagháll

Exercise T2. Write the following story (frnrn Ahmad Jan) as your teacher dictates it.

L
i. poor person 17, il 1 [nestmán) ci...7--r.:, proper share phr. (sam rasádl .1....,_,
1

L
Irich person n, 11 1 tstam6n1C,...7-to penny n, F 1 1kas1ral

I

Adam n, HI (b5ndáml 1.,...111; ll

F3 (bibi aviS1i j..I. (.5.45;

,Lt.

fatherly share ohr. [padari hisá]

Eye n give thanks phr. (shtikur b-as=1 ll-.4 .)..5...1

rich, sated adj 5 (moc)
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Exercise 3. Fill in the blanks below.

Word in storg

43 :is

Pashto synonym English eouivalent

question

orchard

Exercise 4. Rewrite the conversations in the following paragraphs in dialogue form:

L. . 47,../. 4,...,13 4. L.

i" 45 L51/4 4,75 4.:1°. 45 k, 3 J L.
(15-1 ys- 45 crs.'-.?

-1 -1 7-1' "1-.' 4j 4'; L 3 c.5-1 _)-0 cp."
0 j j LI Li (.15 y 4:1 i) ,. 4jtat

305
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0-)

L. L. .13 z 41.1 ssg J.S. I"

4-t y-Ltii 497: C: "119.1 4t s51: cr'91:* 91 9"'" (c5

a" ss5 4i èIj .71.-4 LA 97:

crs41 Jj 9;" 41- 1-.1 91 J-14 try .1s.' (9-; (15:--4-1

J.. j 1 3 L.,1.1z 41.

I .97":" `1A y (1 c5.0. Jrn 4-e. J's t .5 - 1 .pt sst

c I 4 J. 4.; .

(Ai., L59 z .75_1 v497 9-5 9- 9 1-.:1 9'1

J..,;; j I ) J.. 3

c)" " c.5z 4-1 ss7i.

e-Lt k..5.1 4%1- yst. 4:; J 91 y
e

4 tj-)
L L

I. L

3 (i 6
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4J,11.3 ye. 4-'7! j4:4

6,r5 J_, 41!

crs-I cr ,75.)

jJ 4 tt-t J-C T

<I z . Ij
S.973-

ss -LA: J z
4.A.4 i I Ai a.%) L11 it.... J.5

. L.C. j 4.1.t,

j 4; (15;1_4

c c1-5; s5=N-4, ti5.1 41 41 (LI 7.5i s5-2 cy-.3.1-1;

b., e 5 91 j è, t..5,75 c5Z 4C' j 47: 15J.L,J41t-gb

4.LA. 4; t yid oz 4).z

-74 .)1 4-1 .)JJJ (.1.5 .1Z oJ

0 4-4 _,J.". II. j.4 _to.t4 .1-4.3 (.15 _.).1.;

O.)4 OJL54 ç5J `1-:',,V1 :1 cJ

:

:

:
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Exercise 5. Review: Match the 4... phrases with

1. in this manner

2. in secret

3. basically

4. disapprove of

5. within one's capability

6. on average

7. finally

8. stingily

9. borrow

their English equivalents.

j I...oil

at5.)_,

Jo

yg .,-1-..

4......).L.... 0 J.!

Le

j...z..5

(195 c5

4C1/4

j-t........1.1 j J.;,

... - 4

.
.=,..L ....L.,..

,.....---a._ ,

10. openheartedly
S9-5

11. especially (.1,4 (1-5z
4....,, . 11

12. as LI 4...., . I T,

13. give in retribution for a wrong J..) 4 L,5"..,4- 't7: . IT

14. in mind, in memory (.5.-7->...... 4.4-... 4...., IL
, ,

. 11

4 . 1V

4..., . I A
T

15. in relation to this (..?"; r"."..

16. like

17. generally 47:SJ ss-5 ci.5

18. not enough o l....,
"
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Exercise 6. Fill in the correct form of the verb in the blanks below.

(-3.):..4) E,5 y-.5 4J6-'''.,:

- (-3i) 4..).,5 4-) ss -0.ra ..1_,_, 0.,g

e..)..t5 'd U.sst 0 j... 4-a (-z..0)

4-) t...5.5 4

41 ..)'./-.*) tx-1. ",r 41%

..)-- 41 ..,i 415-4 s5-34

4.33 4-;u1 4; S.:-1.. 15...4 .1'

15.4 C1

Li .1.! 4J ss.I . 0

-LIU. cr5.5 4.1. a..r.5 e z

("3.2_4) 1."1. j L

J
____ L. . A

(-3,-13)

cyd

j

SO5

4: "

ss; .J5 J9'S .
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Answer Key

e 1Z Z. S. lz 4.5
S. S.

. 3 L.

Exercise T2.
z e)1_,z zis.,- 4-71- ssiti - I (.5k ) 45 c..."-*'".` e C.P

4-)-" 4,)1_11 IJAcst (51 JI

c. I (..7.4 j 3 ic.e. 03 j1 .v),..t4 4;

S5-11-/J _)9 ..)19-' e,J-5-).9 6..11-*.°L5 J`11J-!1_,

ssiti 4; j djulb cr5j.5 Ij 4.) ss.J aTti 4; L. t

fr-Je 41 I z j 44jj
_ cr5.11'.

t.5:?r-"-) 4, _Jz

Exercise 3.
Word in storg Pashto synonym English eauivalent

4.3:11/4,a 4.4,-....... area, region

scarf

husband

question

U friend

1.:.,,.. 1... ..114.,.)A for sure

cg VI orchard

cold

c..ii (19'0 all kinds

after that

3iu
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45 ,5 4. 3,3 (..5.7-1. t*) L. : JS .

c5.1 :4.

o L ss :v
. j

9-* 9-

j
I j

: .

:

I ss... : jtr.

c..5 4-1 .74. (15 7: 9- .75_,

i. 4..7J z L j1

c5 et L L.:woo j.t. I :

_9.4.

ssroI
1: :

c.5Z c5,75 J9 4:" J"17,' ye. cit..... cit-

L5 c5 9J y -12, :

" j CIS; J.") ss 1.)

ji3 4.; :

*L1,5 91 9 sst c.51

0.Z

015 Lt

475j "i; L5:1 S5-4 Y
6.1 e j..1-4.4 :

s.5.4 4..;..4 j ?... 4... 4J jjjj J. j ss :

L5.74 . 4.4 )1%4 l5 j.&.
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__17___J j3 (3.6.1.4.0 4-, . 1T
't

8....cs.......« 4-444 4-v ,

_18._)....:. ft........;
T

..-- 1 0..t..5 .1.....:1 ,:j.:.1 j j 4.. . 1 1r

_5_ c5 j t1s...5 v...%,
T

14_ zl..!
T

Exercise 6.

j -L.,

_1 _< a.,ss- j
j.2.5 4.;

2 4.;:-.1

_9_
1_ Lt.;

_3_ tis5
12_

,5IL"-4' i); "A 3 0-1

-4-1 J./ ss-c,_ra JJJ 4',"5 crs-.4"4

°J-,5 4-1
sst

c.:)1-4` "1,4-ES .k..53.3 415.4.4

°_,

L43 . o

4.t.

4., JI .1 03

4;

eirl J.; 4.Z. L è

s.5.Z &a
. 4-.1410

S5-4 csp-s ss-1,5(.5

4:1. 015 J"5 I . tr5.5 434/ J r. L tjj 0.17!
cisg sgeow.:4 J. Z

'`'L'.1.1 1J 4" (IS; J_15

312
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The topics of this Unit are Pashtun honor, and the (eastern) ashtun custom of
nanawgte. In Section 1, the two topics are introduced and described. In Section 3, a
particular offense and attempts at apology are discussed. In Section 4, Diversions, are
given some well-known couplets on the subject of honor, from the poetry of Khushal
Khan Khattak. Section 2 describes Pashto verb phrases with possessiv subjects.

Preview to Section 1: Reading

In this reading, the concepts cf ).c and 4:,1).:; are described. The author uses the

hypothetical Aslam and Salim to make his points, and to make it easier to understand
who is doing what to whom.

Cultural notes. There are several words for honor: you have learned

and and in this unit, the term is used. They all mean roughly the same thing

and translate fairly well as English 'honor', although the Pashto terms also include ideas
of dignity and saving face. In the first example in the reading, for example, the attack on
Nur Mam5d Ktln's honor was the confiscation of his lands and the public humiliation,
rather than the physical harm.

The Pashtun concept of honor also includes notions of privacy, especially as it
focuses on the sanctity of the household. To steal a man's horse from the village street
is an insult to his honor, but to steal the same horse from his house is a far greater one.
The most grievous attacks on honor, it appears, are insults to the women and girls in a
man's household not so much because they are his possessions, but because they are
the most important part of his life that is not on public view.

is essentially a public apology, and it always involves witnesses. is

not a universal custom among Pashtuns. It is more common among eastern Afghan
Pashtuns than among the western or Kandahari Pashtuns.

Word study. The phrase 41 translates as 'to insult', and the insult

involved is relatively mild by American standards. In the United States, a wolf whistle,
or the kind of remark made by construction workers at women passers-by, would
constitute ;,. A social slight neglecting one woman guest in favor of

another might also be considered this kind of insult.

313
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Preview to Section 2: Verb Phrases with Possessive Subjects

The phrases given in this section are the standard, normal ways to express likes
and dislikes, and to express feelings of heat or cold. They occur often in Pashto
conversation. Here are fuller descriptions of how some of them are used:

jkilj .1.! is used to express disapproval or a negative opinion. It is about as strong

in force as ..I.Le, which sometimes translates as 'seem bad', and is relatively mild.

and -........?., are about the same. You have learned the transitive version

of the latter which translates most often as 'enjoy'. -...i..,. is not used,

however, to express liking; -in-i..,: with a possessive subject is used instead.

-.at...5 es;3 translates almost exactly as 'feel like'.

Preview to SeLtion 3: Dialogue

Asad's uncle has been visiting relatives (Baray and his family) and is telling
Asad's father what happened.

Cultural notes. It is clear, from the number of times that Baray sent ,i1.1.:..; and

the people he sent, that he clearly acknowledges that his son was in the wrong, and that
the son had committed a serious attack on Shamay's honor. It would also appear, from
Asad's father's and uncle's opinions, that Shamay is not behaving very well, although
strictly speaking he does not have to accept the

Word studu. You have seen the word jr.l. in a number of places, mostly as the last

syllable in tribe names. Here, coupled with someone's name (.,.17.1. ,..5; a, in Asad's

father's first question), it functions exactly like the English plural of surnames, e.g. 'the
Johnsons'. His question translates idiomatically as "What happened at the Barays'?'

is exactly 'to lay hands on', and refers either to people physically

fighting, or to a man touching a woman against her will. Gwalay might have tried to kiss
Shamay's daughter, or hug her.

t.p.-1.....-.. is literally 'black heads' (L.;-.. is the Persian word for 'black'), and refers

obviously to the color of women's hair.
is literally 'dirt', but it is often used figuratively to mean trouble, in the

sense of stirring it up. Asad's father thinks that Shamay's sons are gratuitously stirring
up trouble.
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The phrase oz131 ss,, j.j.; tje3 is literally 'hand open its sword free'. Asad's

uncle is saying that he thinks Baray should quit sending and risk the Jae from

Shamay and possibly the rest of his tribe.

Preview to Section 4: Diversions

These couplets are from various writings of Khushal Khan Khattak. The second
one was written about an adult son of Khushal's, who died of natural causes. The third
couplet appears in Louis Dupree's Afghanistan (p. 89 in the 1980 edition, Princeton U.
Press), with the following very free translation:

My sword I girt upon my thigh
To guard our nation's ancient fame;

Its champion in this age am I
The Khatak Khan, Khushhal my name!

The translation is from The Poems of Khushal Khan Khatak , by Howell and Caroe
(the same Caroe who worked up the genealogy charts reproduced in Unit 22), published
privately in Peshawar in 1963.
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Exercise Tl. Listen to the following accounts, and fill in the blanks in the charts.

Whose honor was
attacked?

Who was the
aggressor?

What was the
immediate act of
aggression?

What started the
original
disagreement?

Was badal taken?

What brought about
the reconciliation?

What probably caused
the reconciliation?

31G
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Exercise 12. Write the following fable (collected by a British military official in the
1830s, from Pashtuns in the Banu area in present-day Pakistan) as your teacher dictates
i t.

woods, jungle n, hi irreg. [dzangall j...\-:..4..

tail n, F2 [lakayl 455.1

running n, Fl Imancia]

burn der. intr. [sati keg-1- jr5 Li"
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Exercise 3. Review: write the tense forms of the following irregular verbs in the
blank spaces below.

Pres. Imp. Pres. Perf. Past Imp. Past Pert Infinitive

J1J-Le.Le

jJJ

J-td.)

Exercise 4. Match the 6. phrases with their English equivalents.

1. 'a while ago' 4.4
v

2 . ... ago s.

3. 'front, face'
495 & 4c..1

4. 'Goodbye' z

5. 'head towards' 4.L.4

6 . in front of ...

7. 'previously'

8. 'respect, care about'

9. 'straight'

10. 'turn toward (ma
s5.5-"
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Exercise 5. Give literal translations, then idiomatic English equivalents (you might
have to be creative) for the following phrases.

a. Pashto: ,?.,.. 0....:, 4-,.

Literal translation:

Idiomatic equivalent:

b. Pashto: . j1,...1. 4:* .).3 .-i I-23 4 j..1;; ..):.

Literal translation:

Idiomatic equivalent.

c. Pashto: . 6.75., ss...

Literal translation.

Idiomatic equivalent.

d. Pashto: -,-17": (.,5-'4 J- ..,-/ _,;" '.1 4-t 4-t (54jo' z

Literal translation.

Idiomatic equivalent:

e. Pashto: s5.1.0 4; I j

Literal translation:

Idiomatic equivalent.

f. Pashto: .2, j_9-4-+ j..
Literal translation:

Idiomatic equivalent:

3ib

1
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g. Pashto: r-e ljj

Literal translation.

Idiomatic equivalent:

h. Pashto: .c.5,)t..5 e,r)..) 4.3 1J- "
Literal translation.

Idiomatic equivalent:

I. Pashto: C. j

Literal translation.

Idiomatic equivalent.

j. Pashto: .L5z (15.5 41 41 j I .=.7; (Read Exercise 7)

Literal translation:

Idiomatic equivalent.

k. Pashto: j 1.1..

Literal translation.

Idiomatic equivalent.

I. Pashto: j_t5 4.5.ra 4-J

Literal translation:

Idiomatic equivalent

u
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Exercise 6. Read the following proverb and story (retold from y..-3 .1, a book

of Pashto proverbs and the stories behind them, collected by Mahmud Mosa Kha'n)

U. 4.jo
(15 Lj (15

..)4 krA*4 syji at5 (151: 4f j 7".# .."7"e (S.: Ii
4"t 4j J.) J-,'" Sr.4 I '1 -I -.)-4 sSe. (15---+ 4j ."5

I .,;9-4 C.5.?"'" ;5 1"51" S5S J15 Sst

e J. sg: c5,r" Cr "1 c.5 (1st 4%1 4.5.1 (15 (157,. kisSJ-z
J J-) tT5' 471. sst ss-Url ss.341 z

. êzij jI 4.5.1 tr+ j,1.

yj -.7"4

y at;' 4'5 41 .
c5.7.0 z _1,14 ut.S. z ji

JJ b -)13 S 4,11. ,11 J-114' Lb-t,

c570, 4.sa y 341 4J pr.* (15.5.1

4.1.14 r.A dler (..4.L I j

4.15 trs...5 .7., ,471. IS z 4.5.1

L te j (15.1.4A

vygi al 420 4.1 cre. ye.

j I 5477:_e La.; ra. 3 Li.4

cowardly adj 4 (b6ghayráta) i,. (.151, reason n, l'12 [kh-dt6r1

consult phr. [sal5 kaw-1 game n, F I D6bal

permission n, F 1 Eijazâ] 6.341 be embarrassed smp. int. [sharmég-1

3 2
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Whose honor was
attacked?

Spin's Ma lak Anwar's

Who was the
aggressor? Khushal Kalim

What was the
immediate act
of aggression?

Khushal shot Spin. Malak Anwar's daughter
ran away to Kalim's house

What started the oh-
ginal disagreement?

Khushal thought that
Spin had cheated him.

Malak Anwar refused to
give his daughter to Kalim.

Was badal taken? No. Yes.

What brought about
the reconciliation?

Khushal sent his mother
to apologize.

The narrator doesn't say.

What probably caused
the reconciliation?

Khushal was sorry to
have shot his friend,

Both families were probably
upset about the bloodshed.

Exercise T2.
j7: tAl . L') I,L.

4.11L4.. j.e. ci) j-wo J.,' ..5..5J

j 4.;) j,a L. I

4.; 4.J 4.; L., 4.7. j I 4. 45.5J j I

J-44 " J.? 4.3-4 -)1<- crs-69 y4---r: (is 4: t.:)1JJ

ssS Ji J 4.1 j.)./ tr5.71.

41! 41 .
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Pres. Ifni). Fres. Perf, Past Imo, Past Perf.

-121:

.,,...,,..,

--..1.L..1-!

-.4.1:

-...".....,

-1:1-..4.-:

-z..tie L.,

-.I _,:.:,

-,5,41.t

3-11

'. ..1.....e.7.5 -z.4,,s

-_,5 -.1..t5 -JAi

-....4.1, -.:. I, -11, --J.I,

Exercise 4.

Infinitive

Jzi-lelq

Ji.,1

Ll...,:.--r-5

J.).5

Lpi,

'Goodbye' _4_ 4-.1. cryZ

'a while ago' _1_

'in front of ... _6_ ss.5 tr... 4_, z

.z 4.; z'respect, care about' J...5

'previously'_7_ z

'front, face' _3_ tr_.
'turn toward (me)' _10_ Jj,,t Ij t

'head towards' _5_ (1,5

'straight'_9_
'ago' _2_

Exercise 5.
a. Pashto: 41

Literal translation: by means of a full stomach
Idiomatic equivalent: comfortable, well off

b. Pashto: 4.; J., .-- le 3 4.1 411.1.

Literal translation: to build oneself up to all effort
Idiomatic equivalent: to dress up, dress to the nines, get oneself up

c. Pashto: . ss-

Literal translation: I used patience.
Idiomatic equivalent: I was patient

g) a
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d. Pashto: ilia' cr" _!- .9-/ ..,;" 4.11 4% .1

Literal translation: of Shamay then of all of the Musakhels
Idiomatic equivalent: of Shamay, let a.ane all of the Musakheis

e. Pashto: crs.J.0 45 I j e.,73

Literal translation: [my] heart told me ...

Idiomatic equivalent: I really wanted to ...

f . Pashto: .)
Literal translation: keep oneself quiet
Idiomatic equivalent: keep quiet, keep one's mouth shut

g. Pashto: fc..7., Ij j 4:.; j.5 lt_t.4j .L.c

Literal translation: if I tell you the truth
Idiomatic equivalent: to tell the truth...

h. Pashto: 647S
v

Literal translation: someone feels like trouble
Idiomatic equivalent: someone wants to make trouble

i. Pashto: c'.3 jla.
Li tRral translation: What condition was Baray's household?
Idiomatic equivalent: What happened at the Barays'?

j. Pashto:

Literal translation: the honor is in the money
Idiomatic equivalent: honor is not as important as money

k. Pashto: J-7C 4.; j j... .C.; L.
Literal translation: to look standing up at everyone
Idiomatic equivalent: hold one's head up in front of everyone, face everyone

1. Pashto: j..z..5 4S J.-.....v. 4............, 4-.1
T

Literal translation: to look with light eye
Idiomatic equivalent: to insult

32,;
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Unit 27: 4S

Unit Overview

The topic of this unit is the Pashtun jirga, and its relationship to the Afghan loya

jirga , or parliament. In the Section 1 reading, the jirga is explained. The conversation
in Section 2 gives an example of a traditional jirga . In Section 3, excerpts from a long
article on the history of the Afghan jirga are given. And the Diversions in Section 4
consist of a landay and a couplet of Khushal Khan Khattak's, both of which mention a
jirga.

Preview to Section 1: Reading

This reading explains how a traditional Pashtun jirga works, and contrasts it
with the loya jirga which is called in by the Afghan government on occasion.

Cultural notes. In the third paragraph, the author stresses the democratic nature
of the traditional jirga, in that the usual strictures on young people to defer to their
elders are ignored in the jirga. Underlying the discussion is the assumption that the
representatives in a jirga are not chosen solely on the basis of their social status: a
young man who has demonstrated his worth is a viable candidate, and, once he is a
member of the jirga, is considered free to express his opinions and disagree with those
of others.

Word studu. The difference between the two words glossed as 'courage' is that
one of them is Pashto, and the other is Arabic.

You by now undoubtedly expect an Arabic noun to have a regular set of Pashto
endings, and an additional set of endings which reflect the noun's Arabic origins. Some
Arabic nouns end in [-a], and are regular Fl nouns. When these nouns occur with their
Arabic plurals, however, they are masculine: they occur with masculine adjectives and
masculine verb endings. Two of these hermaphrodite nouns are eaLa' and ; they

are regular Fl nouns, but their Arabic plurals and ,z_.L.2.7,1a; respectively are

masculine. Nouns like these are marked in the Glossary as follows:

belief n, Fl. Ar. pl. (aqäyid1 L'iLa is Masc. Unit 27

opinion n, Fl. Ar. pl. [nazariy6t14:-.olt j.11.:, is Masc. Unit 27

[aqida]

fnazariy6]
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Preview to Section 2: Conversation

In this conversation, Theresa asks Anign to give her an example of a problem that
was solved with a jirga. The incident Aman talks about actually happened, some time
ago in a village close to Kabul.

Word studu. The phrase 3 4-4 AI is literally something like 'there was a

good sufficiency in his arm'. Idiomatically, it means that the person in question had
family to back him up.

Preview to Section 3: Reading

This reading gives excerpts from a long article on the history of the Afghan loya
jirga. Habibullah Rafi is a Pashtun writer. The journal galam is published in Peshawar
every two months, and includes articles in Pashto and Dari on the social sciences.

The excerpts describe the first recorded jirgas in the history of the Pashtuns
(don't forget that all and only Pashtuns were called Afghans until relatively recently) in
the beginning of the lath century. The 1922 jirga mentioned in the reading in Section 1,
in contrast, was the first loya jirga including others besides Pashtuns.

Preview to Section 4: Diversions

The speaker in the landau is a woman, playfully complaw.ing about her lover and
threatening to convene a jirga (in this case it might also have been nanawate) to solve
her problem.

The couplet from Khushal Kh5n Khattak is part of a long poem in which the poet is
urging Pashtuns to fight for their territory and rights against outside oppressors.
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Unit 27 Exercises

Exercise Tl. Write the paragraph that your teacher dictates. Then create glossary
entries for the new words in the paragraph, combining the glosses, grammatical
information, transcriptions and Pashto words given below.

The _paragraph:

The glossarg items:

Glosses .ErammsitiraldaLa Transcriptions Pashto

actually n, M3 Idrundi cliz.g. I

f irmness )1, F [ghNra ghEraw-q cis
1.

overturn, violate n, F3 [istilS]

punishment n, F3 [klakwSlay1

severe adj 1 [pa wa-qiy6t kel

'bturie phr. [saz61
-- , -7a ° -dLa

term, word phr. ftigai

Example: s,ona 17, F 1 [tiga]
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Exercise T2. Listen to the account, then answer the questions.

1. What does 10-agl SI4 probably mean in English?

2. -LA usually means 'pull out' or 'extract'. What is a better translation in the

context of this passage'?

3. Is the village still in existence? How do you know'?

4. In earlier units was translated as 'farm'. What is a better translation for the

word as it is used in the passage?

5. Why was a jirga convened?
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,

Exercise T3. Listen to the sentences, then use the information to finish the following
sentences.

4t L5 4.Lib L7 71. .

att.. Ltl.: 4J1 I .

3 1...t1.7., c.) >JL .

4. (LI LI. .

L5 4.;..Cra 4.j.j..&. L J.11. .o

(DLI:ww.:Itjj1 j jab ultrod 1

..,.Z.+.7; 0As. djati . V

32:j
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Exercise 4. The second paragraph in Section 3 is reproduced below with the exact
spelling, spacing of letters and words, and typographical errors as it was published in
the magazine. Without looking at Section 3, rewrite the passage with 'conventional'
spelling and spacing.

Z
15.4-'d (51 -7 .11 -,Tat" kiSt. ke d": 't..5 1..t. c5 l'-:-.. y --11 I 5

JtSe."/"' 41 tt (.1

41sstoilx-41.31j

..,:l..1 La. (15 .Z to .. 4; &L.' j ss.e. 4 ...1.........a.jzjIciy4 jr.,,,, 47,..,....0

yz 4-7: L5J5-, szt e-)Lt 4."-e. sst sst J-1-" JI Ji..)."-

L.5--L-1(is.,7,..z z.-1-_,.: 1..yibt-k sst (55:-...)-4 (.7.---ii..)--..- ss-5_,:i1-----
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Exercise 5. Group the following words into the appropriate categories.

Bad things: Good things:
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Exercise 6. Review of 'impersonal transitives": Rewrite the following sentences so
that they reflect present or future time rather than the past.

_"-: ,i) s5.5 .--.7-5.4 4....)
T S57" t..)-i -4 c.5 -P l'''i° .,': r16.4 I

. j ..1.1.1..., ...-.1.:., 3

..)-to t5--7,J -, . J.i j-;-: 't7,1 c j j j-;! NI-) .1'

-)-14 ss:'. (51-*" J1 99 L5 :4 i 1 -)_, 4-Le' ":" r-L- I z Lt--1 ,, .4

Jailei I'L-23

j 4:.....-1,1j I j 4:. Lj....,. j.a. J j.:,, j_4..:,. LS I 1...L, i_ 4.f.....1... . t. e

.0

.J -.`-r---1,)

1
.4--17A3_, y5 Jt:i; 4-:

j.1-4.a. \I-
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Exercise 7. Read the following passage, on the origins of the two kinds of jirga , for
information and review.

s5-5 eJt-: z z

414. L5La 1 J 4:0 4..; 0.4 1 01.5 1 i).5) j l

91 z

clj j..to 31j 4. .t jl;

;Jr" .5 4-1- ss--CJ÷

1 JIJ . pwe t;..):.;

s5.5 \./.3 LAS 41 j 4./ .5

y'S J"-L5 z
J....re) y..S. 4.;) ,L,1it.;j1 4-1. 4.1.4a7.-. s5.5 cr5

1..*1 J 1 ss-1261.6o

historical background n, F 1. Ar. Pl. [sawab6c1] 3..,*.li...

concrete adj 1 [mushakh6s]

Aryan adj 4 [aryayil

studies n, F 1. Ar pl. [mut'a1a?St]

custom n,t12 ErawSj1 Elij
domination n,F1 [salatál, [sult6] 4.121.4

independent adj 1 hustaciéll

act phr. [Icidam kaw=1-,5
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Answers

Exercise Tl.
The oaragrab4:

c.SAI dt 415 91 (.57:1_, A z)T-; 4...;

I j 41 111.0 ty5 A Z.,..÷TS i.e. ino...;

-
A3 c..5.9 s5-..1 4'5 9/ ts/9,, 61- '1191

L5.51;" 41-4. 13g J95..)9

The glossary items:
term, word n, F3 Iisti1S1c )(...L..0

actually phr. [pa waqiy6t kel 415.5 %.......631

severe adj 1 [drundl jz
punishment n, F3 tsazgl

firmness n, 113 [klakwSlayI (.511.511.5

overturn, violate phr. [gh5ca ghar:aw=1 j.71

Exercise T2.
1. 'field or 'plain'
2. 'dig'
3. Yes, it is. The description of the location and inhabitants in the first paragraph, and

the description of the new farms in the second paragraph, are in the present
tense.

4. 'land'
5. To arrange for the digging of the irrigation ditch. It had to be a community effort.

Exercise T3. Something along the following lines:
.1 .1 cr.e. . 1

LS

ss.e. I 4.11 L.. I I

415,5 14k

I z 3 LL I rJ 4. _ir. ...a..J I

L.5.5 L.5,)-5 ,1::* (is»

33,1
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ss:p. itt 3 (Ts J.? At :3 ,:j1.1. 4.;Lis .

S5-'3 4=-47-1 c.;)t-l .o

.) fp-4 J-t4

jab .1 at c5 7). t. ..)1.; t LU I z

. .5 (1st

(5" I 37: d`t JI.1-*C4J °A" 4." c.)1-". . V

Exercise 4.

c51J-1 .11..fta 5 ss JD: ,?71 L.5 1:-. (15-- '1

<s5j s95 ci"!
dit _,Ls...L:S (rsL.,)

41 zit... (T5Z . 0.75 4.; ss.e. è J1 j1 Lb.5

15 'L;$ C5 kr: 4-) Lt *-,11 4at SS". C,1";j1 Cr.?* a.5.113-1

L5-0 L I (75_97'. .1 ='..0-?`" 41! LIL 4. (1.15

cl$-5 .)S"D

Exercise 5.
Bad things Good things

441

4 1...n..4

LF.L....."t:re.

c JL.:-+ 4' -)
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Exercise 6.

495 "r:S" 4.1 b.., -)A c5 _,L z 4-;,4

c5,P 4.1.17.' .)-t 3 s$----;1 4`;' t.:-1

lt 3 314 y7! 4..te r...z..1.0.0 . T

(15.4 4 J i 4J J IS I r 4z-

j.).:<16 J. 4J ss.5 Lt.; 4.1 z tjj j1 . o

Lit";;
4J s5-5 L31.5 s9.5 j-t1.I J.14 AL:

I.

336
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Unit 28: jw
Unit Overview

The focus of this unit is on Pashtun village life. Sections 1 3 contain the short
story J.!..,j , about Pashtun life and the inequalities between the lives of the rich and

the poor. Section 4, Diversions, is a humorous fable/story about a donkey and an ox and
their attempts to get out of work.

Preview to Section 1: The Story Begins

Before the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, the Afghan government's Ministry of
Culture encouraged writers, musicians and artists by awarding yearly prizes to the best
pieces of art in various division. This story, written by the Pashtun author of this
textbook when he was a member of the Pashto Academy, was submitted to the Ministry's
competition in 1958, and won first prize in the short story division. The story reflects
the author's experiences when he was growing up.

The story contains a number of words from other dialects of Pashto besides the
authors native Kabul dialect. The author comments that he was one of the first
generation to attend schools in which Pashto became the medium of instruction. The
textbooks used in these schools were for the most part in the Kandahar dialect, and the
authors vocabulary was expanded accordingly. He says that at the time he wrote the
story, he still felt that these 'bookish words had a certain cachet, and he used them for
that reason. Now, he says, he does not consciously choose one dialect's word over
another's.

In this first part of the story, the author introduces the narrator, sets the scene
and describes one of the characters.

Cultural notes. The story is set in a village in the Kabul province. Roofs in that
province are flat, and made of mud and clay; they must be shoveled in the winter to
prevent damage from the weight of the snow and leaking as it melts. Shoveling the roof
is one of the chores assigned to boys.

The walls of the rooms in a kal5 or smaller compound are usually built up about a
foot or two higher than the flat roof, providing a low barrier. Snow on the roof has to be
lifted over this barrier and dumped onto the ground below, either outside the kal'a or
between the rooms. The author remembers that sometimes after snoveling a roof and
throwing the snow in the alleyway between rooms, there was so much piled-up snow in
the alley he could walk from one roof to the other.
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The author's purpose, in his description of Rasul Kaka's clothes, was to show how
poor the man was: his clothes were not only patched and ragged, they were not heavy
enough to begin with for the cold weather. The implication is that Rasul Kaka has
wrapped himself up in everything he can find with comical results -, and what he has
been able to find isn't much.

Word stu4 The phrase 111.1 j/LI describes the way one has to walk through

thigh-deep snow: picking one's knees up high so that one's feet clear the surface of the
snow, rather than ploughing through it. The effect is humorous, and nut particularly
respectful of the Mullah.

A j;.4 is the drawstring that holds one's partug up. It's not supposed to

show, and Rasul Kaka's using one to wrap his pantlegs and socks is a statement as to how
desperate he really is.

The phrase z translates literally as 'since they

are the nights and days of boyhood', and idiomatically as 'since these are my boyhood
days'.

Preview to Section 2: The Story Continues

In this part of the story, the heroine appears and is described, and the narrator
observes her actions.

Cultural notes. The term J.,I does not translate conveniently into English.

Unmarried girls traditionally cut the hair growing along the sides of their faces short
about chin length and these locks of hair are J.; . The Pashto word carries poetic,

romantic meaning, as can be seen in the following landays:

/ 4J-91* ".

4-**1-".. (15-J9-1 ck.)..11 ci5 s55 A54

[spine spogm6y ta sa khwla rSka
pa taragrnSy ke de worbál khwlé ta r5dzi nal

Come into the silver moonlight and give me a kiss
In the darkness your warbal blocks my way.

4-1

3 ',I
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J" .t.5a J.)

[more kochySno ta me wárka
tse tor worb61 me de kigd6y shamS1 wahi-nal

Mother, give me to a Kuchi
That my black worbal will be blown by the wind of their tents.

The use of ckjil in the title of the story is an immediate indication that the story is

about a girl, and that there is something romantic going on. The description of the girl
and her clothes is both provocative (the narrator, who the author says is about thirteen,
is clearly smitten with the girl, who is a little older) and indicative of her extreme
poverty.

Spogmay has on the usual kamis and partug, but they are worn and thread-bare,
and not nearly heavy enough for the weather. Her partug is of a different style from
that described in Unit 13: it is effectively a very full culotte with pantlegs ending just
below her knees. It is gathered (voluminously) at the waist with a drawstring. The
narrator can see the girl's bare calves and arms because her clothes doesn't cover them;
he can catch glimpses of her thighs and breasts because the material is worn into holes
in places.

Word studu. The phrase ,iszy. translates literally as 'almost

completely naked' but the Pashto phrase entails the wearing of a lot more clothes than
its literal English translation. ...t.1 is an adjective meaning 'naked' or 'bare'; it occurs

in the phrase L1.1 as well. .74..1 is meaningless except in this phrase, where it

contributes the notion 'completely'.

a refers to the fifteenth of the lunar month, when the moon is

full.

iS j is a room with an oven in it, usually used for cooking but also a warm

place to be during the winter. The popcorn shop in the story in Unit 25 was a
A.; jg .

Preview to Section 3: The Story Concluc!es

In this section, the narrator mentally follows the girl into the room, and imagines
what she does and what she is thinking about.

339
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Cultural notes. The narrators phrase t)..1. ..41; a la 43 "el. J1 4.15.4<4.7 <3 J.rr in
the next to last paragraph doesn't translate conveniently: it carries the notion that
Spogmay is not capable of such thoughts. The author comments that the narrator
considers himself more sophisticated (he has presumably been to school, whereas
Spogmay has not), and therefore more able to perceive the inequalities he has imagined
Spogmay thinking about.

Word study. ji.;,..r.; translates most exactly as 'prop upright'; the narrator stuck

his snow shovel into a snow bank.

'corn bread is considered to be inferior to bread made from wheat

A is a room in which there are ducts built into the floor which carry

heat from a stove to the entire room.

The words Lr.ta _4 and c.5.z.4 both refer to being a foreigner, but do not

necessarily entail going from one country to another, although Pashtun migrant workers
go to areas in Pakistan, India and Bangladesh looking for work. Spogmay's brothers have
gone away to look for work, but have probably not gone farther than a different province.

Preview to Section 4: Diversions

The story in this section is one of a collection entitled Ishekh chalil us-v

written by Sayid Mastan Shah Ghamgin, and published in Peshawar. 'Sheikh ChalE is a
clever trickster in traditional Pashtun folklore.

3
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Unit 26 Exercises

Exercise Tl. Listen to the story, then answer the questions.

Workbook 154

Nouns Verbs

kite 112 (gucji parSnl 1 _4 k_50_,S fly der. tr. (jagaw=.1 J.5...

courtyard P1 irreg. (anger] ,A.:,1 pull der. tr. [kashkaw=1-...t5

sole (of foot) F 1 [tele] 4.1..;

step P12 (Ta-ml r..s
step off der. int. (khan' keg-1 -jr..5 1..1

be confident der. int. (cjgcla kég-]-,)r.5

Phrases

start to fall phr. (pa tited6 sa-1

backwards phr. (pa sh6] U. 4t.

heart pounds phr. (zr:a drabeg-]

Adjective
a.. upright adj 1 (shakhl t.t.

s.

4; Li
fc' s5;' -t5 z

4:..1.1.1a .1"

6.1.0....) ...d..ls. 4.t. oi...1 o.,.. &U. j J... al& z . 1.

1..) 4...lf 4..I J., at.i. .t.

4-4.# -s? 4-. S -4 -,TI 4t li= .1) () J J .!- clst 4; 4=1-1-4 . 0

341
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Exercise T2. Listen to the following statements about the story, and mark whether
they are true or false.

True False True false 1.13.12 false

1 6. 1 1

2 7. 12

3 8. 13.

4 9. 1 4

5 1 O. 15

Exercise 3. Give idiomatic English (be creative!) equivalents for the following phrases
from the story.

c5i

LS ..pr-5

cb.)1 s55.):" 4;
I . , i

, .
4..5-*

a .1'

(.5.--a" Jky ...)-.-.) 4-1

4.1..... LI t:). I ...)..t.a.. 4.lid 4.1 ejl.t.,..J y... _talc .5 p.....4...,1 . t

(.5 - . ) -1 0 j..... 4.1 4.1 t.7: ...).14 4J .o

..,J -11-1.,) AIJ z .i
J-1-e.)-;-- crls Jt.; -)-5-1 "I

3 4 2

i

.V

. A

.4k

107: I j 4.0 4.1 r...4 43 . ,
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0-1;

4e. 3 .

. NY

4.5 .U.

Exercise 4. Give the Eastern dialect equivalent and the English translation for the
following words from the story.

English 7,astern dialect

3 3

Other dialects

J

c."Yz."7:
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ExerCise 5. Rewrite the following paragraphs from the story in past tense.

s5S .L5z sse...Sztt Lcirl

14.1 4.1 14 L531..te.

isJA3 L5L5 L5z
JJ4

s5.51 z z .c.54,11
ell; 41

Workbook 157

t.L.5,21..p5 t j_t5:).1 z

(5e.1.1 t4p-JI

'z L.515 s5.)-1- 4.1)J1 ei.)J1

J-W J., J." 'zt" LIA3 se. 4-rdi
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-44 LS in4-4'..,L 4; ss4; 4; J74 -91 c5 ih'.4 . T

° rA J L3 4-5-1-: c..531.,-4 4:;j 415..1.1 J s5.1..;67.1

Exercise 6. Order the following events in the storg.
41.) (.5 ss J JIJIJ

J1.1

c ss;"

. tr..4 J1.).3

. j 415-UL j Lt.. j..S j 4.1 (15 4.1 1..11 4.1

j
44:* Ng (g j

(.5S,:a1l 14

415; ig .) 1 ify
4-1 z

z

v, 'JJ 4 b,, 12.5 45

4.7. j I, 4.1 0 LS.

y j 4; 151.1

11.1 J 7;' 1 _1 J-4:'' JI-157:J

0 uitik, 4.L.Loo j.g.; j ..,SJ.

1.1'' .1 4; rt.: JI.J.57-1.

4:; I 0
4;$ 4"; ss;"-t5
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Exercise 7. The first part of the story in Section 4 has been reproduced below.

Rewrite it with 'conventional' spacing and punctuation.

-t.).16.1-2 *1-14:-J.,:isstAtut.ra-Les 4-1.1-Lte.)-4

(.0.)1*--; 1°1 ...)1'J.t1-4; jj4:;

4 1 <15-1 r`-!..41 7 J.." 5 41-,"3-11

,75.310. j I rail 3 At 417.1 11) 4:1 j

4.* 4,,5 Jt41.-t d't
4/

r.1j1 4.; s5.2 1....4.! 45 41.

45A/

:_114.
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Exercise T 1.
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Answers

3 c71.5 4:..1 11... j1 oil .
5.)-1 S-t. )1,.4 c50_, 4-t. ye. J-174.,. Y

T J j cist 4..a ,t55.75 4J . T

. t

0.,... 4.-.. ss- J.:...... ? _.1.1L50 jt j3 4t. (5.4,t; . 0S 41 45 ji

Exercise T2.
True False Ina

1 6..

2.
_A__

7.

_x___
--X....-..

3. 8.
4.

_x_.
9 _x___

5.

_x__
_x_._ 10. x

False Ina false
11. _x___

_x___ 12. __x___
_x___ 13. _x......

14.

15. ....._x___

Exercise 3.
'I looked around' JJ,I cis5.)-:. ' 4:7 1.,1%31-t' .1

'the full moon'
A..5-4-P-,1-1* r-----1-3-,1 z . 1'

'the situation didn't stay like . LS 0-5 s5:11-: 4:1 5-#..-4 J. .)-1'3 .1.. .1'
this very long'

'...would go hungry ...1.1.4% 41

that night'

'fingers stiff from the cold' . cs...4.....L5 4.1 C. tt J.74 J 41. ss:,"..1.- .o
'the chattering of (her) teeth'

J.-11";'..J 9-'13 .z 1
'she got lost in thought'

J-1-:..)-;--, ss5 J14 .;' _)--ci .\/
'a full stomach' ..11./S.,.,.0 0 4.1...5 bit . A

'money begets money'

'I have nothing to say' r.....1. I i 4. 41 ralb 03 . 1

'bubbling on the stove'
c.5_, Jty. ; 43'. 91 -0-: .5..ril-1 43! . I I

'my train of thought was interrupted' .4J.,......1., sst 4.L....L. ..,.5.1 z 1....3 . 1 'r

34 i
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'to myself'

'otherwise'

'the field across which the

city road lay'

Exercise 4.
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4L;'

Enalsh Eastern dialect
'spread' J
'neighbor'

'wind'

'open' W31_,
'cotton'

git:1!

'yesterday'

'traveler, foreigner'

`God' c51.1.1.

'stone'

'summer'

4.1 .

1)1 0 ji4 Si . 1 0

Other dialects

J
k.5 4.;iS

1,1

csti'

Exercise 5.

S-45 "1" Y:5 Y`*-.1 YJ Sse-)54' Y;":-.' z .1
JILL ipj 4...

J.1 . cji L

Jjo Jj3 1-4-1 I ss-L1-5

szt jt. ss

ss-L):;_, 4.011 '5 ye. L*S-/ 4-'7: l cid U-1 ss5 4.

ji 4 47, trs.z...+J tis t.;

4j SS« J 1 - se. I t-;" se. .)5'" 7'. .1"'

L . G G b.JI 41 vl c5

jzs l,. ej.e. sst j
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-''. "r"4. .., 451 -t":' <15; .15 Z e Jtr. Z ...11 Z i + II .4

z il c5_,S..L. 0:-.4 j j Ira' j 1....4. 1.4 3 4.5.4 4j ti 4.:; 1.11 4; ss;

. ).5 J.; 44; lj try I Z sge j la. 4,15.14t (.5.....- . 1...1 415..:A.

Exercise 6.

c51 1 4t. kr5" Jlist-i --A-,
.1,5 Jr.1 J_05 ssJilj z

.j.s.-..4,

*,r1 -1
4; t- 4j Lk'," .t.54."V-44 Z -V-

e j 415.t.to

. ).1_, 4;

4.; j L.?

415; j.5

4.t J.11.5.1 4 s5 j V trki. 4; r.t., .,J JI.5.,..1 _11_
4..... 4;S OS cl,.... j ...._.t._

'4.;' j j 4; :LC li L.51.5 J.,..4 j --- ..-
....1 t:j1j j 4; .- ... L. 4.A 1!

0 j L.; Z 0..4 (15.4..p.,..4...4 d..I j 1.4. JI
42..........;1..y...:. t.5 ,_LI .1 454 ..,..:-6.. ___.A..._

ov) V..1 4; tioi ...4 o j LI z 4:.* ...,,r1 45....p......4..... -I._

4 : . IJ 0.. 1.5i.c j- . . . . e j j j.... j _T._

,75_, J., z.)1 4; 99-1 ss-1-4-1b 1-5 (.5 cl.t...' J ____o_

..,75 &:, (15.5 s5 J jli 4.7e, jy144,11.) Li1.1. j I.t5t.1 1 $0.

. 0 .L.r.-ctj .J.......l... j....i .z J1 J.5.t1 z ..._ 1 t_
. zi 4 ra, jii..5...J

. 4; .., j 1 ..) 0 4:... * 41 4; 419;1 .., 4.1 45.4 ..:)."7.44 --i--

Exercise 7.

4J 34 e.;--" sst 4-: b.). 41 (.5-2 1 3 -r:' Jt 4;64b z 3 J 1 J:...- 3 it
t eJJ.JJ 4t Litii 4:: (.5-29. 4.9-' b., °J.: 4-1-'5 4-:J.,:i sse.

ss."1 z i°9-`:# .7* 9J959t-C 4-;', 9:'
CM' 4'1' j»..,.., C' J.) e -,1. rA, fgj jI 12" 4 3 4t e ,75 4,)-," 4;/-) 9V 41
4; 4..1. (5.1 04 4:1,1 AI ...t.L.I L. . 4.51 4.t. 4.. il e ...) ...".1. 41 4.4t

15vrcj ICJ j I 4. 415. I ..t JI 415.-..s ...0.4....r:


